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Mirror Takes

~ Arien
I've reduced the price at my 
second-hand shop to fight 
IBIism, what about you? 

What have you done? 

Every story I create, 
creates me. I write to 

create myself. 

~ Octavia E. Butler

Nuclear disarmament group ICAN coordinator Daniel Hogstan, executive director Beatrice Fihn, and her 
husband Will Fihn Ramsay pose with a banner bearing the group's logo after ICAN won the Nobel Peace 
Prize on October 6, 2017, in Geneva.
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 27° 21°
Agartala 32° 24°
Gangtok 27° 14°
Guwahati 32° 24°
Imphal 30° 20°

Itanagar 31° 21°
Shillong 23° 17°
Delhi 36° 23°
Kolkata 32° 26°
Chennai 32° 27°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 27.2° 18.8°
DIMAPUR 34.4° 27.2°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA 12.2 93%
DIMAPUR NIL 91%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals

WEATHER
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One of the accused persons captured by Kohima police seen along with the consignement of seized ganja. 

Police claims Rs. 50 
lakh worth ganja haul 

Says conversion to PPP mode will 
mean cost incurred by the private 

party will be charged from patients 

Japan A-bomb survivors hail 
ICAN Nobel Peace Prize win

Naga sportspersons need 
exposure, says Sakshi Malik

Kohima village opposes 
government’s bid to alter 
medical college project

Spanish government 
apologises for Catalan 
referendum policing

Nobel Peace Prize awarded to anti-nuclear weapons group

    

NATION ENTERTAINMENT SPORTS

Miles to go: Anushka 
Sharma on her journey | P10

Iniesta agrees “contract for life” 
with Barcelona  |  P11

No political consideration in 
decisions, says new TN governor | P8

Students of Government Primary School, Nyengching in Longleng district are seen participating in a painting competition organised by Longleng Forest Division 
in collaboration with Kiphire Wildlife Division on Friday. An update from Longleng Forest Division informed that the competition was held on the theme ‘Wildlife 
and Nature’ to commemorate Wildlife Week Celebration, 2017. 

WILDLIFE SCHOOL 

Survivors of  the World 
War II atomic bombing 
of  Hiroshima and Naga-
saki today congratulated 
ICAN on winning this 
year's Nobel Peace Prize, 
vowing to work together 
with the disarmament 
group to achieve a nu-
clear-free world.

"I'm delighted that 
ICAN, which has taken 
action to abolish nuclear 
weapons like us, won 
the Nobel Peace Prize," 
Sunao Tsuboi, who suf-
fered serious burns in the 
blast and subsequently 
developed cancer, said 
in a statement, accord-
ing to public broadcaster 
NHK.

"I want to offer my 
warmest congratula-
tions," said the long-time 
Hiroshima campaigner 
for nuclear disarma-
ment.

"Together with 
ICAN and many other 
people, we 'Hibakusha' 
will continue to seek a 
world without nuclear 
weapons as long as our 
lives last," the 92-year-
old said.

Tsuboi was among 
a handful of  Hiroshima 
survivors who met then 
US president Barack 
Obama during his his-
toric visit to the city last 

year.
"We want to take 

great delight as it helped 
build up a treaty ban-
ning nuclear weapons," 
Shigemitsu Tanaka, a 
Nagasaki survivor, told 
reporters.

"We want to work to-
gether so that the nucle-
ar disarmament treaty 
can be signed as soon as 
possible," said Tanaka, 
head of  the Nagasaki 
Atomic Bomb Survivors 
Council.

Ageing survivors of  
the atomic bombing of  
the two Japanese cities 
have long spearheaded 
an anti-nuclear cam-
paign, visiting the UN 
and other international 
conferences to narrate 
the horror of  the trag-
edies.

On August 6, 1945 
the United States 
dropped an atomic 
bomb on the southern 
Japanese city of  Hiro-
shima, killing 140,000 
people, according to es-
timates.

Three days later, a 
second bomb devastated 
Nagasaki, killing an esti-
mated 74,000 people. Ja-
pan surrendered shortly 
afterwards, bringing 
World War II to an end. 

(PTI/AFP)  

truck bearing registration 
number NL 01 K-5910 
and recovered a total of  
1000 kg of  contraband 
ganja worth Rs. 50,00,000 
(Rupees fifty lakh) in the 
national market. 

“The contraband ganja 
which was neatly packed 
in 61 packets of  20 kg, 
10 kg and 5 kg was found 
concealed inside a spe-
cial compartment of  the 
truck’s body especially 
designed for transporting 
illegal consignments,” the 
statement read.

The driver of  the truck, 
21-year-old Duh Peter and 
his ‘accomplice’, 20-year-
old Hrüyio – both hailing 
from Senapati district of  
Manipur – have been taken 
into custody, according to 
police. “During interroga-
tion the driver revealed 
that the consignment was 
loaded from Mao and that 
he was assured Rs. 10,000 
for transporting it to Di-
mapur.” 

A case has been reg-
istered, and investigation 
on.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): The 
state government’s alleged move 
to reallocate the project of  up-
grading the existing Naga Hospi-
tal Authority Kohima (NKAK) 
into public private partnership 
(PPP) mode has invited sharp 
objection from the Kohima vil-
lage council. 

In a letter addressed to the 
Commissioner and Secretary 
of  Health and Family Welfare 
department, the council leaders 
stated objection to said attempt 
by the state government while 
wondering how the latter could 
“change its mind” after signing a 
memorandum of  understanding 
(MoU) with the government of  
India to upgrade the NHAK to a 
government medical college.

The representation was made 
available to the local press on 
Friday. “It was learned that as 
per agreement, the central gov-
ernment has already released 
some of  the funds for establish-
ment of  the college. In fact, even 
the first visit of  medical council 
of  India (MCI) has already tak-
en place. 

“If  the government keeps on 
arbitrarily changing its decision 
and fails to adhere to the agree-
ment reached, it will totally 
lose the trust of  the public and 
the central government. A gov-
ernment medical college with 
modern amenities is the need 
for the hour for poor patients 
and villagers who cannot afford 
the services of  private hospi-
tals. Simply put, in PPP mode, 
the cost of  capital investments 
spent plus interest by the private 
party will be charged from the 
patients,” it stated. 

The council stated that it was 
objecting to the government’s 
decision to adopt the PPP mode 
for a project that was initially 
sanctioned as a government 
undertaking. “The council has 
agreed to part with their prime 
lands, residential areas, khetis, 
terrace fields etc., in exchange 
for a government medical col-
lege in the interest of  all Nagas. 

“The Kohima village council 
has never agreed to give away 
their prime lands to the gov-
ernment of  Nagaland to set up 
medical college on PPP mode. 
Therefore, the government must 
implement the agreement with 
GoI in letter and spirit,” read 
the representation.

Madrid, Oct. 6 (IANS): 
The Spanish government 
on Friday apologised for 
the policing of last week's 
independence referendum 
but said the regions political 
leaders were to blame for 
going ahead with the vote.

The comments from En-
ric Millo, the government's 
most senior representative 
in Catalonia, were the first 
apology from a Spanish 
government official over 
the violence, the Guardian 
reported. 

The Catalan govern-
ment said hundreds of peo-
ple were injured after Span-
ish police attempted to stop 
the vote by raiding polling 
stations, beating voters 
and firing rubber bullets at 
crowds

Millo said in an inter-
view with Catalonia's TV3: 
"When I saw those images 
-- and knowing that people 
were hit, shoved and one 
was even taken to hospital -- 
all I can do is apologise on 
behalf  of the officers who Oslo, Oct. 6 (IANS): The 

Nobel Peace Prize was on 
Friday awarded to the Ge-
neva-based International 
Campaign to Abolish Nu-
clear Weapons (ICAN), 
an official announcement 
said.

The chair of  the Nor-
wegian Nobel Commit-
tee, Berit Reiss-Andersen, 
said the award had been 
made in recognition of  
the group's work "to draw 
attention to the cata-
strophic humanitarian 
consequences of  any use 
of  nuclear weapons and 
for its ground-breaking 
efforts to achieve a treaty-
based prohibition of  such 
weapons".

"We live in a world 
where the risk of  nuclear 
weapons being used is 
greater than it has been for 
a long time. Some states 
are modernising their nu-
clear arsenals, and there 
is a real danger that more 
countries will try to pro-
cure nuclear weapons, as 
exemplified by North Ko-
rea," Reiss-Andersen said. 

She called on the 
nuclear-armed states to 
initiate negotiations to 
gradually eliminate the 
weapons.

ICAN, a coalition of  
non-governmental organi-
sations in 100 countries 
dedicated to achieving 
a prohibition of  nuclear 
weapons, said the "award 
shines a needed light on 
the path the ban treaty 
provides towards a world 
free of  nuclear weapons".

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
Kohima police on Friday 
claimed to have caught 
contraband ganja worth 
Rs. 50 lakh “in the nation-
al market.”  A statement 

from the public relations 
officer of  Kohima police 
informed that the confis-
cation was made around 6 
am on Friday at Phesama 
check gate.     

“...Kohima police 
manning Phesama check 
gate while conducting rou-
tine checking and frisking 
of  vehicles have intercept-
ed one Dimapur bound 

intervened."
He said, however, that 

Catalan President Carles 
Puigdemont and his gov-
ernment were to blame for 
Sunday's events as they had 
insisted on going ahead 
with the poll.

The apology came as 
the Catalan government 
said it would defy the Span-
ish constitutional court by 
going ahead with a parlia-
mentary debate on the ref-
erendum result. 

Catalonia's Foreign Af-
fairs minister Raül Rom-
eva said the debate would 
go ahead regardless of the 
court's decision. "Parlia-
ment will discuss, Parlia-
ment will meet... Every 
attempt the Spanish govern-
ment has used to impede 
things to happen, they have 
been demonstrated com-
pletely not only useless but 
counter-productive," Rom-
eva told the BBC.

Catalan President Pu-
igdemont now plans to 
address the regional Par-
liament on Tuesday -- later 
than was expected. Spain's 
Constitutional Court ear-
lier suspended the Parlia-
ment session that had been 
planned for Monday.

Meanwhile, Catalan 
chief  of  police Josep Lluis 
Trapero appeared before 
a judge in Madrid on sus-
picion of  sedition against 
the state. His Mossos 
d'Esquadra force was ac-
cused of  failing to protect 
Spanish police from pro-
testers ahead of  the Octo-
ber 1 independence refer-
endum.

The "sedition" hearing 
took place in Madrid. The 
defendants were accused 
of failing to help Guardia 
Civil police tackle thou-
sands of pro-independence 
protesters outside the Cata-
lan Economy Department 
in Barcelona on September 
20.

Along with Command-
er Trapero, another Catalan 
police officer and two lead-
ing independence activists 
were also being investigat-
ed.

They all left the court 
after the morning hearing 
free, without facing any 
Spanish restrictions. It was 
not yet clear what they told 
the judge.

Despite the Spanish au-
thorities' attempts to stop 
the referendum, which the 
government and the consti-
tutional court had declared 
illegal, 2.26 million of Cata-
lonia's 5.3 million registered 
voters took part. 

Staff Reporter 
Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): Professional 
wrestling in Nagaland needs to be given 
proper exposure as there are no teams 
from Nagaland representing India un-
like Manipur, according to Rio Olym-
pics bronze medallist wrestler Sakshi 
Malik.

Addressing a press conference here 
at Hotel Acacia Dimapur on Friday, the 
Khel Ratna award winning wrestler said 
that in order to encourage the sport of  
wrestling it was important for the state 
government to extend assistance and 
provide good facilities.

Malik, a recipient of Padma Shree as 
well Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna award, is 
in Dimapur with her husband Satyawart 
Kadian – also an Indian wrestler and a 
recipient of Arjuna Award – to attend 
the 25 years celebration of St. Mary’s 
Higher Secondary School Dimapur as 
the chief guest on Saturday, October 
7. Her husband has been invited as the 
guest of honour. 

Malik who is the brand ambassador 
of ‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’ campaign 
in Haryana wants not only to encourage 
people to take up wrestling but persuade 
women to take up sports and fight to 
achieve their passion. 

"I started wrestling when I was 12 
and there were only a few girls, so I was 
trained with boys mostly," said Malik. 
However, she said, it did not prevent her 
from following her passion and partici-

pate in various competitions.   
On her intention of visiting Naga-

land, especially for a school programme, 
the grappler said she wanted to intro-
duce the game and the scope of sports 
among the students – considering her 
own experience when there was nobody 
to encourage her to pursue sport.   

While maintaining that in Haryana 
people tend to engage in sports for the 
sake of receiving a government job, 
Malik noted: “Haryana, which is con-
sidered as a male-centric society, is wit-
nessing change in mindset with more 
women getting involved in wrestling 
and bringing medals for the state which 
makes it easy for the elders to be flexible 
and the government accommodating.”  
This approach, she felt, was needed in 
Nagaland. 

On wrestling’s state of affairs in the 
national level, Malik acknowledged that 
India needs room for improvement es-
pecially in terms of providing first rate 
facilities. Supplementing Malik’s com-
ment, her husband Kadian said: “The 
game spirit mentality need to change 
as Indian players play with the spirit to 
earn a living while other countries play 
to win medals.” 

This, he said, was because of the 
lack of support from the government 
while other countries had unparalleled 
support from their governments which 
creates gap between Indian players and 
their counterparts from other countries. 

The organisation said 
that it was a "great hon-
our" to be recognised for 
its role as a driving force 
behind the UN Treaty on 
the Prohibition of  Nucle-
ar Weapons, which was 
adopted on July 7 with the 
support of  122 nations.

The treaty prohibits 
a catalogue of  nuclear 
weapon-related activity, 
including undertaking de-
velopment, testing, pro-
duction, manufacturing, 
acquiring, possessing or 
stockpiling nuclear weap-
ons.

The US, UK, France, 
Russia and China -- the 
five permanent members 
of  the UN Security Coun-
cil, all of  whom possess 
nuclear weapons -- did not 
participate in the negotia-

tion of  the treaty.
"The belief  of  some 

governments that nuclear 
weapons are a legitimate 
and essential source of  se-
curity is not only misguid-
ed, but also dangerous, 
for it incites proliferation 
and undermines disarma-
ment," ICAN said in a 
statement. 

"All nations should 
reject these weapons com-
pletely -- before they are 
ever used again.

"This is a time of  great 
global tension, when fiery 
rhetoric could all too eas-
ily lead us, inexorably, to 
unspeakable horror.

"The spectre of  nuclear 
conflict looms large once 
more. If  ever there were 
a moment for nations to 
declare their unequivo-

cal opposition to nuclear 
weapons, that moment is 
now," it added.

The organisation will 
receive 9 million Swed-
ish kronor ($1.1 million) 
along with a medal and a 
diploma during a ceremo-
ny in December in Oslo.

The committee that 
chooses the Nobel Peace 
Prize winner sorted 
through over 300 nomina-
tions for this year's award, 
which recognises both ac-
complishments and inten-
tions.

The prize announce-
ment came Friday in the 
Norwegian capital Oslo, 
culminating a week in 
which Nobel laureates 
have been named in medi-
cine, physics, chemistry 
and literature. 
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GMS Trongar ‘A’ carrying out a plantation and cleanliness drive at the school premises.

In appreciating of the successful commercial maize production in Sakhabama, Dihoma and Kijumetuoma 
villages, for three consecutive years, the District Agriculture Officer, Kohima distributed maize sheller and 
maize mills under NFSM to the farmers. The sheller and mills were distributed with the aim to help the 
farmers in value addition and better marketing of their produces.

Nodal Director Childline Subonenba Longkumer along with OC West Police Station and Childline officials 
during the inauguration of Child Friendly Corner at West Police Station, Dimapur.

CORRECTION
Apropos news caption published on October 6 of this local 
daily on page 3 bottom, the sentence should be read as 
residents of Pfutsero and PWD (R&B) during a joint social 
work on October 4 and 5 and not as rendered.

Lotha orgs. flay assault on 
student; to hold silent procession

UT-I notifies hotels DC Kohima reminds on 
COPTA implementation 

State to organise tax awareness prog.NBSE issues advisory to 
institutes on online games

UGC launches common syllabi in higher learning

IMI preparedness for Kohima from Oct. 9 

ECI directs on use VVPAT machines TAPWO welcomes 
Indo-Naga talks

Colloquium on road connectivity

Zhadima to implement 
total prohibition of alcohol

Govt. extends period of Jan. 31 inquiry
On expiry of 90 days and in continuation to the Home 
department’s notification No. CON-6/LOR/8/2005 
dated May 29, 2017, the Government of Nagaland has 
extended the period of Judicial Inquiry Commission to 
inquire into January 31, 2017 incident at Dimapur for 
another of two months till Oct. 28 for submission of 
the Commission report. Other terms of reference of 
the commission would remain the same.

E&S dept. to release gender statistics 
The Directorate of Economic & Statistics Department 
will be releasing the 1st report on Gender Statistics 
Nagaland 2016 on Oct. 9, 11:30 a.m. at the conference 
hall of the Directorate of Economics & Statistics, 
Kohima. Commissioner & Secretary, Department of 
Economic & Statistics Himato Zhimomi will release 
the report. Kevileno Angami, IES, OSD Planning& Co-
ordination Department will present the gist on gender 
statistics while Director Economic & Statistics Y. Sacheo 
Ovung will preside the function.

CRWA general meeting 
Chozuba Range Wrestling Association (CRWA) has 
convened a general meeting on Oct. 11, 11 a.m. at 
Vamuzo Memorial Hall, Chozuba town. All the village/
unit representatives of have been asked to send at 
least two members each to the meeting positively. 
The meeting has been called to deliberate on the 
forthcoming 27th general wrestling meet of CRWA

Regular GT general meeting
GT Seniority List Construction has informed that a 
general meeting of all those regular GTs who had 
been appointed on adhoc basis as GTs from the entry 
point and regularised the service through documents 
verification and suitability test as per govt. regulation 
on Oct. 10, 11 a.m. at Town Hall Dimapur. The meeting 
is being convened to discuss a serious issue relating to 
service matter of the concerned GTs. All the concerned 
GTs appointed w.e.f. 1992 to till the latest regularised 
group are mandatorily directed to attend the meeting 
as attendance will be taken on the day as per the latest 
GTs seniority list. It also informed that absentees shall 
be treated as non-existence and consequently their 
names will not appear in the seniority list of GTs. For 
further information one may contact: 9436215297/80
14889277/9436650749/7005588358/9436001049.

DDGBA emergency meeting
Dimapur District GB Association (DDGBA) has convened 
an emergency meeting on Oct. 7, 10 a.m. at its office, 
near Green Park junction at 10 AM Sharp. The Agenda 
for the meeting is to discuss regarding DC directives on 
IBI issue. All the office bearers and Units Presidents 
(only) are requested to attend without fail.

NEWS IN BRIEF

WEATHER FORECAST IN OTHER DISTRICTS 
Max Min DP RH RF

WOKHA 25.2 19.4 21.3 81 NIL
ZBT 21.3 16.5 17.6 84 NIL
MON 30 23 21.4 90 NIL
TUENSANG 24 18.2 20.4 90 NIL
MKG 26.4 19.2 19.2 74 NIL
PHEK 27.2 18.4 19.6 96 NIL
KIPHIRE 28.2 20.6 21.5 98 NIL
SECHÜ ZUBZA 29 20 22.3 75 2.4
LONGLENG 17.8 13 9 56 NIL
TSEMINYU 29.8 20.6 21.8 85 NIL
JALUKIE 31 23 25.9 79 NIL
MANGKOLEMBA 33.2 25.4 26.2 80 NIL
*Dew Point (DP) *Relative Humidity (RH) * Rainfall (RF)
Source: Department of Soil & Water Conservation, Nagaland 

GMS Trongar Eco club: 
Along with the rest of  the 
world, the Eco Club of  
Government Middle School 
Trongar ‘A’ observed World 
Wildlife Week 2017 on Oct. 
6 with the theme “Listen 
to the young voices” at 

school’s premises, Tuen-
sang.

During the programme, 
the club teacher in-charge 
highlighted the importance 
of  preservation and conser-
vation of  flora and fauna. 
He also encouraged the stu-

dents to spread the aware-
ness on wildlife protection 
and conservation. 

The Eco club also or-
ganised painting competi-
tion for the students during 
the programme, followed 
by plantation and cleanli-

ness drive.
Zoological Park: Nagaland 
Zoological Park has been 
observing Wildlife Week 
2017 from Oct. 1, under 
the theme “Listening to the 
young voices”. 

To mark the celebra-
tion various activities are 
being organised to create 
awareness among the peo-
ple especially younger gen-
eration. 

The Assistant Conser-
vator of  Forest Nagaland 
Zoological Park, Rangapa-
har Obed Bohovi Swu has 
informed that the park will 
be open to all visitors free 
of  charge on Saturday, Oct. 
7. He also informed that as 
part of  the celebration there 
will wildlife talks by staff  
of  the park and visitors to 
the zoo to inform, create 
awareness about wildlife 
conservation and listen to 
the voices of  the visitors. 

Keeping in view the 
theme of  this year’s wildlife 
week celebration, Nagaland 
Zoological Park has invited 
schools, colleges and in-
stitutions to be a part of  
the observation and share 
views on wildlife conserva-
tion during their visit. 

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The Lotha Students Union 
(LSU), Lotha Eloe Hoho 
(LEH) and All Nagaland 
Private School Associa-
tion (ANPSA) Wokha unit 
have strongly condemned 
the Oct. 4 incident, where 
one T Rendemo Ngullie, 
a standard IX student of  
Brighter High School Wok-
ha was assaulted by a group 
of people.

A press release appended 
by the presidents of the three 
organisations underscored 
the need for protection of  
students in uniform by law 
enforcing agencies as well as 
the general populace.

“The present  case, 
which merits much serious-
ness by all, the LSU, LEH 
and ANPSA Wokha Unit 
hereby urge the concerned 
authorities to deliver justice 

at the earliest,” the press 
release stated.

Further, the release in-
formed that the LSU, LEH, 
ANPSA Wokha unit union 
will undertake a silent pro-
cession at Wokha town on 
Monday, Oct. 9 from 10 
a.m. followed by submis-
sion of  memorandum to 
the Deputy Commissioner, 
Wokha for onward submis-
sion to Home Commission-

er. Therefore, all standard V 
and above students from all 
schools and colleges around 
Wokha town are requested 
to gather at Police Point 
before 10 am. Five women 
representatives from all col-
onies of  Wokha town are 
also requested to participate 
in the procession. All shops 
and business establishments 
have been requested to co-
operate.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): The CAO Caretaker UT-I 
Rangkhamung Anar, deputy kilonser, informed 
that despite of  repeated cautions it has become 
a daily routine and continued practice of  serving 
unhygienic food stuff, daylight robbery by changing 
tags (MRP) and immoral activities in the hotels and 
restaurants.

NSCN/GPRN UT-I also cautioned manufactur-
ing and using of non-recyclable multilayered plastics 
by most of the business establishments, shops, and 
vendors under its jurisdiction.

NSCN/GPRN UT-I through its secretary, 
Ghokuto Chishi, notified all hotels and restaurants to 
serve hygienic food stuff; sell commodities according 
to MRP and to practice good moral activities. 

“As per the Pollution Control Board on the 
plastic waste (managing and handling) the business 
establishments, shops, and vendors, can use 40/50 
micron bio-degradable poly bags. On violation 
of  the above mentioned any hotel/restaurants/
business establishments/shops/vendors would be 
penalized and stern action would be initiated,” the 
press release stated.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): In 
accordance with the direc-
tives of  Government of  India 
and in compliance of COPTA 
2003, Deputy Commissioner & 
Chairman of District Level Co-
ordination Committee (DLCC) 
Kohima Rajesh Soundararajan 
has reminded that more en-
forcement raids and checking 
would be carried out preferably 
twice a month with regard to 
Sections 4, 5, 6 & 7.

Section 4: Prohibition of  
smoking in public place.

Section: 5-prohibition of  
advertisement of cigarettes and 
other tobacco products.

Section: 6 (a) Prohibition 
on sale of  Cigarette or other 

tobacco products to a person 
below the age of  18 years.(b) 
Prohibition on sale of tobacco 
products in an area within a 
radius of 100 yards of an edu-
cational institution.

Section 7: Restriction on 
trade and commerce in and pro-
duction, supply and distribution 
of Cigarettes and other tobacco 
products.

District Nodal Officer 
(NTCP) Kohima Dr. Arenla 
Walling informed that in ef-
fectively implementation of  
Section 4 of  COTPA 2003, 
the Kohima District will carry 
out of enforcement drive in all 
places under Kohima district 
very shortly.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): State government 
will be organising a colloquium on road 
connectivity under the theme, “Together 
we build” on Oct. 10, 10 a.m. at the State 
Banquet Hall, Kohima. 

All elected members of  Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly (NLA), ex-par-
liamentarians, AHODs/HODs of  RD, 
DUDA, department of Planning, Finance 
and Police (DGP), establishments of APC, 
DCs of  11 districts, Naga Hoho, Eastern 
Nagaland Peoples Organisation (ENPO), 
Naga Students’ Federation (NSF), Eastern 
Naga Students’ Federation (ENSF), Naga 
Mother’s Association (NMA), Eastern 
Nagaland Women Organisation (ENWO), 

Central Nagaland Tribes Council (CNTC), 
Against Corruption and Unabated Taxa-
tion (ACAUT), Nagaland GB Federation, 
all tribal hohos, govt. registered class-1 
contractors union, CO (BRTF), GM 
(NHIDCL), ECI and Gayatri Pvt. Ltd., 
Nagaland Contractors & Suppliers Union, 
Entrepreneurs Associates, Business As-
sociates of  Nagaland, Editors (Print and 
Electronic Media), YouthNet, Zynorique, 
and Naga Blog, Naga Spears, Nagaland 
Baptist Church Council (NBCC), Catholic 
Association Nagaland (CAN) and Naga-
land Christian Revival Church Council 
(NCRCC) have been invited to attend the 
workshop.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): The Chief Sec-
retary of Nagaland Pankaj Kumar IAS has 
informed that a tax awareness programme 
on ITS/TCS for government deductors 
and sensitisation programme/workshop 
on TDS & GST for the departments will 
be organised on Oct. 13, 10 a.m. at Capital 
Convention Centre Kohima.

The morning session will cover the tax 
awareness programme on ITS/TCS for 
government deductors to be conducted 
by the Commissionerate of  Income Tax 
(TDS), NER, Guwahati in association 

with Centralised Processing Cell (TDS), 
Ghaziabad. 

The evening session will cover the sen-
sitisation workshop on TDS & GST for the 
departments by the Commissioner of State 
Taxes and the Commissioner CGST. The 
session will cover issues relating to TDS 
and GST that are likely to be handled by 
the government departments.

It is also informed that DDOs and 
cashiers/accountants of  the departments 
and the Treasury officers are to attend the 
training positively. 

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): The Nagaland 
Board of  School Education has informed 
all heads of  registered institutions re-
garding children falling prey to certain 
online games. The board appealed to 
teachers, parents and elders to watch 
out for abnormal behaviour of  children 
which could be attributed to playing 
certain games like the “blue whale chal-
lenge” game.

Citing the instances of  young children 
committing suicide across the country, 
apparently after having played the said 
game, NBSE stated that there have been 
successful interventions by parents, 
teachers and friends in preventing some 
children from taking the extreme step of  
committing suicide, the release stated.

It also mentioned that “the dynamics 
of  evils lurking in the virtual world can 
never be underestimated. Children’s usage 
of  internet should be monitored so that 
they do not succumb to cyber-bullying, 
online predators, identity theft, viruses, 
malware and other activities damaging 

the reputation of  oneself. The controllers 
of  destructive online activities exploit 
children’s gullibility and inquisitiveness. 
Parents, teachers and children should 
therefore be sensitized on the abuse of  
modern technology which could make 
youngsters draw psychological sustenance 
from such addictions.” 

The NBSE also said the Government 
of  India has taken measures to ban the 
“blue whale challenge” game. However, 
all heads of  registered institutions are 
informed to keep a close watch for ab-
normal and erratic behaviour of  children 
and seek immediate intervention for be-
havioural or mental problems. 

Report of  such incidences in the 
school can be made known to the parents 
and also report such incidence on Child-
line at telephone number 1098 and get 
necessary assistance.

Further, NBSE requested all heads of  
institutions to share this information with 
the teachers and parents so that they can 
all work together to curb this menace.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The Secretary of  Univer-
sity Grants Commission 
(UGC) PK Thakur in 
a notification informed 
that psychology as taught 
in institutions of  higher 
learning was neither keep-
ing pace with the recent 
developments in the dis-
cipline nor fulfilling the 
social needs. The preva-
lent course contents com-
monly taught in the class-
room were not rooted in 

the national ethos. UGC, 
therefore, constituted a 
committee of  experts to 
look into different aspects 
of  teaching and research in 
psychology besides draw-
ing upon the consideration 
work purposes of  develop-
ing vibrant model syllabi 
for different levels.

It also informed that 
the model syllabi for psy-
chology at BA/BSc., MA/
MSc and PhD have been 
prepared by the Expert 

Committee taking into 
consideration with devel-
opments in the field of  
Psychology with special 
relevance to the Indian 
context. The details these 
model syllabi have been 
uploaded on the UGC 
website www.ugc.ac.in.

The secretary directed 
that the same may be pe-
rused and suitably adopted 
psychology courses run by 
the university and affiliated 
colleges.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The Chief Electoral Officer 
Abhijit Sinha has informed 
that Election Commission 
of India has directed for the 
use of the Voter’s Verifiable 
Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) 
Machines along with the 
Electronic Voting Machine 
(EVM) for all future elec-
tions. The VVPAT which 
is attached to the ballot unit 
gives the privilege to an elec-
tor to physically see the de-
tails of Candidate for whom 
one has voted. 

A short video for educa-
tion and awareness on the 

use of  VVPAT has been 
produced by this office. All 
voters and citizens may visit 
the following sites to view 
the video. 
Website: https://www.
ceonagaland.nic.in 
Twitter: https://twitter.
com/ceonagaland 
Facebook : https://www.
facebook.com/ele.nagaland 
lnstagram: https://www.
instagram.com/ceonaga-
land.itcell 
Youtube: https://www.
youtube.com/channel/
UCHUMZLelPprYPOEM-
wosoYxg 

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
Tizu Area Public Welfare 
Organisation (TAPWO) 
has welcomed the bold 
decision of  the Govern-
ment of  India (GoI) for 
initiating Indo-Naga politi-
cal talk with the Working 
Committee of  six Naga 
National Political Groups 
(NNPGs). 

TAPWO Pres ident 
Vechineyi Khesoh and Gen-
eral Secretary Shekhohu 
Chizo, extended heartfelt 
appreciation to the GoI un-
der the leadership of Naren-
dra Modi and Interlocutor 
for Indo-Naga Peace talks 
RN Ravi, with an intention 
of solving the long old dec-
ades of Indo-Naga political 
problem through peaceful 
negotiation.

The TAPWO said the 
organisation felt really in-
spired to observe the bold 
step taken by the GoI in ne-
gotiating with the NNPGs. 
The organisation further 
appealed to all the remain-
ing NPGs to come and 
participate in the political 
talks to solve the long pend-
ing Indo-Naga political 
problem in an amicable 
manner.

The TAPWO prayed to 
Almighty to protect, guide 
and provide wisdom to 
the GoI and to the entire 
NNPGs in the process of  
talks.

Kohima, Oct. 6 (EMN): In 
accordance with the Naga-
land Liquor Total Prohibi-
tion Act 1989, the Zhadima 
Village Council alongwith 
the GBs, VCM and VDB 
members have unanimously 
resolved to strictly imple-
ment total prohibition of  
sale of  alcohol in the vil-
lage and its jurisdiction as 
it was implemented in the 
past years.

The village council 
reaffirmed its resolution 
adopted on Aug. 20, that no 
person shall sell alcohol of  
any type in the village/ju-
risdiction; vehicle carrying 
alcohol in and around the 
village jurisdiction shall be 
penalized; offenders shall be 
penalized as per the resolu-
tion adopted by the council 
along with its frontal organ-
izations; every head of the 
family in the village as iden-
tified by the respective GBs 
of  the eight khels of  the 
village shall be made to sign 
an undertaking not to sell 

alcohol in the village and 
its jurisdiction, no person/
persons shall create public 
nuisance, disturb, destroy 
or fight under the influence 
of  alcohol in public place 
in the village. (Any such of-
fense shall strictly penalized 
with (i) fine Rs. 1000/)- (ii) 
2nd time- one week jail). 
Therefore, in the event of  
any person/persons who 
commits any offense against 
this resolution, he/she shall 
be punished as such (a) first 
offence- fine imposition (Rs. 
5000), second offence- Jail 
term period (I month), third 
offence- jail term period (6 
month), fourth offence (Jail 
term period (I year) and fifth 
offence- any other penalty 
deemed fit.

This was stated in a re-
lease issued by Zhadima 
Village Council chairman 
Kesovilhou Chiipuo, ZVC 
judicial secretary Vikhelhou 
Khoubve and Zhadima 
VDB secretary Roko An-
gami.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
With the aim to accelerate 
full immunization cover-
age of  90% by 2018 and 
provide focus in areas with 
low immunization cover-
age, Chief  Medical Officer, 
Kohima Dr. Avino Metha 
informed that Kohima dis-
trict will kick start Intensi-
fied Mission Indradhanush 
from Oct. 9. 

During this period, 
children up to 2 years of  
age and pregnant women 
due for vaccination will be 

immunized. Special focus 
will be given on high risk 
areas and areas with no 
health facility. The immu-
nization drive will consist 
of  four rounds over a pe-
riod of  four consecutive 
months. All together 47 
session sites and two mo-
bile teams will be set up 
under IMI. ANMs and 
ASHAs will be deployed in 
the session sites to ensure 
smooth implementation 
of  the program. Intensive 
monitoring will also be 

undertaken by CMO Kohi-
ma, DIO, partner organiza-
tions like WHO/UNDP/
UNICEF and other exter-
nal monitors.

For successful imple-
mentation of  the program, 
CMO Kohima appealed 
to the village councils, Vil-
lage Health Committees 
and Anganwadi workers 
of  the selected villages and 
areas to create awareness, 
mobilise beneficiaries and 
render support during the 
mission.
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Imli Longkumer, Project Officer, UNDP, making a power point presenta on 
during DTF mee ng in Peren on October 5.

Members of the Mima Students’ Union pose for a group photo during the sanita on drive in the village on 
October 2.

Governor & Chief Rector of NU, PB Acharya speaking at the skill development and entrepreneurship 
training programme at NIELIT Hall in Meriema, Kohima on October 6.

Union Minister of State for Tribal Affairs, Sudarshan Bhagat, addressing State BJP workers at State party 
office in Kohima on October 5.

Public of Chare town submi ng a pe on to the chief minister, TR 
Zeliang, during a stopover in Chare town on October 6.

Union minister iterates BJP’s concern for tribals CM urges youth to uphold values of honesty

NSCN (IM) holds reunion programme

Governor insists on skill for self employment

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): 
Union minister of  State for 
Tribal Affairs, Sundershan 
Bhagat has reiterated BJP’s 
concern for the welfare of  
the North eastern states 
particularly the tribals and 
also asserted the secular 
colour of  the party.

Addressing the party 
workers in Kohima on 
October 5, Bhagat said the 
BJP is concern for the wel-
fare of  the North eastern 
states particularly the trib-
als saying it was visible dur-
ing the previous as well as 
present BJP governments 
in centre and states.

He pointed out that be-
cause of  this concern for 
tribals, former BJP Prime 
Minister Atal Behari Vaj-
payee constituted the Tribal 
Ministry in 1999 and also 
the DONER Ministry in 
2001. Under these minis-
tries, he said a lot of  efforts 
for the uplift of  the tribal 
population comprising of  
104 million all over India 
as well as in Northeast 
had been initiated and im-
plemented through several 
schemes. Besides, he said 
the Prime Minister Modi 
has directed all union min-
isters to visit the Northeast 
states every 15 days on ro-
tation basis to monitor the 
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development process under 
process of  implementation.

Highlighting that the 
BJP government is a peo-
ples’ party and is genuinely 
determined to work for the 
uplift of  the people all over 
the country, he referred to 
several schemes under im-
plementation.

He said BJP govern-
ment is also giving focus on 
tribal farmers, who culti-
vate mainly on subsistence 
farming, to enable them 
take up commercial farm-
ing and enhance their earn-
ings. 

He said special atten-
tion is also given for the 
development of  villages 
for which several schemes 

had been initiated and im-
plemented mainly through 
the local governments. He 
particularly mentioned 
the Pradhan Mantri Gram 
Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) 
which is aimed at intra-
connectivity with every 
village; Pradhan Mantri 
Awas Yojana (PMAY) 
to ensure that two crore 
houses built across the na-
tion’s length and breadth 
to ensure the basic human 
rights of  shelter; Pradhan 
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana 
scheme of opening Zero 
bank accounts to enable 
very citizen including stu-
dents above 10 years with 
an insurance cover; and 
Beti Bachao Beti Padao 

scheme which aims to se-
cure the girl child from the 
time of birth to adulthood. 

Responding to criti-
cisms that BJP is anti-
Christian and anti-Naga, 
he said there was no truth 
behind all those malicious 
politically fuelled propa-
ganda charges stating that 
BJP is a truly secular party 
which respects every re-
ligion, caste and tribe to 
bring about a harmonious 
cohesive society to build a 
strong nation. To substanti-
ate his claims, he reminded 
that the Prime Minister 
Modi and the Union For-
eign Minister Sushma 
Swaraj have facilitated the 
rescue and release of  an 

Indian Christian priest im-
prisoned in Yemen by reli-
gious fundamentalists for 
the last one and half  years. 

Besides, he said the gov-
ernment has left no stone 
unturned to address any 
genuine instances of  reli-
gious and social atrocities 
anywhere in the country. 
Stating that such political 
propagandas concerning 
religions and castes only 
cause disharmonious so-
ciety and derail peace and 
progress, he urged to focus 
on building the cities, vil-
lages, and towns for a better 
society for all citizens irre-
spective of  religions, castes 
or tribes. 

He also stated that the 
Naga issue has been under 
active dialogue for a lasting 
peace under various BJP 
governments of  Atal Be-
hari Vajpayee and Modi. 

On the queries from 
party workers of  not hav-
ing received benefits from 
the government, he said 
benefits can be assured only 
if  the party workers work 
hard to get party MLAs 
elected and thereby form 
the party government. He 
advised the party workers 
not to be disheartened but 
work steadily in realising 
those goals.

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): 
Maintaining that youth 
and students shoulder im-
mense responsibility in 
building the future of  the 
society, State chief  minis-
ter TR Zeliang urged the 
youth to uphold principles 
of  good character, honesty 
and sincerity saying, ‘What 
we do today will decide the 

future of  tomorrow.’
Zeliang said this while 

interacting with student 
leaders at a reception pro-
gramme organised by 
Chare Students’ Union on 
October 6 en-route to Tu-
ensang town.

Emphasising on im-
mense potentiality of  the 
youth towards building 

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): A reunion pro-
gramme between comrades from different 
camp particularly from NSCN (U) was or-
ganised at Camp Moba in Mon. Brig. Yan-
pho Konyak received the comrades from 
Unification Camp.

While expressing gratitude over their 
decision to reunite with the Naga-based 
political organisation, the Brigadier re-
minded that such a bold move symbolised 
the Naga solidarity as it was launched for 
rights to self  determination several dec-
ades ago. 

“Nagas will soon script a history of  tri-
umph over forced occupying forces. Your 
home return today will soon follow suit. 
Nagas can never remain fettered by whims 
of  visionless leaders. Government of  In-
dia is committed and therefore has boldly 
and loudly announced that Naga’s case is 
unique politically and historically,” Kon-
yak said in his welcome address.

On behalf  of  the returnees, Lieut. Col. 
Khoiwang Konyak briefly narrated how 
they have been through thick and thin con-
fused by the statements of  so many pro-

fessed Naga leaders. Khoiwang reiterated 
that they now understood the reason why 
‘Baba’ Kholi abandoned his former camp 
to join hand with the true Naga national 
organisation that holds the issue of  the 
Naga peoples.

While stating that many are still on the 
dark side of  the whole story, Khoiwang 
was optimistic that their return will surely 
harvest the fruits of  the seed sown by true 
patriots. 

He expressed gratitude to the com-
mander of  Moba Bridage for organising a 
welcome programme on October 5.

NSCN (U) officials who joined the 
NSCN (IM) are deputy kilonser Yakap 
Konyak, deputy kilonser Manshok Kon-
yak, leacy Honwang Konyak, leacy Ching-
wang Konyak, leacy Aching Konyak, 
leacy Khiapong T Konyak, leacy Chungba 
Konyak, Col. Yuhong Konyak, Lieut. Col. 
Khoiwang Konyak, Lieut. Col. Tsuriba 
Tikhir, Capt. Shingwang Konyak, Sgt.
Maj. Awang Konyak, Sgt. Nokngom Kon-
yak, Corpl. Laojah Konyak, and Corpl. 
Tingnyam Konyak. 

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): 
State Governor and Chief  
Rector of  Nagaland Uni-
versity (NU), PB Acharya, 
has advocated imparting 
knowledge and skills based 
on trade, industries, IT, en-
trepreneur and others so 
that students are employa-
ble after they pass out from 
the university.

The Governor said this 
while addressing the skill 
development and entre-
preneurship training pro-
gramme held at NIELIT 
Hall, Meriema, on October 
6 as the chief  guest. Pro 
Vice Chancellor of  NU, 
Professor RC Gupta was 
the guest of  honour. The 
programme was organised 
by Career and Placement 
Cell and Department of  
English, NU, Kohima 
Campus.

Speaking at the func-
tion, Acharya said often 
the students pass out of  
University are unemploya-
ble because the universities 
are still following the old 
system which is designed 

WSKH directs village authorities

DTF Peren gears up for IMI

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): 
Western Sumi Kukami Hoho 
(WSKH) has informed all the 
village chiefs and authorities 
under its jurisdiction not to 
allow/permit any new non-
Naga group or individual to 
enter/reside in their respective 
village area without valid In-
dian documents.

In a statement, WSKH 
president S Vihuto Yeputho-
mi and the general secretary 
Kuhovi Zhimomi further in-
formed the GBs and village 
authorities to keep vigil to 

detect and prevent any faces 
(non-Naga) from entering their 
respective village jurisdiction.

Meanwhile, WSKH has 
urged the concerned author-
ity to give time relaxation on 
Aadhaar-ration card linkage 
in the larger interest of  the vil-
lagers. It said many villagers 
are yet to avail Aadhaar card 
though it is under process. 
Therefore, the hoho has urged 
for the time relaxation in order 
to prevent the poor villagers 
from being deprived of  their 
basic amenities.

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): 
A meeting of  District Task 
Force on Intensified Mission 
Indradanush (IMI) was held 
on October 5 in the confer-
ence hall of  Deputy Commis-
sioner, Peren. 

Sarita Yadav, SDO (C), 
Peren, chaired the programme 
which was attended by officials 
from Chief Medical Office, 
District Hospital Peren, School 
Education, District Welfare 
Office, Rural Development 
and representative from KBA. 

Addressing the mem-
bers, Dr. Khrielasanuo, DPO, 
RCH/UIP stated that Naga-
land has the lowest immuni-
sation coverage in the whole 
country for which IMI is fo-
cused in the entire 11 districts. 

She urged the Anganwadi 
workers and the district Wel-
fare department for their sup-
port and cooperation. Stating 
that there is huge communica-
tion gap in disseminating the 
right information to the grass-
root level, she urged the Rural 

Development department to 
coordinate and give full assist-
ant in carrying out the task in 
reaching out to the villages. 
She also said the village coun-
cil can play an important role 
in disseminating awareness. 

Besides, she urged the 
Education department to cre-
ate awareness to the teachers, 
parents and students in gener-
al. She also urged the church 
leaders and NGOs to create 
awareness in reaching out to 
each and every individual so 
that no child is missed out dur-
ing the campaign. 

Imli Longkumer, Project 
Office, UNDP, made a power 
point presentation highlight-
ing the various aspects of  IMI 
for Peren district wherein it 
has planned 51 sessions target-
ing 40 areas with 1673 popula-
tion 0-2 age group. It has also 
planned to reach out to 279 
pregnant women involving 43 
active ANMs.

The next DTF meeting is 
fixed on November 2.

NSVDBA responds to ACAUT
Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): Nagaland State 
VDB Association (NSVDBA) has termed 
the allegations of ACAUT as ‘most un-
fortunate and uncalled for’ in which it 
has accused the former of having nefari-
ous intention and sinister design pertain-
ing to implementation of DBT system 
under MGNREGA in the State.

NSVDBA, in its general meeting with 
the representatives from all the 11 districts 
on September 28, deliberated thoroughly 
on the issues arising out of DBT system 
which was introduced by the central gov-
ernment and for which the State govern-
ment has issued a notification for its im-
plementation with immediate effect. 

In a clarification, NSVDBA stated it 
comprised of all the VDBs in the State 
with an objective to stand for the wel-
fare and rights of the rural people in the 
State. It has taken strong exception to the 
allegations of ACAUT accusing the NS-
VDBA of having nefarious intention and 
sinister design and termed as most unfor-
tunate and uncalled for. 

It reminded ACAUT that every bon-
afide resident of a village is member of  
VDBs general body wherein VDB sec-
retaries are appointed from amongst the 
bonafide members with the decision of  
the village council and VDBs general 
body. It stated that if  there is any corrup-
tion charges against the VDB secretary, 
the concerned village authority have eve-
ry power to take action against the con-
cerned VDB secretary. It, therefore, stat-
ed that terming the VDBs as corrupt will 
imply that the whole villagers are corrupt 
which is not at all appropriate. It advised 
ACAUT to desist from making such wild 
allegations which defame the entire rural 
communities. 

NSVDBA stated that it has not ob-
jected to State governments’ plan to im-
plement DBT under MGNREGA in the 
State but requested to give some time till 
such time all the job card holders are able 
to open their respective bank accounts. It 
justified that implementation of DBT at 
this juncture will have serious impact in 
the successful implementation of the pro-
gramme. 

Nagaland being a backward State 
with less facilities, NSVDBA explained 
that out of the total 74 RD blocks only 
32 blocks are banked and the remaining 
42 blocks are unbanked comprising 1238 
villages with 4.25 lakhs MGNREGA job 
card holders. It stated that in spite of all 
efforts only 46,894 job card holders have 
been able to opened their bank account 
duly linked with aadhaar card till date 

and the remaining 3,78,106 are yet to 
open their bank account. 

NSVDBA, therefore, argued that if  
DBT is implemented at this juncture only 
46,894 job card holders are going to get 
benefitted out of MGNREGA Schemes 
and the remaining 3,78,106 job card 
holders will be victimised. It queried who 
will be held responsible to the 3,78,106 
job card holders of the State for the loss. 

NSVDBA reaffirmed to continue 
striving for better delivery of service to 
the rural people and not deter by such 
allegations from any organisation/in-
dividual that might try to defame and 
misunderstand its good intention. It ap-
pealed to all the concerned NGOs, tribal 
bodies and intellectual to come forward 
and show solidarity with the 3,78,106 job 
card holders of that State who have not 
opened their bank account. It also asked 
the government to give them time to 
make their aadhar card, open their own 
bank account, so that they can enjoy the 
benefit under MGNREGA schemes. It 
further requested the NGOs to pressurise 
the government for opening bank in the 
42 unbanked RD blocks fur the delivery 
of service. 

While welcoming constructive sug-
gestions from any quarters, NSVDBA 
made it clear that it will not be discour-
aged or disheartened to stand for what is 
right and justifiable. In this regard, it once 
again requested the government to seri-
ously ponder on the feasibility aspect of  
implementation of DBT at this juncture 
and not to issue any guidelines which 
should be compulsorily imposed but rath-
er carefully exercise its applicability in the 
context of prevailing local conditions of  
the State. 

The statement was jointly appended 
by NSVDBA president Tohoshe Awomi  
and general secretary Manthungo Kikon, 
general secretary of Kohima district 
VDB Association John Kath, president 
of Mokokchung VDB Association Dr. 
Imtinungba Atsongchanger, president 
of Tuensang VDB Association Setsac-
hung, president of Longleng VDB As-
sociation Meyirenba Phom, president of  
Mon VDB Association Pangloi Konyak, 
president of Kiphire VDB Association 
Tsipithong Sangtam, president of Wokha 
VDB Association Bichamo Lotha, presi-
dent of Phek VDB Association Khusuzo 
Khamo, president of Peren VDB Asso-
ciation Kinkeriulung Zeliang, president 
of Zunheboto VDB Association Vishiho 
Sumi, vice president of Dimapur VDB 
Association Vikhei Zhimo.

Mima students observe sanitation day

Dimapur, Oct 6 (EMN): With an objec-
tive to create awareness among the people 
on the importance of cleanliness in and 
around the village and how it impacts our 
health and environment, Mima Students’ 
Union (MSU) observed a sanitation day on 
October 2 in the village and installed plastic 
dustbin donated by DPDB Kohima. 

MSU, in a press release issued by its 
president Seyievituo Lese and the informa-
tion secretary Metebo-o Sote, have acknowl-

edged the tireless efforts of the responsible 
citizens who turned up and contributed 
positively. MSU also requested all the con-
cerned citizens to use those dustbins and 
take proper care of the public properties.

Meanwhile, the union has announced to 
conduct a workshop on ‘Modern education’ 
in collaboration with the DPDB on October 
23 in Mima village council hall. In this re-
gard, all the college students are requested 
to attend the programme.

a better society, Zeliang 
called upon the youth to 
uphold the principles of  
good character, honesty 
and sincerity.

“What we do today 
will decide the future of  to-
morrow,” he said.

While urging upon the 
gathering to work together 
in unison for a better fu-
ture, he opined that “what-
ever loopholes we face in 
our society today can be 
addressed in the best possi-
ble way if  we work together 
in unison.” 

Zeliang was accompa-
nied by Power minister, 
Kipili Sangtam; Advisor 
of  Planning and Coordi-
nation CM Chang; and a 
host of  government digni-
taries and public leaders. 
He is scheduled to grace 
the 25th edition of  Loyem 
Memorial Senior Soccer 
Open Championship on 
the theme, “Exposing the 
values of  games” in Tuen-
sang town on October 7. 

for clerical and administra-
tive jobs. Stating that the 
goal of  education should 
not be just to get a degree, 
Acharya felt that the sixth 
semester should be skill se-
mester.

He disclosed that many 
professionals from the 
State have to go out for lack 
of  avenues in Nagaland 
and settle in other cities, 
strengthening other states. 
He said the rich people can 
afford to send their chil-
dren to better universities 

outside the State for educa-
tion but our universities at-
tract the poor people.

Stressing on power ir-
regularities in the State, 
Acharya said Nagaland 
has oil, water and coal 
which are required to pro-
duce electricity but even 
Raj Bhavan experiences 
power failure almost ten 
times a day. He urged the 
Universities to provide ed-
ucation based on the need 
of  the people. 

“Everything has to be 

reorganised. If  the univer-
sities produce only self-
centred people, it is no 
education at all. All the 
alumni should give back to 
the Universities,” the Gov-
ernor said and urged the 
student organisations to 
take up issues related to ed-
ucation like mid day meal 
which seldom reaches the 
students in many schools.

He directed the univer-
sities to use the resources 
efficiently and provide edu-
cation based on the need 

of  the local people. He also 
advocated on providing 
training on skill develop-
ment for at least six months 
to the students.

The guest of  honour, 
Pro Vice Chancellor of  
NU, Prof. RC Gupta said 
every child is born with tal-
ents and the teaching com-
munity has to refine them. 
He stressed on the demo-
graphic advantage of  India 
which can fill the ‘talent 
gap’ even in other coun-
tries. He also mentioned 
about the need to provide 
skills based on area, gen-
der, demand and supply.

The welcome address 
was delivered by HoD Eng-
lish Department, Dr. Rose-
mary Dzüvichü. The re-
source persons were DPO 
of Land Resources, Dr. M 
Tseikha, and HoD Depart-
ment of  Animal Produc-
tion Management SASRD, 
NU, Dr. Catherine Rutsa. 
Associate Professor, De-
partment of  English Dr. 
Jano Sekhose proposed the 
vote of  thanks.

Parliamentary Secretary, BS Nganlang, cu ng the ribbon during the inaugura on of “Eden Cra s” a 
furniture shop in Chumukedima on October 6. Proprietor of the shop, Punam Chand Mundhara is also 
seen the picture.
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Seven killed in IAF chopper 
crash near China border 

Landslide damages around 
10 houses in Manipur

Bru repatriation not to start in Nov.  — official

Gangwar lauds 
Assam government

Act East Policy dept. to facilitate 
investment in state — Sonowal

Infant deaths: Tarun Gogoi 
demands judicial inquiry

Tripartite meets: UNC raises objection to constitution of boundary mission

A melting pot of Hindustani 
classical music, Manipuri dance 

Tawa n g  ( A r u n a c h a l 
Pradesh), Oct. 6 (IANS): 
An Indian Air Force (IAF) 
helicopter crashed on Fri-
day morning in Arunachal 
Pradesh’s Tawang district 
near the China border, kill-
ing all seven people on 
board, officials said.

The Russian-manu-
factured Mi-17 V5 chop-
per with five IAF and two 
Army personnel took off  
from Khirmu and was on 
its way to Yangtse to drop 
off  kerosene jerry cans at 
an Army camp of  the 10 
Madras regiment.

A Defence Ministry 

official who did not wish 
to be named told IANS 
that all the seven personnel 
were charred to death.

“They were supposed 
to drop kerosene jerry cans 
at the Army camp. One of  
the cans opened and got 
entangled in the tail rotor,” 
an official said.The wreck-
age was located at Tapugar 
area, about 130 km away 
from Tawang.

A team of  IAF officials 
from New Delhi flew to the 
crash site to investigate the 
cause of  the mid-air disas-
ter.An IAF official based 
at the Eastern Air Com-

mand in Shillong said no 
one knew what led to the 
chopper crash.“We cannot 
comment anything on the 
accident now. 

Let our investigators 
from Delhi find out the 
exact cause,” the official 
told IANS.Meanwhile, 
all the bodies have been 
recovered by the IAF and 
the Army.

The dead were identi-
fied as Wing Commander 
B. Upadhyay, Squadron 
Leader S. Tiwari, Mas-
ter Warrant Officer A.K. 
Singh and Sergeants Gau-
tam and Satish Kumar of  

the IAF and Sepoys H.N. 
Deka and E. Balaji from 
the Army Service Corps.
The Defence Ministry 
official said Sepoy Deka 
jumped from the helicopter 
in an attempt to save his life 
but died.

All the bodies have 
been flown to the Tezpur 
air base in Assam.Aru-
nachal Pradesh Chief  Min-
ister Pema Khandu said he 
was shocked to hear the 
news of  the crash.

“My deep condolence 
to the bereaved families... 
May the departed souls 
rest in peace,” Khandu 

tweeted.A Court of  Inquiry 
has been ordered to estab-
lish the cause of  the crash.

Arunachal Pradesh has 
had a history of  crashes 
due to frequently changing 
weather condition.

In July, an IAF chopper 
engaged in a rescue mission 
during floods crashed near 
Papum Pare district in the 
hill state killing four per-
sons including three IAF 
crew and one India Reserve 
Battalion (IRB) personnel.

In May, two IAF pilots 
in a Sukhoi-30 jet crashed 
near the Assam-Arunachal 
border.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Oct. 6 (EMN): Around 10 houses 
including 3 concrete building out of 30-40 
affected houses were badly damaged while 
one of the concrete buildings was completely 
destroyed due to earth fissure presumably 
triggered by a gradual landslide at Maram 
Centre in Manipur’s most disaster prone 
Senapati District, reports said.

The earth fissure like situation occurred 
in the Southern part of Maram Centre above 
Don Bosco College and Assisi Girls Hostel 
area along the National Highway 2 which 
passes through the area following the recent 
rain. Maram Centre has around 160 house-
holds approximately is located about 80 km 
north of Imphal.

 Away from Senapati DHQs where a 
gradual landslide was reported owing to the 
heavy incessant downpour since September 
25.Apart from damaging the houses many 
properties were torn apart and the crack 
developed inside the many residential houses 
which rendered five households to evacuate 
to safer place.

Expressing concern over the develop-
ment, a villager said that the situation will be 
tragic if rain comes again because even with-
out rain massive landslide can be witnessed.
The Maram centre incident occurred after 
the tragic Kalikhola Earth Crack in Kang-
pokpi district in the recent times forcing the 
entire village to shift to a safer place with the 
help of the district administration

Aizawl, Oct. 6 (PTI): The Mizoram govern-
ment is not ready to begin the process of Bru 
repatriation from the first week of November 
as desired by the Centre for different reasons, 
an official said today.

It would not be possible to start the 
proposed Bru repatriation from the six relief  
camps in North Tripura district from No-
vember one for different reasons, including 
lack of prompt action by the Centre on fund 
allocation, state Additional Secretary for 

Home Lalbiakzama told PTI.
“Our revised estimate for expenses is yet 

to be accepted by the Centre till date and it 
would not be possible to make preparations 
during this month without fund,” Lalbiak-
zama said.

He also said that while the plan for the 
repatriation was already prepared, but its 
implementation would need time.

Thousands of Brus migrated to Tripura 
following violence in 1997.

Guwahati, Oct .6 (PTI): Union Minister 
Santosh Kumar Gangwar today lauded the 
Assam government for taking steps to provide 
adequate opportunities for the differently 
abled.

“Differently abled people do not seek sym-
pathy. All they want is opportunity to scale the 
heights of  life”, the Union Minister of  State 
(Independent Charge) of the Ministry of La-
bour and Employment said while inaugurating 
the office building of ‘National Career Service 
Centre for Differently Abled’ here.

He said that three per cent of the total pop-
ulation of the country were differently abled 
but they are highly spirited and their energy 
should be channelised by skilling them in dif-
ferent trades that can make them self-reliant.

Assam Minister for Skill, Employment and 
Entrepreneurship Chandra Mohan Patowary 
said that a society can be termed developed 
only when the differently abled are included 
in the developmental agenda.

Patowary said that a special employment 
drive will soon be undertaken by the depart-
ment for the differently abled people.

Assam Labour Minister Pallab Lochan 
Das said that departments like Industry and 
Commerce, Transport, Skill, Labour and 
Employment must work in tandem for overall 
development and growth of  the differently 
abled people.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): 
The harmonious raagas of Hin-
dustani classical music rendered 
by Saniya Patankar and the 
stories told by S. Karuna Devi 
through graceful movements of  
the resplendent Manipuri dance 
took audiences on an evocative 
journey here during Raza Foun-
dations Uttaradhikar festival.

The Pune-based singer began 
her concert with the raag Lalita 
Gauri, an evening raag from the 
Jaipur Atrauli Gharana. Based 
on the bandish Pritam Saiyaa, 
Patankar’s voice glided up and 
down the octaves at lightning 
speed.

Uttaradhikar, organised an-
nually by the Raza Foundation, 
celebrates eminent gurus of Indi-
an classical art forms who select 
one of their disciples to perform 
at the festival. In keeping with 
this Guru-Shishya parampara, 
Patankar chose the traditional 
Lalita Gauri, a raag she learnt 
from her guru Ashwini Bhide 
Deshpande, for her concert.

“Uttaradhikar is a great per-
formance space. My guru’s in-

struction has been to take into 
consideration the parampara, 
while simultaneously voicing 
my own thoughts through my 
compositions,” said Patankar, 
who has taken rigorous taalim 
of  14 years from Deshpande, 
and used to travel weekly from 
Pune to Mumbai for her musical 
training.

Patankar, who has to her 
credit 32 solo concerts in the 
United States and a music 
workshops at the University of  
Michigan, followed up raag La-
lita Gauri with the drut bandish 
Devi Durge Bhavani in raag 
Gauri and a sargam geet. Her 
command on rhythm as well 
as complex taan patterns and 
sargam geet made for an intense 
classical music experience. Pa-
tankar ended her recital with a 
tappa composition in raag Kaafi.

The second leg of the con-
cert featured Manipuri dance by 
Kolkata-based S. Karuna Devi, 
a disciple of  Manipuri dance 
exponent Priti Patel. What 
helped Devi’s recital stand out 
at first glance was her attire. The 

Krishna costume or Natabara 
Vesha for her first dance piece 
was both regal and dramatic. She 
donned the dhoti and angavastra 
for her second piece, while the 
traditional Manipuri phanek was 
her garment of  choice for the 
concluding choreography. 

A trained dancer from the 
Jawaharlal Nehru Manipur 
Dance Academy, Imphal, Devi 
has been under the tutelage 
of Patel since 1998 and is cur-
rently head of  the Ras Leela 
and Lai-Haraoba Department 
at Anjika Society for Manipuri 
Dance and Movement Therapy 
in Kolkata. 

“My guru is famous for her 
tandava style of dancing. I have 
tried to imbibe her signature 
tandava but I stick to a very fast-
paced rhythm,” said Devi, add-
ing that the exposure she gained 
while working with other dance 
groups and watching contempo-
rary choreographies under Patel, 
helped her grow as a dancer.

Raza Foundation’s Utta-
radhikar festival concluded on 
Thursday. 

Guwahati, Oct. 6 (PTI): 
Assam Chief  Minister Sar-
bananda Sonowal today 
said that Act East Policy 
department of  the state 
government has been con-
ceived to facilitate an en-
vironment for investment 
and rapid industrialisation.

“The government wants 
to explore business opportu-
nities with South East Asian 
countries based on positive 
inputs from all sections of  
the society including busi-
ness houses and corporate 
groups, economists, and 
students”, he said while 
participating in a discussion 
after inaugurated an audito-
rium here.

Sonowal said the North 

East has been put in the 
forefront of  development 
initiatives of  the Central 
government and the state 
government has opened the 
Act East Policy department 
to ensure the implementa-
tion of Act East Policy in a 
time bound manner.

Sonowal stated that a 
conducive environment for 
the youth to become part of  
this movement must be cre-
ated through collective ef-
forts.The Global Investment 
Summit would be held here 
in February next and this 
event would bring techni-
cal expertise and required 
funds to usher in a period of  
industrial development and 
open employment avenues 

for the youth as they would 
not have to venture outside 
in search of jobs.

Apart from strengthen-
ing infrastructure to fa-
cilitate industrial growth 
in the state, the Act East 
Policy would also provide 
opportunity to establish 
social and cultural relations 
with the South East Asian 
countries.

He urged the vice chan-
cellors of  universities to 
inspire students to chart 
new paths for taking up 
trade and business activi-
ties within the region and 
assured that the Act East 
Policy department would 
facilitate a conducive envi-
ronment for the same.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Oct. 6 (EMN):  The tri-
partite talks involving the United 
Naga Council (UNC), the Central 
Government and the State Govern-
ment on the creation of new districts 
meets at Senapati headquarters, 60 
km north of here on Friday.

The UNC President Gaidon Ka-
mei led 11 member team attended 
the day’s talk which was participa-
tion by three ministers V Hangkhal-
ian (Agricutlure),N Kayisii (Tribal 
Development) and Th Radheshyam 
(Education) of  the ruling BJP led 
coalition government accompanied 
by two senior officials representing 
the state government. The talk was 
upgraded to a political level with the 
ministers participation in last round 
of talk held on August 11 this year.

Joint Secretary Satyendra Garg 
of  Ministry of  Home Affairs (in 
charge of North East) representing 
the Government of India chaired the 
talk which aimed to find an amicable 
solution following the creation of  
seven new districts by the previous 
Congress government.

Earlier UNC had even called 

indefinite blockade on the two Na-
tional Highways for more than 100 
days in protest against creation of  
new districts particularly Kangpokpi 
and Jiribam districts by the former 
Congress Government.However 
the blockade was lifted following an 
understanding with newly formed 
BJP led coalition government which 

comes into power in March this year.
As per reports available here, 

the UNC raised objection to the 
constitution of boundary commis-
sion by the state government in the 
day’s talk. According to a statement 
signed by representatives of  con-
cerned parties,the state government 
representatives agreed to place the 

objection raised by UNC, before the 
state government for further con-
sideration. “It was agreed that the 
previous proceedings will be upheld 
by the party concerned,” it added. 

The signatories in the statement 
which was made available to media 
here include UNC President Gaidon 
kamei, UNC secretary S Milan, All 
Naga Students Association Manipur 
President Seth Sathsang. President, 
Naga Women Union Asha Wung-
nam. Joint Secretary Satyendra 
Garg of Ministry of Home Affairs 
besides additional chief  secretary 
Dr J Suresh babu and commissioner 
(works) K Radhakumar representing 
centre and state government signed 
the statement.The next round of tri-
partite talk will be held on November 
10 this year.

More than 200 Kuki chiefs across 
the state in a consultation meeting in 
Imphal on Thursday resolved that 
any solution arrive in the Tripartite 
Talks over the creation of  seven 
new districts in Manipur should not 
in any way negate the interest and 
sentiments of  other communities, 
reports said.

Guwahati, Oct. 6 (PTI): 
Former Assam Chief Min-
ister Tarun Gogoi today 
demanded a judicial inquiry 
into the death of  eight in-
fants at the Fakhruddin Ali 
Ahmed Medical College 
Hospital in Barpeta.

The infants had report-
edly died due to serious 
neo-natal medical compli-
cations.

“’The death of  infants 
exposes the poor health 
policy of  the present BJP 
government. Do lives of  
newborns have no value? 
We demand a judicial in-
quiry into the deaths,” Go-
goi told reporters here.

He also alleged that the 
present Health Minister, 
Himanta Biswa Sarma, has 
been the longest serving 
minister of the department 
and the death of  infants 
have only exposed his failure 

to provide proper healthcare 
to people of the state.

Gogoi also questioned 
Chief Minister Sarbananda 
Sonowal for keeping mum 
on the issue.According to 
the report of the expert com-
mittee constituted by the Di-
rector of Medical Education 
to inquire into the deaths of  
the infants, the condition of  
the deceased newborns were 
very critical and most of the 
mothers had pregnancy-
related complications.

All the newborns were 
diagnosed with severe birth 
asphyxia with four of  the 
eight babies having low birth 
rate and most of the moth-
ers did not have proper an-
tenatal care and attended 
hospital very late in labour 
while two of the babies were 
delivered at home.

Most of  the mothers 
were in critical conditions 

with complications like 
oligo-hydromnios, severe 
anaemia etc. but they were 
saved due to adequate and 
prompt treatment in the 
hospital.

The report further point-
ed out that there was no 
negligence on the part of the 
doctors, nurses and working 
staff  while the infrastruc-
ture and other facilities of  
Special Newborn Care Unit 
(SNCU) was adequate.

Health Minister Himan-
ta Biswa Sarma had also 
told reporters yesterday that 
the infants had died due to 
serious neo-natal medical 
complications and not due 
to human negligence but 
were related to purely criti-
cal nature of the cases like 
age of  the mother, weight 
of  the baby etc.The dead 
infants include seven male 
and a female.

MIRROR CROSSWORD 1613SUD0KU 1453
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

ACROSS
 1. Russian space station
 4. Chest muscle (slang)
 7. The back
 12. Latin for hail
 13. Registered nursing assistant
 14. Saint
 15. Communicated by wireless
 17. Extinct Caucasian language
 18. A city in the European part 

of Soviet Russia
 19. Debutante
 21. Communist Chinese leader
 22. A ceremonial staff displayed 

as a symbol of authority
 24. Have already done
 25. Imaginary numbers
 26. A lyric poem with complex  

stanza forms
 27.  Next to
 29. Without offspring
 31. State capital
 35. Involving the joint activity of 

two or more
 37. Uses water as a coolant and  

moderator
 38. Tai Long
 41. Angry
 42. Ancient kingdom near Dead 

Sea
 43. Two-year-old sheep
 44. A pituitary hormone
 45. Chinese
 46. San Antonio fort
 48. Slanted writing fonts
 52. Goddesses
 53. More than nine
 54. Worn around the neck
 55. Samoyedic
 56. 007’s creator
 57. Take in solid food 
DOWN
 1. Deface
 2. Marsh elder
 3. Joins two pipes of different 

     diameter
 4. Sailboat
 5. The compass point
      midway between 

northeast and east
 6. Woolen cloth
 7. Coat with plaster
 8. Shape into a sphere 
 9. Correspondence in 

the sounds of two or 
more lines (esp. final 
sounds)

 10. Japanese seaport
 11. Greek mountain 

16. Nigerian City
 20. Copyread
 22. An association of 

criminals

 23. Government 
computer language

 24. For casual wear
 25. A fabric with 

prominent rounded 
crosswise ribs

 27. Mount
 28. The federal 

department 
responsible for 
safeguarding national 
security

 30. Take to one’s heels
 32. A hard nonresilient 

rubber formed by 
vulcanizing natural 
rubber

 33. Niger-Congo language

 34. Someone who 
engages in arbitrage

 36. South Pacific island
 38. Showing 

deterioration from 
age

 39. Of Troy, whose face 
launched 1000 ships

 40. Chalcedony
 42. Monetary unit
 44. Throw carelessly
 45. Thomas __, German 

novelist
 47. Witty remark
 49. Hot drink popular in 

Britain
 50. Formerly the OSS
 51. Collection

SOLUTIONS TO SUD0KU 1452
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Government announces GST sops

PTI
Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, MoS for Finance Shiv Pratap Shukla and Revenue Secretary Hasmukh 
Adhia at the 22nd meeting of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) council. 

PTI
Bollywood actress Ileana D’Cruz during the launch of the new Audi A5 series car for Indian market, in 
Mumbai on Thursday.

Sovereign Gold Bonds’ tranche-III 
issue opens on October 9

Bring petrol, diesel under GST: Rahul

from 12 per cent, while the 
same on man-made yarn 
used in textile sector has 
been reduced to 12 per cent 
from 18 per cent.

Tax  on  s ta t ioner y 
items, stones used for floor-
ing (other than marble and 
granite), diesel engine parts 
and pump parts has been 
cut to 18 per cent from 28 
per cent. GST on e-waste 
has been slashed to 5 per 
cent from 28 per cent.

Food packets given to 
school kids under Inte-
grated Child Development 
Scheme (ICDS) will attract 
5 per cent tax instead of  12 
per cent.

Job works like zari, 
imitation, food items and 
printing items would at-
tract 5 per cent tax instead 

of  12 per cent.
Government contracts 

involving high amount of  
labour will be levied 5 per 
cent GST instead of  12 per 
cent in order to contain 
cost of  those programmes, 
he said.

Exporters, who have 
been facing sluggish growth 
due to global slowdown, 
will get refunds for the tax 
paid by them on exports 
during July and August by 
October 18, he said.

For the remainder of  
the fiscal, they will oper-
ate under an exempted 
category paying a nominal 
0.1 per cent GST, he said, 
adding from April 1 at-
tempt would be made to 
launch an e-wallet facility 
for the exporters to provide 

liquidity.
Jaitley said big taxpay-

ers, who contribute 94-95 
per cent of  the total taxes, 
will continue to file month-
ly returns and pay taxes on 
a monthly basis.

Also, a group of  min-
isters has been asked to go 
into the issue of  extending 
the composition scheme 
on inter-state sales as well 
as rationalising taxes on 
restaurants.

The switchover to quar-
terly tax filing for small 
and medium businesses 
would happen from Octo-
ber 1 and they will have to 
file monthly returns for the 
first three months of  GST, 
which was implemented 
from July 1, he said.

With small businesses 

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): 
The government on Friday 
said the “Sovereign Gold 
Bonds 2017-18 -- Series-III” 
will open for public sub-
scription from October 9 to 
December 27, 2017.

According to the Min-
istry of Finance, the bonds 
would earn an interest of  
2.50 per cent per annum, 
payable every six months on 
initial investment.

“Price of  bond will be 
fixed in Indian rupees on 
the basis of simple average 
of  closing price of  gold of  
999 purity published by the 
India Bullion and Jewellers 
Association... the issue price 
of the gold bonds will be Rs 
50 per gram less for those 
who subscribe online and 
pay through digital mode,” 
the ministry said in a state-
ment.

The ministry said that 
the tenure of the bond will 
be for a period of eight years, 
with an exit option from the 
fifth year to be exercised on 
the interest payment dates.

“The maximum limit 
of  subscribed shall be 4 kg 
for individual, 4 kg for HUF 
and 20 Kg for trusts and 
similar entities per fiscal 
(April-March)... the annual 
ceiling will include bonds 

subscribed under different 
tranches during initial is-
suance by government and 
those purchase from the sec-
ondary market,” the state-
ment said.

“In case of joint holding, 
the investment limit of 4 kg 
will be applied to the first 
applicant only.”

The bonds would be sold 
through banks, post offices, 
Stock Holding Corpora-
tion of India (SHCIL) and 
recognised stock exchanges 
-- National Stock Exchange 
(NSE) and Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE).

SGBs are denominated 
in multiples of gram of gold 
with a minimum unit of  1 
gram and can also be held 
in demat form for ease of  
trading.

T h e  g o v e r n m e n t 
launched the Sovereign Gold 
Bond Scheme in November 
2015 as an alternative to 
purchasing metal gold and 
mobilise the idle gold held 
by households and institu-
tions into productive use in 
the long run.

This will help reduce 
the current account deficit 
by reducing the country’s 
reliance on the import of  
gold to meet the domestic 
demand.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): Congress Vice 
President Rahul Gandhi on Friday said 
petrol and diesel should be brought under 
the GST regime to prevent excessive prof-
iteering.

He said he hoped Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi would see the “GST mess” from 
the “prism of the suffering people” rather 
than electoral interests.  In a series of tweets 
coinciding with a Goods and Services Tax 
Council meeting during the day, Rahul Gan-
dhi said there was a need to correct a “dis-

torted” structure concerning textiles.  He also 
took a dig at Modi over his description of  
GST as ‘good and simple tax’ and said ‘one 
nation, seven tax’ should be made simpler 
and the processing of filing of returns made 
easy.  The Congress leader said agriculture 
was in deep distress as agricultural equip-
ment was taxed under the GST. 

“Wish Modi-ji viewed economic slide 
and GST mess from the prism of solving 
(sic) the suffering of people than furthering 
electoral interests.

Farm Taaza raises $8 mn for 
investing in technology

Sebi classifies mutual 
funds into five categories

Bengaluru, Oct. 6 (IANS): Emerging e-
commerce startup GS Farm Taaza Produce 
Ltd said on Friday it had raised $8 million 
(Rs 52 crore) in the first round of funding to 
invest in scaling its technology platform.

“We have raised $8 million from multiple 
investors, including Hong Kong-based Epsi-
lon Venture Partners to scale our business by 
using the fund in our technology platform,” 
said Farm Taaza Chief  Executive Kumar 
Ramachandran in a statement here.

The city-based B2B enterprise in the 
fresh produce of fruits and vegetables com-
menced its operations in August 2015 with 
an unspecified amount of seed funding from 
the unnamed angel investors from Silicon 
Valley.

Tara India Fund IV, managed by IL&FS 
Investment Managers Ltd, is among the 
investors participating in the latest funding 
round. “We want to enable a seamless sup-
ply chain from farm to store and leverage 
machine learning, artificial intelligence and 
data analytics for quick decision-making,” 
said Ramachandran.

With operational centres in Bengaluru, 
Chennai and Hyderabad and collection 
centres at Chikkaballaupra in Karnataka 

and Ooty, Krishnagiri, Olakoor and Met-
tupalayam in Tamil Nadu, the company 
plans to make the agro-food ecosystem ef-
ficient by using technology.

It has tied up with modern retail, tra-
ditional kirana (pop and mom stores) and 
HoRaCa (hotels, restaurants and catering) 
for supplying the farm product in the B2C 
segment through the year.

As the next phase of innovation in the 
e-commerce segment is in the B2B space, 
the technology platform will ensure end-to-
end efficiency in the fresh produce market, 
estimated to be $20-billion annually across 
the country.

The farm produce in the sub-continent is 
driven by volatile prices and fragmented sup-
pliers, with perishability and quality issues as 
they are diverse and category specific.

“The digitisation of supply chain with 
automation, data management, collabora-
tive planning and forecasting, smart sourcing 
and product tracking will Farm Taaza agile 
and transparent,” said Epsilon General Part-
ner Mahesh Vaidya in the statement.

About 1,400 farmers in the two southern 
states are associated with the startup to sup-
ply 150 varieties of fruits and vegetables.

Mumbai, Oct 6 (IANS): 
Securities market regulator 
Sebi on Friday classified 
Mutual Funds into five 
categories to bring about 
uniformity in scheme char-
acteristics.

According to Sebi, the 
issue of  scheme classifica-
tion was taken up at the 

Mutual Fund Advisory 
Committee (MFAC).

The schemes have been 
broadly classified into five 
groups namely Equity; 
Debt; Hybrid; Solution 
Oriented; and Others.

“There is a need to bring 
in uniformity in the charac-
teristics of  similar type of  

schemes launched by dif-
ferent Mutual Funds,” Sebi 
said in a circular.

“This would ensure 
that an investor of  Mutual 
Funds is able to evaluate 
the different options avail-
able, before taking an in-
formed decision to invest 
in a scheme.”

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR DISTRICT
HEADQUARTER CHUMUKEDIMA, CAMP: DIMAPUR: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 6th Oct’ 17

Sd/-
Deputy Commissioner

Dimapur, Nagaland

No. M.-616/17  Notice is hereby given that Shri/
Smti AGABO PAMAI -Vrs- ITWADU THOU resident of KEVIJAU 
Town/Village in the District of Dimapur, Nagaland under Rule 
50 & 51 Assam Land Revenue Regulation 1886 have applied for 
Mutation of land described in the schedule below:-

The undersigned under Rule 52 of the said Rules do hereby 
invites claims/objections concerning to the said land, if any 
& should be submitted to this court in writing on or before 
6.11.17. 
SCHEDULED OF LAND AND BOUNDARY
Name of Patta Holder: AGABO PAMAI
Village/Block No: 8, Patta No: 975
Dag No: 218/1081, Area: 00B-01K-05Ls
North: Kalong, South: Bigwang,  
East: Tumsing & Ajuan, 
West: Colony Road

NOTICE

D-4704

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR DISTRICT
HEADQUARTER CHUMUKEDIMA, CAMP: DIMAPUR: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 6th Oct’ 17

Sd/-
Deputy Commissioner

Dimapur, Nagaland

No. M.-617/17 Notice is hereby given that Shri/Smti 
Samuel -Vrs- Smti. A. Priscilla Sema resident of Thaheku Town/
Village in the District of Dimapur, Nagaland under Rule 50 & 51 
Assam Land Revenue Regulation 1886 have applied for Mutation 
of land described in the schedule below:-

The undersigned under Rule 52 of the said Rules do hereby 
invites claims/objections concerning to the said land, if any & 
should be submitted to this court in writing on or before 6.11.17. 
SCHEDULED OF LAND AND BOUNDARY
Name of Patta Holder: Shri. Samuel
Village/Block No: Darogapathar, Patta No: 542
Dag No: 101/747, Area: 01B-01K-09Ls
North: T. Sangtam, South: Shikuto Sema,  
East: Imtimeren, West: Er. Abem Ngullie

NOTICE

D-4705

The Angami Christian Revival Youth Association will be 
organizing a Sales Day on 12th October 2017 at Super Market 
area from 7 am onwards as a fund raise for golden jubilee 
celebration.

Items to look out for are: Organic Vegetables, Fruits, 
Machetes, Flower, Flower Stand, Kennels, Chicken Coops, 
Firewood, Stones for Construction Purposes, Ironing Stand, 
Local Pork, Local Rice, Tree Stump and Trunk for Decoration 
purpose, brooms, bees, crabs, Snails, Jumble Sale, Tea, Snacks, 
Wild vines, Manures, Bamboos, Saw-Dust Stoves, Muodi, 
Pickle, King Chilly, Wooden Pest, Mithun meat, Local Chicken, 
Ducks, Meat Chop Board and lots more.

K-1375

SALES DAY

NO.VET/EST-201/2017-18/ ::          The following 
candidates are quali�ed for the interview/Viva-
Voce for  the  post of  LDA-Cum-Computer Assistant 
(Dist) under the Department of A.H. & Vety. Services, 
Nagaland Kohima.  
Interview will be conducted on the 11th of Oct’2017 
in the Directorate o�ce at 11.00 A.M.
Candidates are directed to bring their required 
original documents and Admit Card.
Their Roll Nos are:-
2017-0002,  2017-0035,  2017-0044,  2017-0160,  
2017-0191,  2017-0271,  2017-0303,  2017-0383,  
2017-0422,  2017-0566,  2017-0665,  2017-0666,  
2017-0715,  2017-0890,  2017-1024,  2017-1251,  
2017-1306,  2017-1331,  2017-1345,  2017-1363,  
2017-1539,  2017-1560,  2017-1819,  2017-1999,  
2017-2256,  2017-2290,  2017-2296,  2017-2388,  
2017-2465,  2017-2481.

INTERVIEW /VIVA-VOCE

KG-2042

GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND
DIRECTORATE OF A.H. & VETERINARY SERVICES 

NAGALAND  ::  KOHIMA

Sd/- DR. I.P. KHALA  
DIRECTOR OF A.H. & VETERINARY SERVICES

NAGALAND :  KOHIMA

Applications are invited from desirous candidates (Boys only) seeking admission to Class 
VI in Sainik School Punglwa (Nagaland) for the academic year 2018-2019.
Admission is purely on merit based on performance in AISSEE-2018.
Prospectus cum application form shall be available for sale at school office on payment 
by cash/DD in favour of ‘Principal, Sainik School Punglwa’, payable at ‘SBI, Medziphe-
ma (Code: 6759]’ as per applicable charges from 0800hrs –1400hrs on all working days 
from 16 Oct 2017 –30 Nov 2017.
(i) Gen/Def Category - ` 400 ` 100 extra incase application cum prospectus   

  required by post
(ii) SC/ST Category  - ` 250          
Pervious year sample question papers be obtained from the school office by making a 
payment of ` 25/- per set.  ` 50/- additional if requisitioned by post. 
Last Date of Submission : 05 Dec 2017 (Late receipts on account of postal delays,   
  etc shall not be of application form entertained).
Date of Entrance Exam  :   07 Jan 2018 (1000hrs onwards)
Eligibility (for class VI) :  Age criteria
(i) A candidate should be born between 02 July 2007 and 01 Jul 2008.
(ii) For Arunachal Domicile candidate:   A candidate should be born between 02 July 

2006 and 01 July 2007.
Likely vacancies (Class VI) : 90 (Ninety).
Reservation. 7½ % and 15% seats are reserved for ST & SC category candidates. 
From remaining seats 67% seats are reserved foHome State candidates out of which 
25% seats are reserved for Home State Defence Personnel including Ex-servicemen. Re-
maining seats are open for All India Defence and Gen categories in a ratio of 25% and 
75% respectively. 
Methods of Registration for AISSEE-2018.
(i) Offline Registration:  A Candidate has to complete the OMR application form ob-

tained from school office in all respect and alongwith necessary documents submit 
the same to the school by hand/Regd/Speed post so as to reach by 05 Dec 2017.

(ii)   Online Registration:   A candidate, alternately may opt to register online by clicking 
the link on schools web portal “www.sainikschoolpunglwa.nic.in”. Fee payment for 
online registration is through netbanking only. On completion of online registra-
tion, the print out of the application form alongwith required documents are to be 
deposited to the school o�ce by hand/Regd/Speed post so as to reach by 05 Dec 
2017.

Exam pattern.     The exam shall be based on multiple choice objective type questions 
and answers are to be marked on the OMR answer sheet provided in the exam hall. Syl-
labus for entrance exams is as given in the prospectus.
Exam Centres. 
(i) Nagaland:  (a) Sainik School Punglwa Campus,  (b) Dimapur,  (c) Kohima
(ii) Arunachal Pradesh: (a) Itanagar,  (b) Tawang 
Principal reserves the right to reject the application form without assigning any rea-
sons.

Principal
Sainik School Punglwa 

ADMISSION NOTICE
All India Sainik Schools Entrance Exam (AISSEE) 2018

DG-677

SAINIK SCHOOL PUNGLWA (NAGALAND)
(Under the Aegis of Ministry of Defence)

and traders complaining 
about the compliance bur-
den the new Goods and 
Services Tax (GST) regime 
has put on them, the panel 
decided to give the option 
to taxpayers to avail of  
the so-called Composition 
Scheme if  their turnover 
is less than Rs 1 crore as 
against the previous limit 
of  Rs 75 lakh.

So far, over 15 lakh out 
of  the 90 lakh registered 
businesses have opted for 
the composition scheme.

The tax rate for trad-
ers of  goods in the com-
position scheme is 1 per 
cent, while it is 2 per cent 
for manufacturers and 5 
per cent for suppliers of  
food or drinks for human 
consumption (without al-
cohol).

Service providers can-
not opt for the composition 
scheme. The scheme allows 
small businesses, including 
eateries, to pay 1-5 percent 
tax without having to deal 
with the three- stage filing 
process.

It allows small taxpay-
ers to pay GST at a fixed 
rate of  turnover and not go 
through the tedious GST 
formalities.

The scheme cannot be 
opted by supplier of  serv-
ices other than restaurant 
related services; manu-
facturer of  ice cream, pan 
masala, or tobacco; casual 
taxable person or a non- 
resident taxable person; 
and businesses which sup-
ply goods through an e-
commerce operator.

No input tax credit can 
be claimed by those opting 
for composition scheme.

Also, the taxpayer can 
only make intra-state sup-
ply (sell in the same state) 
and cannot undertake in-
ter-state supply of  goods.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): 
Three months after the 
rollout of  the new indirect 
tax regime, the GST Coun-
cil today made sweeping 
changes to give relief  to 
small and medium busi-
nesses on filing and pay-
ment of  taxes, eased rules 
for exporters and cut tax 
rates on more than two 
dozen items.

Businesses with annual 
turnover of  up to Rs 1.5 
crore, which constitute 90 
per cent of  the taxpayer 
base but pay only 5-6 per 
cent of  total tax, have been 
allowed to file quarterly 
income returns and pay tax 
instead of  the current pro-
vision of  monthly filings.

Also,  the  tur nover 
threshold for businesses to 
avail of  the composition 
scheme that allows them to 
pay 1-5 per cent tax with-
out going through tedious 
formalities, was raised to 
Rs 1 crore from current Rs 
75 lakh.

“Compliance burden 
of  medium and small tax-
payers in GST is being re-
duced,” Finance Minister 
Arun Jaitley told reporters 
after the 22nd meeting of  
the Council.

Small and medium en-
terprises had complained 
of  tedious compliance 
burden under the Goods 
and Services Tax (GST) 
that was supposed to be 
a simple indirect tax re-
gime which replaced over 
a dozen Central and state 
taxes.

Jaitley said the Council 
also decided to cut GST 
rate on 27 common use 
items.

GST on unbranded 
namkeen, unbranded ay-
urvedic medicine, sliced 
dried mango and khakra 
has been cut to 5 per cent 
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Immigration and the Dangers Facing Nagaland

Immigration, Legal and Illegal, takes 
place when people of  a certain popula-
tion do not have enough resources and 
opportunities for growth in their native 

land; or when wars, disasters, calamities and 
persecution force them to leave their native 
shores. The difference between a Legal and Il-
legal Immigrant is that while the former seeks 
a better standard of  life than the one he leaves 
behind; the latter is concerned only with sur-
vival. Thus, a Legal Migrant seeks to make a 
better living than the one he had, but an Ille-
gal Migrant seeks to make any sort of  living, 
provided he survives.

That is the crux of  the matter, and the dif-
ference between the Indian Migrant and the 
Illegal Bangladeshi Migrant in Nagaland. An 
Indian Migrant will leave Nagaland the mo-
ment he realises that opportunities to make 
a better life for himself  in Nagaland have di-
minished. But an IBI will remain so long as 
he has enough to eat.

I can recall exactly how the IBIs increased 
in such numbers. They came first, as share 
croppers in our paddy fields. Their willing-
ness to provide their own cattle to plough our 
fields, while still giving us half  the crop, less-
ened the burden on us to buy oxen. This less-

ening of  expenditure without diminishment 
of  our profit led to the IBIs being favoured 
over the Adivasis and Biharis, until nearly all 
the paddy fields in and around Dimapur were 
farmed by the IBIs. The next step was the 
rickshaws, the autorickshaws, the pan shops, 
the readymade and second-hand clothes 
shops, the Cellular Phone retail and servicing 
shops, the chicken, egg, beef  and fish markets 
and so on. They are becoming upwardly mo-
bile, socially and economically. All this they 
have achieved because they were “Willing to 
pay us a little bit more for our services, while 
being willing to take a little bit less for their 
services.” And now that they have controlled 
all these markets, they control the prices in ca-
hoots with our “Freedom Fighters”.

I have only Adivasis and Nepalis as share-
croppers; I have expelled all “Miyas” from my 
building a long time back, and have taken fi-
nancial losses because of  that. I have refused 
good offers from IBIs on vacant rooms on my 
premises and instead favoured young Naga 
Entrepreneurs, despite being disappointed 
by them time and again. I have kept only one 
“Miya” tailor and his family all these years, 
because I have witnessed how he struggled to 
make a living for himself  and his family. But 

I had already given him notice of  eviction at 
the beginning of  the year, but in consideration 
for his children’s education, I had deferred his 
eviction till the end of  the year.

So this sudden outburst against IBIs in Na-
galand amuses me. The Government of  Naga-
land cannot do anything; When the Govern-
ment of  The United States of  America cannot 
curb illegal immigration of  Spanish speaking 
people from across the Mexican Border; what 
can the stupid Government of  Nagaland do? 
Suggest all your measures and implement 
them, it will not work; for we Nagas are a 
greedy, spineless and immoral people. Walk 
the talk, tell your family members, your villag-
ers, your clansmen and tribesmen to stop em-
ploying, using and renting premises to IBIs. 
The problem will be solved in a second.

Nagaland faces greater dangers than be-
ing “swamped and taken over” by IBIs in 
thirty or forty years’ time. When some of  our 
Legislators talk about Nagas wanting “Peace 
at any Price”, even if  the price be peace under 
an Authoritarian Yariawo of  the N.S.C.N. (I-
M); when the same moronic Legislators we 
elect talk of  “Solution, not Elections”, which 
is the greatest and most immediate danger to 
Nagaland?

A few years back, a fellow chief  of  mine, 
Ato Kukau Saul Zhimomi of  Puhoto Village, 
and I went to meet a newly transferred I.G.P. 
of  the C.R.P.F. at their Homeland camp. 
While waiting for the I.G.P. to arrive, we were 
having a casual conversation with the Sector 
Commander, a Bihari gentleman. He said 
something which has stayed in my mind ever 
since; what he said was, “If  you chase out the 
Biharis, Marwaris etc. from Nagaland, they 
will go back to their native lands without a 
murmur, but if  you try to chase the Miyas out 
of  Nagaland, unless you are careful, there 
will come a day when they will fight back, 
because they have nowhere else to go.” That 
day is still to arrive; the IBI problem is like an 
abyss on our path which we are in danger of  
falling into; but it still lies ahead of  us. We can 
avoid that abyss, right now, by simply evict-
ing them from our houses and properties and 
by refusing to employ them in any manner. 
But will your greed allow you to do so? I have 
done my part, it is for you to do yours. I now 
concentrate on the Naga Serpents and Para-
sites that litter my path.

God save our Nagaland
Kahuto Chishi Sumi

Kahuto107@gmail.com

Indian Universities Should Be Able to Appoint Their Own Vice Chancellors

Clean Energy Industry Body 
Favours More Access to Debt

India’s leading universities are not where 
they should be – both in terms of  interna-
tional rankings as well as the promotion of  
free thinking and dissent. Of course vice-

chancellors (VC) cannot be entirely blamed for 
this, but how we select people to lead univer-
sities does have a bearing. Who should be ap-
pointed as a VC? What should be the process of  
appointment? Is the process at Aligarh Muslim 
University (AMU) more democratic and trans-
parent than in other universities? In the light of  
the University Grants Commission’s (UGC’s) 
special audit report on AMU, these questions 
are particularly important.

It is sad to see that in many cases, VCs, 
the heads of  the universities and the most vis-
ible symbols of  the university system, are ap-
pointed not because they are reputed scholars 
or distinguished administrators, but because 
they have the right political connections in the 
Ministry of  Human Resource Development 
(HRD) in the case of  central universities, or the 
appropriate political or caste affiliations in state 
universities. There is also talk in some state uni-
versities on money exchanging hands while the 
post is filled. Not surprisingly, expediency, and 
not merit, is the basis of  the choice. Associate 
professors – and in some cases even assistant 
professors – who have worked only in private 
colleges with no university experience have 
been appointed as VCs. Because of  this mess, 
a number of  appointments have been quashed 
by the judiciary in the recent past because of  in-
eligibility, absence of  consultation between the 
governor and the state government, problems 
in the composition of  the search committee, 
and so on. A VC’s selection through a search 
committee, then, is far from foolproof. In fact, 
it is quite easy for political masters to influence 
members of  search committees since the chair-
men are government-nominated.

The UGC audit report about AMU has 
suggested that the university adopt the process 

of  appointing vice chancellors used by other 
central universities, where appointment is done 
through a search committee after a public no-
tice invites applications. This seems to be only 
substantial recommendation from the much-
hyped academic audit report. Why AMU, 
which has been ranked at number 11 among 
Indian universities even by the HRD ministry 
, was selected for this strange audit is not clear. 
International rankings have also rated AMU 
quite high. In fact, in terms of  research publica-
tions with a high impact factor, AMU comes is 
in top three universities of  the country. It loses 
out on the public perception parameter, but 
that may well be because of  other motivations.

As a VC who was appointed through a 
search committee, I do not want to comment 
on the selection of  others VCs in the same 
manner. Everyone knows that search commit-
tees do not always recommend the best can-
didates. A number of  VCs owe their appoint-
ments to their ideology; during Congress rule, 
Left-leaning people were routinely picked as 
VCs by the very search committees that today 
almost always chooses only right wingers. The 
Left, then, has no right to criticise the BJP on 
this count. In fact, HRD ministerPrakash Java-
dekar deserves appreciation for staying away 
from politics in the latest VC’s appointment at 
AMU – he appointed the person who secured 
the most votes in the university court. Even 
during Smriti Irani’s tenure, in few cases, then 
president ignored the HRD ministry’s opinion, 
yet she was the one who was criticised.

AMU has constitutional status as a uni-
versity, since it is mentioned in entry 63 of  the 
seventh schedule of  the constitution. Its unique 
process of  selection should act as a model for 
other universities. The university’s 25-member 
executive council is made up of  three person 
nominated by the Indian president and one per-
son nominated by the UP governor, in addition 
to five deans, one provost, two principals and 
four teachers, who are chosen by the university 
teachers. The executive council recommends 
five names to the university court, which has 

more than 180 members comprising five mem-
bers nominated by the Indian president, ten 
MPs chosen by parliament, eminent educa-
tionists, civil society representatives, 25 alumni 
and as many as 15 elected student representa-
tives, including the top three office bearers of  
the students’ union, all deans, 20 of  the senior-
most heads of  departments and representatives 
of  non-teaching staff, including fourth grade 
employees. So everyone in the university par-
ticipates in the selection of  the VC.

Initiating the process to appoint his suc-
cessor in March 2016, General  Zameerud-
din Shah had invited nominations from VCs 
of  other universities, judges of  the Supreme 
Court and prominent educationists for the 
consideration of  the executive council. Unlike 
search committees of  other central universities, 
which have just three members, no government 
can influence such a large body. The university 
court forwards three names to the president of  
India, who either picks one of  them or can call 
for a fresh panel of  three names. This process 
is in line with what is detailed in the Aligarh 
Muslim University Act, 1920. A similar proc-
ess was outlined for BHU by a 1915 Act. Un-
fortunately, the BHU Act has been suspended 
for decades and the university is run by a gov-
ernment-nominated executive council.

The VC remains the kingpin of  the resil-
ience of  a university system and the keeper 
of  a university’s conscience. It is to facilitate 
this expected role that universities are always 
in search of  people with high moral values, 
leadership qualities and integrity, in addition to 
academic excellence and administrative experi-
ence.

Unfortunately, the government contin-
ues to play a crucial role in the appointment 
of  VCs, while the autonomy of universities is 
given scant regard. There are different levels 
of  governmental intervention – VCs of  central 
universities are appointed by the president of  
India who is ex-officio visitor of  all central uni-
versities and s/he generally acts on the advice 
of  central government; in state universities ap-

pointments are made by the governor either on 
his/her own or in consultation with the state 
government, and only sometimes in consulta-
tion with the university.

Each university has its distinctive identity 
and its own peculiar problems, so ideally uni-
versities should be free to elect their own vice 
chancellors who they think are best suited to 
lead them at a particular point of  time. Thus, 
when AMU was having administrative prob-
lems, it brought in IAS/IFS officers or an army 
general. After the administration had been 
streamlined, it selected leading academicians 
as VCs.

In the Western world, universities have the 
freedom to choose their own VCs. AMU fol-
lows the Western model. The UPA committed 
the blunder of  appointing VCs through news-
paper advertisement. While advertisements 
looks like a step in the direction of  transpar-
ency, hundreds of  applications are received in 
response from all and sundry, making the task 
of  the search committee very difficult indeed. 
Moreover, interviews, termed as ‘interactions’ 
by search committees, do not go down well 
with eminent applicants. Even the UGC Regu-
lations, 2010, have not made advertisements 
mandatory. The position of  VC is so high and 
important that it should always be offered to 
someone after inviting nominations from the 
present and former VCs and other eminent 
people. People who lobby for the post or en-
thusiastically apply on their own in response 
to newspaper advertisements should never be 
appointed.

Let universities choose their own vice 
chancellors, who they see as the best fit to lead 
(and not command) them. The AMU model is 
democratic, transparent and promotes univer-
sity autonomy. Let us not dilute it. The Naren-
dra Modi government should not follow the 
dangerous precedents set by Congress govern-
ments before it.

(Faizan Mustafa is the vice chancellor of  
NALSAR University of  Law, Hyderabad.)

India's industry body Clean En-
ergy Access Network (CLEAN) 
on Thursday laid emphasis on 
building a modern energy system 

through increased public-private part-
nership and long-term, affordable and 
accessible debt finance.

In its first annual report "State of the 
Sector" released here, it sought increased 
public partnership to scale decentralised 
renewable energy solutions and to iden-
tify access to finance needs for the sector 
and mechanisms to address them while 
highlighting the significant progress and 
innovation made by it.

India's private sector decentralised 
renewable energy market leaders de-
ployed 206 small energy grids, more 
than 92,000 solar home systems, more 
than 120,000 clean cookstoves for 
household use and 980 for institutional 
use, 1,300 solar water pumps and 3.6 
million solar lanterns, said the report 
which did an analysis of the market in 

the last fiscal.
Beyond household electricity 

needs, 144 productive use projects such 
as agricultural processing, small-scale 
manufacturing and cold storage have 
been powered by decentralised renew-
able energy, said the report.

Based on partial data, the total fi-
nancial needs of the sector over the 
next three years will triple to Rs 3.8 bil-
lion ($59 million).

According to the report, lack of  
long-term, affordable debt finance re-
mains a key barrier, requiring greater 
knowledge-sharing between the com-
panies and commercial lenders.

Key sector stakeholders stressed the 
need to build partnerships with India's 
energy distribution companies or dis-
coms to complement grid availability 
through decentralised renewable en-
ergy and provide greater confidence to 
the investors.

The innovation and entrepreneur-

ship of the decentralized renewable 
energy sector in India are a critical part 
in building the digitised, decentralised 
and democratised energy system of the 
21st century that India envisions, said 
the report's author Surabhi Rajagopal.

Private sector delivery of distribut-
ed energy access, given adequate pub-
lic partnership, can help India achieve 
quality and access to reliable energy 
faster, while ensuring rural economic 
development, energy security and cli-
mate resilience.

CLEAN's Chief Operating Officer 
Harihara Mohapatra said: "India has 
the ability to not only scale decentral-
ised solutions for itself, but for the glo-
bal community as it seeks to achieve 
Sustainable Development Goal 7 
(SDG7)."

CLEAN represents 104 organisa-
tions including small and medium-
sized enterprises. 

Source: IANS

Centre of Geospatial Excellence launched

The Indian Institute of  
Engineering Science and 
Technology (IIEST)-Shib-
pur and Esri India Tech-

nologies on Thursday announced 
the launch of  a Centre of  Geospa-
tial Excellence (CoGE) in the east-
ern region.

The institute will aim to im-
part GIS skills to graduates and 
working professionals through a 
set of  comprehensive education 
programmes in the region, accord-
ing to a press release issued here by 
IIEST-Shibpur.

It will launch various short and 
long-term programmes that will 
be co-designed with senior faculty 
members from IIEST and domain 
experts from Esri India, a joint ven-
ture between NIIT Technologies 
Ltd of India and Esri Inc. in the US.

"These programmes will focus 
on foundational geoinformatics 
and its applications in various gov-
ernment programmes, like Smart 
Cities, Digital India and Clean 
Ganga," said the release.

As per a report by the National 

Task Force on Geospatial Education 
under the Ministry of Human Re-
source Development, India has less 
than 31,000 GIS tech professionals 
as against a requirement of 70,000. 
As very few institutions in the coun-
try provide geospatial education, 
there is a serious shortfall in the avail-
ability of trained GIS professionals.

"We achieved an important 
milestone today (Thursday) with 
this collaboration. In today's 
technology-driven environment 
we can't afford to leave the added 
advantage of  understanding 'Lo-
cation Intelligence' that will make 
our students career-ready for GIS 
opportunities," IIEST-Shibpur Di-
rector Ajoy Kumar Ray was quot-
ed as saying in the release.

"GIS goes beyond what users 
know of maps. It brings out the 
importance and value of  the loca-
tion in every business scenario. 
Students would be able to under-
stand the multi-disciplinary nature 
of  GIS and also its applications in 
various domains," he said.

Source: IANS

How to Slip 
Away From 
Bad Dates

Author: "You missed my 
book launch." Me: "Yeah, 
I know, sorry, I died, 

wasn't resuscitated until after-
wards."

This columnist has never been 
good at excuses. So I was inter-
ested to hear from a reader named 
Gayatri that sensible people re-
view their calendars regularly and 
prepare escape plans.

Her top tips for slipping away: 
Do not pretend to get a phone call 
-- it's much harder to carry off  
than you think. Also, do not try to 
escape from an unwanted date by 
pretending you are "just going to 
the toilet". Your date may watch 
the toilet door, and rest rooms 
rarely have windows big enough 
to climb out of.

Instead, text a pre-arranged 
key word to a friend who will ring 
you with a fake emergency such 
as: "Come home quickly, your 
brother cut his head off  and you 
have to hold it while surgeons sew 
it back on."

There are even apps (such as 
"Bad Date Rescue") that you dis-
creetly click to receive a pre-re-
corded "you are needed" message.

An alternative escape strategy 
is to say something that makes 
your date nervous enough to want 
to end the evening. 1) "I'm not 
contagious any more, hopefully." 
2) "The voices in my head told me 
you are the Chosen One." 3) "My 
30 cats are going to love you." 4) 
"So. What shall we call our kids?"

Escape plans were on my mind 
after readers sent me a huge flood 
of  recent news items (two) involv-
ing people making ill-planned at-
tempts at disappearing.

The first was about a suspect-
ed car thief  on the run from police 
in Saskatchewan on September 
27. He tried to escape by climbing 
a tall tree. Trees are never good 
escape routes, as the likelihood 
of  finding alternative exit routes 
up there are pretty low. He stayed 
there for several hours, news serv-
ices reported, but came down 
when a neighbour offered him a 
taco.

The second report was from 
China Daily in the first week of  
October. A man tried to escape 
his hotel bill by slipping out of  his 
guestroom window. The hotel was 
a skyscraper, so he ended up dan-
gling from telephone wires over 
the centre of  the road, 19 stories 
in the air, bringing that part of  
the Chinese city of  Guizhou to a 
standstill. Thanks to the wonders 
of  the Internet, it is possible that 
a significant part of  the world's 
population watched his "discreet" 
escape.

These are worthy additions to 
this columnist's "most ill-consid-
ered escapes" file, although they 
don't replace the current top story 
in that cabinet, which is a 1990s 
report about a thief  in Japan who 
tried to escape from pursuers by 
sprinting into the main hall of  
a police training school. "Nice 
of  him to give the trainees some 
hands-on practice," the chief  in-
structor said.

Gayatri also had a failed es-
cape story of  her own. "I aban-
doned a nerdy group of  friends 
to go to a party which turned out 
to be even duller. Worst of  all, the 
first group ended up launching a 
really cool start-up."

Then she had to go. Her phone 
rang. Or was it an app?

(Nury Vittachi is an Asia-based 
frequent traveller. Send ideas and 

suggestions via his Facebook page)

Nury Vittachi | IANS

DAILY
PATH

Don't despair because of evil; God will have the last word.

When I married, I thought I would have children immediately. That did not happen, and the 
pain of infertility brought me to my knees. I often cried out to God, “How long?” I knew 
God could change my circumstance. Why wasn’t He?

Are you waiting on God? Are you asking, How long, Lord, before justice prevails in our world? 
Before there is a cure for cancer? Before I am no longer in debt?

The prophet Habakkuk was well acquainted with that feeling. In the seventh century bc, he cried 
out to the Lord: “How long, Lord, must I call for help, but you do not listen? Or cry out to you, ‘Vio-
lence!’ but you do not save? Why do you make me look at injustice? Why do you tolerate wrongdo-
ing?” (Hab. 1:2–3). He prayed for a long time, struggling to reconcile how a just and powerful God 
could allow wickedness, injustice, and corruption to continue in Judah. As far as Habakkuk was 
concerned, God should have already intervened. Why was God doing nothing?

There are days when we too feel as if God is doing nothing. Like Habakkuk, we have continu-
ously asked God, “How long?”

Yet, we are not alone. As with Habakkuk, God hears our burdens. We must continue to cast 
them on the Lord because He cares for us. God hears us and, in His time, will give an answer.

Lord, thank You for bearing my burdens. I know that You hear my cries and will answer in 
accordance to Your perfect plan and purposes.

How Long?
BIBLE READ:   HABAKKUK 1:2–11  
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

How long, Lord, must I call for help?    
~ Habakkuk 1:2
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Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): People might 
step on your toes today, but try not to react. Go 
with the flow. This may be the only way they 
know how to act. Express your feelings. Open 

yourself  up to the world. There are people who want to 
get closer to you, but they might feel too intimidated to do 
so. Take it one step at a time, but realize that you’re prob-
ably the one who needs to take the first step.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): This is a 
fantastic day for you, so celebrate. You’re the 
star of  the show, and you’ll be up on stage 
more than usual. People will look up to you 

and respect you for your incredible leadership skills. Be 
confident and express yourself  from your heart. Actions 
should run smoothly. You can accomplish quite a bit. 
Don’t waste this day. Do some creative work.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): Something may get 
your dander up today. There are hot tempers and 
strong opinions right and left. Try to see the big pic-
ture. You’ll seek extra attention from others, especially 

when it comes to your needs and emotions. People will be irrita-
ble, but arguing will only make the situation worse. Give everyone 
some time and you’ll find that many issues work themselves out.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): Cooperate 
today even if  it seems easier said than done. 
People will have hot tempers and be very fo-
cused on themselves. There’s a me-first attitude 

around, and relations will be much better if  you let people 
have their time in the spotlight. You might find that you 
have an important message to express. Make sure your 
voice is heard.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): People will be fo-
cused on themselves, leaving you wondering 
what all the fuss is about. You have a strong 
desire to express your emotions. It may feel like 

you’re on stage in some way. You wish to be recognized 
and appreciated for your sensitive, devoted, and passion-
ate nature. Speak up.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): The energy 
flows smoothly today. Obstacles seem to 
have dissolved. There’s a great deal of  energy 
at your disposal. You have strong thoughts 

and powerful emotions backing you up. Work with 
partners and promote your ideas. Speak your passions 
out loud. Help your dreams manifest by writing them 
down.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): There’s a spark 
about to ignite inside you. Pay close atten-
tion to your emotions and take care of  your-
self  physically, emotionally, and spiritually. 

Infuse your plans with passion. Breathe life into your 
dreams and act with confidence. The inner and outer 
aspects of  your being are working in harmony.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21): Your emo-
tions are piqued today. You’re spurred to take 
action. People might have a me-first attitude 
that may get on your nerves. You’re more inter-

ested in the collective and improving the situation for all. 
Someone may be working counter to this mode of  action, 
causing friction in your dealings. Stick to your principles 
and act confidently.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21): Get 
off  the couch and get into action. Come out 
of  hiding and let others hear what you have 
to say. Let your emotions shine and don’t 

be concerned about what others think. Dance like no 
one’s watching. Passion will be the key to manifesting 
your dreams. This is a great day to act bravely toward 
those dreams.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): This is a 
fantastic day. Assert yourself  with confidence 
and move toward your goals. Your emotions 
are working harmoniously with your outer-

directed nature. You may want more attention from 
others today. Enjoy jovial times with friends and loved 
ones. Plan an activity with children if  you can. Break 
free from your normal routine and create your own fun.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): People may 
seem a bit more stubborn and emotional than 
usual. Try not to contribute to it by being vain 
and stubborn. This isn’t the time to contem-

plate. It’s time to act. You have all the information you 
need. Make sure you’re actively getting the attention you 
deserve and you’re giving credit to the people who’ve 
helped you along the way.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): This is a very op-
portune day for you. Say hello to the stranger 
in line or follow through on a tip or comment. 
Opportunities are there. All you have to do is 

grab them. You’d do very well in a group situation today. 
In fact, you’d do well leading others. You understand the 
need for action. Be decisive and confident.

Between 10am and lunchtime, 
many of us perform best on logical 

reasoning and critical thinking

It has been noticed for more than 30 
years that chemotherapy is more effective 
when delivered at certain times of day

Imagine a future in which every 
prescription carries a label with 

timing instructions

Liver and pancreas clocks are easily reset 
by eating late at night, which puts them 
out of sync with the rest of the body

Jessa Gamble | IANS

It was just a regular shipment of  golden 
hamsters from the breeding colonies, ex-
cept for one male animal. While all the 
other hamsters aligned on the shelf  in 

the lab of  Michael Menaker, then professor of  
biology at the University of  Oregon, showed 
a regular 24-hour activity rhythm, the mutant 
and his descendants lived by a quicker daily 
pulse. The 20-hour hamsters didn’t live long 
under 24-hour cycles of  light and dark – they 
died of  a kind of  perpetual jetlag. But put 
them in a 20-hour light cycle, and they were 
fine. In some meaningful sense, the animals’ 
home was not Earth. They were aliens whose 
home planet was somewhere out among the 
stars, rotating every 20 hours.

All life on a rotating planet is 
ruled by circadian rhythms. Chrono-
biology research has brought the im-
portance of  healthy sleep to the fore, 
and we have made great strides in 
understanding jetlag. But if  we stop 
there, we’re missing the larger point, which is 
that our bodies in all their complexity live and 
die by the clock. For decades now, scientists 
have understood that every bodily function is 
under the control of  the bodyclock. In other 
words, physiology is four-dimensional – we 
might as well be different animals during the 
day than we are at night.

Plenty of  good science has been done, but 
the applications of  this research, especially in 
medicine, are just beginning. A particularly 
promising approach seeks to bring the body-
clock into the clinic through ‘chronotherapy’. 
While chronotherapy sounds like it might be 
a kind of  technique for righting a circadian 
system that’s out of  kilter, in fact it relies on 
a functioning rhythm for precision-guided 
medical interventions. Using chronotherapy, 
the ticking of  the bodyclock can help us fight 
cancer, safeguard our hearts, time our meals, 
and even make better use of  our brain’s intel-
ligence.

The first circadian clocks originated more 
than 2 billion years ago, during the Great Oxi-
dation Event. They are found in all plants and 
animals, and in fact are almost universal in 
the tree of  life. The circadian system works 
to provide two crucial whole-organism func-
tions, one of  which has lost some of  its sur-
vival value for humans; the other is maladapt-
ed to modern lifestyles and causes us untold 
problems.

Internal clocks help living beings ready 
themselves for the daily events that are impor-
tant to their survival: they act as a conduit be-
tween the organism and the environment. A 
bat’s inner alarm clock wakes her at dusk in a 
cave with no other time cues, and she flies out 
in time to catch the crepuscular insects that 
sustain her. Many bacteria shut off  their cell 
division mid-day, regardless of  cloud cover, to 
protect themselves from harmful UV radia-
tion.

To be fully integrated with an ecosystem, 
an organism must cling to its niches, and one 
of  those is a carefully carved-out temporal 
niche. For example, the first mammals’ warm-
bloodedness allowed for successful colonisa-
tion of  the nighttime world, when reptilian 
systems slowed down. Two similar species 
can comfortably occupy the same space if  
they do so at different times of  day. Our mod-
ern built environment provides food, warmth 
and light at all hours, as well as safeguarding 
us from nocturnal predators. Superficially, 
we’ve been liberated from our own niche in 
the day/night environment but, under the sur-
face, that desynchrony is causing all manner 
of  problems. We have not outgrown our need 
for an internal timing system – far from it.

With so much of  the talk about bodyclocks 
focused on sleep, it’s easy to forget that all of  
our biological processes around the clock are 
organised by circadian rhythms. Every day of  
the internal schedule is full of  appointments. 
Nitrogen-fixing bacteria glean oxygen from 
the atmosphere, and they also photosynthe-
sise to store energy. But they can’t do both 
at once, so they alternate between nocturnal 
nitrogen-fixing and daytime photosynthe-
sis. Mammals have many such processes to 
orchestrate, and just about everything our 
body does – from metabolism and DNA 
repair to immune responses and cognition 
– is under circadian control. In humans, 
normal organ functioning depends on a 
harmony in hierarchy: synchrony among 
molecular rhythms within each cell, among 
cells in each organ, and among organs in 
the body. Coordinated functioning ensures 
that the body doesn’t work against itself.

The human body is teeming with clocks, 

arranged in a hierarchy. At the helm, a master 
clock in the brain’s hypothalamus called the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) sets the over-
all rhythm of the body. But each organ also 
has its own rhythm that’s generated internally. 
A clock, in the broadest sense, consists of  any 
type of  regular oscillation, and these clocks 
take the form of a transcription-translation 
feedback loop that circles back to the begin-
ning in roughly 24 hours. Clock genes activate 
a process that results in protein synthesis, and 
once the concentration of  those proteins in 
the cell reach a critical threshold, they come 
into the nucleus and turn off  the clock gene 
that produced them. Once the proteins have 
broken down, the gene switches on and the 
cycle begins again.

Every day, the body corrects its clock to 
match its surroundings using daylight. A pho-
toreceptor in the retina – the third photore-
ceptor after our black-and-white vision rods 
and colour vision cones – senses only overall 
light levels and reports directly to that master 
clock to reset it when it drifts off-course.

Those other clocks, some generated with-
in the cell and others governing the workings 
of  organs, have basically the same molecular 
organisation as the SCN but they are autono-
mous from it. They differ enormously in the 
extent to which their rhythms are coupled to 
the central clock and they can be influenced 
by other factors. For example, liver and pan-
creas clocks are easily reset by eating late at 
night, which overrides the SCN signals in 
those organs and puts them out of  sync with 
the rest of  the body. Jetlag’s groggy unpleas-
antness comes more from this uncoupling of  
clocks than from an earlier or later internal 
time, per se. It takes about a day per hour of  
time-change to reset the master clock, but it 
can take even longer to corral the organs into 
line with each other. The effects of  circadian 
dysfunction can be disastrous in the long term 
– knock out the cellular clocks in just part of  
a mouse pancreas, for example, and diabetes 
quickly ensues.

We can time everything from exercise and 
eating to work and thinking for maximum ef-
fectiveness. The first step is to know thyself. 
Each of  us has a circadian system that at-
tunes us to the rotation of  the planet, but your 
place in that eternal circle is unique to you. 
The way your body orchestrates its cycles is 
different from your son’s timing or your part-
ner’s. For one thing, your avian type – early 
bird, night owl or humming bird (in between) 
– is a biological reality. Early birds really do 
have different physiologies than night owls, 
because morning people have shorter circa-
dian rhythms that drive them to sleep earlier. 
Women are more likely to be early birds than 
men, and introverts are also more likely than 
extroverts to be up with a smile at the crack 
of  dawn.

These chronotypes are largely genetic, but 
they also change with age. Young children 
and elderly people tend toward the morning, 
but toward late adolescence our cycles are 
shifted later in the day.

As body temperature rises slowly 
throughout the day, athletic perform-
ance improves and we perceive less ex-
ertion from the same workout. Many 
sports records are shattered in the 
early evening when muscle contrac-
tions are more powerful and flexibility 
improves (biochemical processes of  all kinds 
tend to happen faster when body temperature 
is higher). Try tracking your running times 
– you might find they peak with your body 
temperature.

At the dinner table, circadian insights can 
tell us how to time our meals. Late in the day 
is when triglyceride fats are synthesised, pri-
marily from the fat content of  our meals. One 
of  the reasons that diabetes and obesity carry 
a risk of  heart problems is that these triglycer-
ides build up in the heart and disrupt its con-
tractions.

The calories consumed later in the day are 
more likely to be stored as fat – and compared 
with cardiac fat storage, the fat around our 

hips is the least of  our worries. It’s not just fat 
in the heart that causes problems – fat in the 
liver is a contributor to diabetes and various 
lipid disorders.

When people eat at a time when the liver 
has packed it in for the night, those sugars and 
fats are not properly metabolised. Twenty per-
cent of  liver proteins are created in a strictly 
circadian fashion, so that the liver produces 
twice the average number overall in peak 
times, and half  at the lowest times. If  one sti-
fles those clock genes in the liver, fat levels in 
that organ spike, even with a low-fat diet.

At school and the office, circadian influ-
ence is working behind the scenes. A short-
term memory task, such as retaining a phone 
number, is better done in the morning when 

a low body temperature slows its eras-
ure. Sleep pressure is usually low in the 
morning, too, which gives us the abil-
ity to focus without the distraction of  
drowsiness. Between 10am and lunch-
time, many of  us perform best on logical 
reasoning and critical thinking. But the 

speed of  calculations peaks in the late after-
noon, when higher body temperature leads to 
quicker thinking.

Learning is an area in which time of  day 
is intensely influential. Our picture of  the 
steadily building learning curve is incomplete. 
The same cells that take in information about 
what we see and hear – and where we are – 
also contain circadian clocks that mark down 
the time of  that learning. This makes them 
more responsive in offering up those recollec-
tions at the time of  day when they first en-
coded the memory. Exam performance on a 
morning class would be expected to suffer if  
the exam is held in the evening or outside of  
the regular classroom.

The joint-discoverer of  that third photore-
ceptor in the eye, Russell Foster, professor of  
circadian neuroscience at the University of  
Oxford, sits in the private room at Zuma, a 
Japanese restaurant in Abu Dhabi. Across 
the table, Her Highness Sheikha Mariam, a 
young petite face peeking out of  her black 
hijab, offers incisive comments between sur-
reptitiously checking her cellphone. When it 
comes to sleep cycles, she is of  the mind that 
if  we went back to the rhythms of  a few cen-
turies ago, we would all be healthier. The dis-
cussion is surprisingly engaging, considering 
that most of  the people at the table – includ-
ing me – are jetlagged.

‘So much has been made of  the so-called 
“sleep” hormone melatonin,’ says Foster. 
‘But it’s really just a biological marker for 
darkness. At most, it has a slight sedative ef-
fect for some people.’

It’s October 2015, and Foster’s role as a 
pillar of  the circadian rhythms field has be-
come dual. He travels the world championing 
bodyclock research and its health benefits, 
while vigorously defending us all against 
what he calls the ‘snake oil’. He becomes vis-
ibly upset when talking about some of  the 
cravenly irresponsible claims he’s seen – for 
example, a supposed link between childhood 
leukemia and nightlights.

Thanks to the work of  Foster and other 
pioneers, the importance of  a healthy circa-
dian system has received growing attention in 
recent years, as well as the benefits of  a good 
night’s sleep. And once that system is in sync, 
the real potential of  the bodyclock emerges.

If  you know when your enemy is going 
to strike, you have the strategic advantage of  
preparation and timing. We’re not the only 
ones with a circadian rhythm: our micro-
biome has its own, and so do our diseases. 
That means we can pinpoint the timing of  
our interventions for just the moment when 
our pathogens are most vulnerable. No longer 
bathing the body in drugs throughout the day, 
‘chronotherapy’ acts like a guided missile to 
tackle disease at its most active phase. 

The most substantial body of  research in 
chronotherapy comes from the field of  can-

cer treatment, where it has been noticed 
for more than 30 years that chemotherapy 
is more effective – and less arduous – when 
delivered at certain times of  day. That’s be-
cause tumours grow on a rhythmic sched-
ule, and that schedule does not match the 
growth timetable of  healthy tissues that 

might fall victim to whole-body anti-cancer 
drugs. Organs that oncologists normally try 
to isolate in space can also be separated by 

time differences.
The leader in this field, the French on-

cologist Francis Lévi, made the first convinc-
ing case that chronotherapy could work in a 
real clinical setting in 1990 at the National 
Scientific Research Centre at the Hospital 
Paul-Brousse in Paris. Lévi remembers his 
first metastatic colorectal cancer patient in a 
Phase II precision-timed chemotherapy trial 
of  the anti-cancer agent oxaliplatin. Almost 
all of  the patients had failed previous chem-
otherapy. He went to check in after the first 
five-day round of  treatment and got an earful 
of  bitterness. The patient was convinced he’d 
been relegated to the placebo group, with no 
access to real treatment. There was none of  
the signature nausea and pain; he hadn’t felt 
a thing.

‘For some anti-cancer drugs, the optimal 
time to deliver treatment could be in the mid-
dle of  the night,’ says Lévi. ‘Chronotherapy 
can improve some adverse events up to five-
fold as compared to constant rate infusion, 
and as compared to wrongly timed delivery.’

That trial, of  60 patients with advanced 
colorectal cancer, found that three cytotoxic 
drugs could be safely delivered at double the 
dose if  a timed schedule was followed. That 
led to more than double the efficacy: two out 
of  three tumours shrank to operable size in 
the experimental condition, whereas only one 
in four showed the same progress when the 
drug was delivered normally.

Lévi came to the study of  timed pharma-
ceutical intervention through a study of  tra-
ditional Chinese medicine, the core tenets of  
which are rooted in chronology – physiologi-
cal differences between day and night, as well 
as the seasonal flare-ups of  various types of  
ailments. Without getting too bogged down 
in arcane philosophy, suffice it to say that the 
person is understood to be tied closely with 
the rest of  the world and, indeed, the uni-
verse. This includes a bodily response to the 
ebb and flow of sunlight: the climax of  yang 
at noon, and the maximal yin at midnight.

According to Weijun Zhang of  the David 
Geffen School of  Medicine at the University 
of  California, Los Angeles, the body is divid-
ed into 12 meridians, which map loosely onto 
the bi-hourly time markers of  ancient China, 
and an acupuncturist might take the timing of  
symptoms into account when choosing body 
points to target. For example, an insomnia 
sufferer would receive attention to the four 
meridians corresponding to the hours be-
tween 11pm and 7am. In China, these tradi-
tional ideas still comprise a large part of  the 
national medical system.

‘Keep in mind, this is a theory from 3,000 
years ago, and it’s a very simplistic philoso-
phy,’ says Zhang. ‘The main framework that 
is still in practice is the principle of  treating a 
person as a whole body – a holistic approach 
– and as an individual who is different from 
other people.’

Noon and midnight are geometrically in-
teresting, and noon represents a maximum 
of solar energy that a place receives, but 
chronobiology has not corroborated them as 
significant markers in human biology. If  6am 
and 10pm had been pegged as yin and yang 
peaks, we might have mapped them onto the 
cortisol-awakening response – a sharp spike 
in the stress hormone within the first half  
hour after waking – or the precipitous drop 

in body temperature that happens in the 
late evening. Those are the key biologi-
cal transition points for us. However, 
the overall idea of  timing opportunities 
in medicine is newly relevant.

For chronotherapy to work, it has to 
be personalised, ideally at many levels: 

cellular, tissue, organ and whole-body. Lévi’s 
team started out with an assumption that pa-
tients at all stages of  their cancer have roughly 
similar circadian rhythms. What they actually 
found was a 12-hour range of  chronotypes, 
which makes personalisation crucial – timing 
based solely on the hands of  a clock would 
be essentially meaningless. The team has de-
veloped a telemonitoring system that allows 
a patient’s heart rate, body temperature and 
other vital signs to be screened automatically. 
Not only does it pinpoint the time of  day for 
therapy, it also warns them when the patient 
is not doing well.

There are two possible strategic approach-
es to timing. In cancer, for example, the best 
time to target a tumour – when its cells are 
proliferating the most rapidly – does not al-
ways coincide exactly with the time when the 
side effects of  the drug are minimised. If  one 
opts for the maximum-efficacy approach, at-
tacking the tumour at its most vulnerable, the 
short-run effects can be dramatically forceful. 

Unfortunately, what follows is a bizarre co-
nundrum.

Fatigue, risk of  infection and depression 
could be alleviated if  chemo could only be de-
livered when the bone marrow is not produc-
ing blood cells

When anti-cancer drugs are administered 
at a more toxic time, not only do patients suf-
fer from damage to their healthy tissue, but 
their circadian clocks are also disrupted. Of  
course, when internal rhythms are out of  
whack, timed medicine becomes harder and 
generally less effective. So the best long-term 
approach seems also to be the gentlest, letting 
the drugs be unobtrusive guests quietly usher-
ing out disease, without a counterproductive 
attack on the timing system itself.

Among the most demoralising side ef-
fects of  cancer chemo are the plunging white-
blood cell counts a week or so after each treat-
ment session. Fatigue, risk of  infection and 
feelings of  depression could be alleviated if  
chemo could only be delivered when the bone 
marrow is not producing blood cells. When 
a Norwegian medical team collected bone-
marrow samples at various times of  day, they 
found that myeloid progenitor cells – an early 
form of white blood cells – divide more than 
twice as vigorously between 8am and 4pm in 
two-thirds of  men, while between midnight 
and 4am, blood production and DNA synthe-
sis pack it in for the night.

Handily, a doctor doesn’t have to take an 
invasive bone-marrow sample to understand 
an individual patient’s blood-production 
rhythm – white-blood cell counts in circula-
tion follow a shadow pattern with a four-hour 
delay, so a simple fingerprick test can indicate 
the safest time for chemo.

We’re going to see the prefix ‘chrono’ at-
tached to every form of medicine before too 
long. Take chronocardiology: a heart attack is 
more likely on a Monday than on any other 
day of  the week. It’s our behaviour that makes 
the day of  the week a biological reality – stay-
ing up later at the weekend leads to a jarring 
disruption on Monday, when the workday re-
asserts itself  again.

The morning, in particular, carries dan-
ger for a cardiac event. Tami Martino runs 
a chronocardiology lab at the University of  
Guelph in Canada and studies the runaway 
blood-clotting process triggered by cardiovas-
cular disease. The platelets that form those 
clots tend to build up between 8am and 9am. 
When one of  those clots blocks an artery, 
that’s when we see heart attacks and strokes 
and, indeed, mid-morning is the danger zone 
for cardiac events.

According to Martino, the cardiomyocyte 
circadian clocks in the heart’s muscle tissues 
– the ones that make the heart beat – also dic-
tate the damage incurred by a heart attack. 
When cardiac arrest is induced in mice in the 
early evening, which is when they first wake 
up, that cardiac event takes more than three 
times the toll of  a heart attack in the early 
morning as they are falling asleep.

Knock out the cardiomyocyte clock genes 
that keep track of  the time of  day, and heart 
attacks at any time of  day have the same mini-
mal damage. The chronomedicine approach 
to cardiology would include making sure 
blood-pressure medication or blood thinners 
are in circulation during the most vulnerable 
period above all others. Knowing that circa-
dian clock time can mean the difference be-
tween life and death is a major strategic ad-
vantage against the most common cause of  
death in the Western world.

We have only begun to explore the po-
tential of  the fourth dimension in human 
physiology. Imagine a future in which every 
prescription carries a time stamp, and even an 
over-the-counter remedy such as Paracetamol 
(Tylenol), profoundly rhythmic in its liver tox-
icity, sports a label with timing instructions. 
Next to your blood type, your medical records 
could include your chronotype, which your 
work hours also reflect. Junk food would car-
ry a warning about late-night consumption.

Farther in the future, a flight attendant an-
nounces the imminent arrival of your subor-
bital flight, and you instantly reset your body-
clock to the current time of your destination. 
Colonists on Mars lengthen the periods of their 
clocks to match the 24.5-hour Martian day. 
The creatures of Earth’s rotation embrace their 
rhythmic nature and, in so doing, transcend it.

Life in Circadia
The ticking of the bodyclock can help us ght cancer, safeguard our hearts, time our meals, and enhance our intelligence
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Tamil Nadu Governor Banwarilal Purohit after after his swearing-in 
ceremony  at Raj Bhavan in Chennai on Friday.

PTI

BSF campaign to stop illegal immigrants’ influx; 140 locations on radar

Tribal regions to see all-round 
development under Modi  — Shah

No political consideration in 
decisions, says new TN governor

CBI ques ons 
Tejashwi Yadav in 
corrup on case

Back small, medium businesses to 
create jobs, Rahul urges government

Elphinstone Stampede: HC pulls up 
activists for closing eyes to problem 

India, EU summit: Two sides agree to strengthen trade and security ties 

SC appoints amicus on a plea seeking re-probe of Gandhi murder

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): In view 
of the increasing influx of illegal im-
migrants, especially Rohingyas, the 
BSF has identified 140 “vulnerable” 
locations on India-Bangladesh border 
and initiated a campaign to prevent 
their influx by curbing the activities of  
touts, the BSF chief said on Friday.

“We both (Border Security Force 
and Border Guards Bangladesh) are 
aware that the issue is very very serious 
as a large number of Rohingyas have 
entered Bangladesh and India. Both 
the forces discussed the issue and have 
taken steps to curb the menace,” BSF 
Director General K.K. Sharma said 
here. He was addressing media persons 
at the end of a four-day bi-annual Di-

rectors General-level talks, which began 
on October 2, between a 26-member 
Indian team and a 24-member Bang-
ladesh delegation led by BGB chief  
Major General Abul Hossain. 

The BSF officer said his coun-
terpart had assured of major steps to 
deal with the movement of Rohingya 
Muslims, who have fled Rakhine state 
in Myanmar after security forces’ ac-
tion since August 25, by setting up 
roadblocks/checkpoints on various 
routes to ensure no one crossed into 
Indian territory illegally.  Sharma said 
BSF had identified “140 vulnerable 
border posts” along the 4,096.7-km 
India-Bangladesh border, from where 
some touts and organised groups help 

Rohingyas sneak into India.
“There are organised criminals on 

both sides who assist in their (Rohing-
yas) entry to India. So, we are mount-
ing a campaign against these touts. 
We have deployed forces to strengthen 
security at these vulnerable posts. More 
manpower, technological inputs, and 
gadgets have been put in place.”

Surveillance equipment, the BSF 
chief said, from other BSF posts have 
been diverted and deployed all along 
the eastern frontier.

“We are in touch with our sister 
agencies, intelligence agencies, to iden-
tify and take action against these touts. 
Because, these people (Rohingyas) can-
not come on their own,” Sharma said. 

The BSF Director General said 
the border force has “sensitised” local 
populace to inform authorities about 
people entering Indian illegally.

He said the BSF is constantly in 
touch with the BGB on a daily basis. 
“Our commanders on the border can 
speak to each other quickly and share 
intelligence on any movement of  
Rohingyas.” BGB chief Hossain told 
the media that his country had already 
begun mandatory registration of  all 
Rohingyas entering Bangladesh.

He said his country was planning 
to fence the country’s border with My-
anmar. “Five lakh people (Rohingyas) 
have already come to Bangladesh. It 
is a problem for our country... they 

(Rohingyas) cannot spread all over the 
country. Our government has taken a 
decision and the refugees have been 
housed in Cox’s Bazar district,” the 
BGB chief said. 

He said the BGB had identified exit 
and entry points (of Rohingyas), which 
are being guarded by the force, and 
have started registration of the refugees. 

“Our citizens have been informed 
to share details on any such person 
to law enforcement agencies,” Hos-
sain said, adding Myanmar had told 
Bangladesh to set up a joint working 
committee to find out Rohingyas and 
send them back to their native place. 

At the DG-level talks, the BGB 
raised issues like firing, killing, injuring, 

and beating of Bangladesh nationals by 
the BSF as well as arrest or detention 
of Bangladesh citizens. Smuggling of  
firearms, ammunition, explosive, drugs, 
development works within 150 yards of  
the International Border, assistance for 
river bank protection works along the 
border, confidence-building measure, 
exchange of visit by BGB-BSF medi-
cal team, prevention against attacks on 
BSF personnel by Bangladeshi crimi-
nals, and prevention of  trans-border 
crimes was discussed at the meet. 

On Friday, a Joint Record of Dis-
cussions was signed by the Directors 
General of  BSF and BGB. The next 
DG-level talk will be hosted by the BGB 
in Dhaka in February/March 2018.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): Lopsid-
ed policies of earlier governments 
have caused tribals to lag behind 
in development, BJP chief Amit 
Shah said today, asserting that the 
time has come for them to attain 
“self-rule” in its true sense under 
the Modi government.

In a blog, he said the BJP 
government started a welfare 
scheme for tribals in 2014 and later 
brought in a law to ensure that 10 
per cent of royalty on the income 
made from minerals, which are 
mostly in areas inhabited by sched-
uled tribes, is spent on developing 
these places.

Over Rs 9,100 crore has been 
deposited in District Mineral 
Foundation constituted for this 
purpose, he said, adding the mon-
ey will be spent on local area 
development.

In his home state of Gujarat, 
where the BJP has been in power 

for over two decades, 14.75 per 
cent of  budget is spent on the 
development of  tribals, who are 
in considerable numbers in 14 
districts, he said.

“It is due to the efforts of BJP 
governments that Gujarat’s tribal 
areas are not behind other regions 
in any criterion of development,” 
Shah said.

Gujarat is going to polls later 
this year.

“Tribals, like the rest of  the 
country, got self-rule in 1947 
when the British left, but the time 
has come for them to attain self-
rule in the true sense and the BJP 
and the Modi government are 
fully committed in this direction,” 
he said.

In this context, Shah men-
tioned his recent three-day stay in 
Jharkhand, where he visited the 
village of  tribal legend and free-
dom fighter Birsa Munda.

The BJP government in the 
state has prepared a programme 
for all-round development of vil-
lages of martyrs, he said. It is pay-
ing tributes to them with its work 
and not just flowers, he said.

Tribals had been left behind in 
development as they lived in re-
mote areas and also due to apathy 
of governments which exploited 
mines and minerals but did not 
work to develop those places, he 
said.

The previous NDA govern-
ment under Atal Bihari Vajpayee 
had formed a ministry for the 
development of tribals, he noted. 

The way the Modi govern-
ment is working, all regions with 
tribal population, including the 
Northeast, will have all- round de-
velopment and they will complete 
their journey from ‘swaraj’ (self-
rule) to ‘suraj’ (good governance), 
he said.

Chennai, Oct. 6 (PTI): Ban-
warilal Purohit was today 
sworn in as the 25th Gover-
nor of Tamil Nadu, taking 
over at a time when the state 
is witnessing political churn-
ing within the ruling AI-
ADMK and demand by the 
opposition for a floor test.

In his first public com-
ments after taking oath of  
office, Purohit assured the 
people that his decisions 
would have no political con-
sideration and that he would 
strive for the state’s develop-
ment.

A former Governor of  
Assam, 77-year old Purohit 
was administered the oath 
of  office by Madras High 
Court Chief  Justice Indira 
Banerjee at a ceremony in 
the Raj Bhavan here.

He took the oath in the 
name of God.

The Centre had appoint-
ed him last week amid grow-
ing demands for a full-time 
Governor to the state.

After the retirement of K 
Rosaiah in August last year, 
Maharasthra Governor Ch 
Vidyasagar Rao was given 
additional charge of Tamil 
Nadu. Chief  Minister K 
Palaniswami, his cabinet 
colleagues, DMK Work-
ing President and Leader 
of  the Opposition in the 
Assembly M K Stalin and 
senior BJP leaders, including 
Union Minister Pon Rad-
hakrishnan, were among 
those present.

The swearing-in func-
tion saw a bit of controversy 
as Stalin alleged he was not 
allowed to greet Purohit as 
per protocol.

After being sworn-
in, Purohit extended his 
“wholehearted” support to 
the state government’s devel-
opment activities, saying he 
will do his ‘best’ to ensure, 
among others, more Central 
funds for the state.

“All the decisions which 
I am going to take, small or 
big, there will be no political 
consideration. The Gover-
nor’s office is above politics. 
Everybody can be rest as-
sured. All the decisions will 
be (taken) on merit,” he said.

Purohit’s remarks come 
in the midst of persistent de-
mand by opposition parties, 
including the DMK, that the 
K Palaniswami government 
should be directed to prove 
its majority in the assembly.

They have been contend-
ing that the government 
was in a minority in the 
234-member assembly since 
19 AIADMK MLAs loyal 
to sidelined party leader 
TTV Dhinakaran expressed 
lack of  confidence in the 
Chief  Minister on August 
22.

The opposition had 

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): India 
and the European Union today 
agreed to strengthen ties in 
key areas of trade and security 
after their 14th summit, during 
which Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi and the top EU leadership 
deliberated extensively on bilat-
eral, regional and international 
issues.

After the summit, Euro-
pean Council President Donald 
Franciszek Tusk and European 
Commission President Jean-
Claude Juncker talked about 
the much-delayed trade pact 
between the two sides at a joint 
press event with Modi.

The two sides also inked 
three pacts, including one on an 

international solar alliance, after 
the summit.

The 28-nation bloc is India’s 
largest regional trading partner 
with bilateral trade in goods at 
USD 88 billion in 2016. It is 
also the largest destination for 
Indian exports and a key source 
of investment and technologies.

India received around USD 

83 billion of  foreign direct in-
vestment from Europe during 
2000-17, constituting approxi-
mately 24 per cent of total FDI 
inflows into the country during 
the period, said Ministry of  
External Affairs spokesperson 
Raveesh Kumar.

India and the EU have been 
strategic partners since 2004.

The 13th India-EU Summit 
was held in Brussels on March 
30 last year during Prime Min-
ister Narendra Modi’s visit.

The summit last year failed 
to make any headway on the 
resumption of long stalled ne-
gotiations for a free trade agree-
ment.

Launched in June 2007, 
negotiations for the proposed 
EU-India Broad-based Trade 
and Investment Agreement 
(BTIA) have witnessed many 
hurdles with major differences 
on crucial issues like intellectual 
property rights, duty cut in auto-
mobile and spirits.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): The 
Supreme Court today asked some 
searching questions on a plea seek-
ing reopening of the investigation 
into the assassination of Mahatma 
Gandhi.

After a brief  hearing, a bench 
comprising Justices S A Bobde and 
L Nageswara Rao appointed sen-
ior advocate and former additional 
solicitor general Amrender Sharan 
as amicus curiae to assist the court 
in the matter.

During the hearing that lasted 
about 15 minutes, the apex court 
was initially of the view that “noth-
ing can be done in law” in the case 
which has been decided long ago.

However, it later told Sharan 
that its observation was not bind-
ing on him to make an assessment 
of the matter and posted it for fur-
ther hearing on October 30.

The petition filed by Mumbai-
based Dr Pankaj Phadnis , a re-
searcher and a trustee of Abhinav 
Bharat, has sought reopening of  
the probe on several grounds, 
claiming it was one of the biggest 
cover-ups in history.

Gandhi was shot dead at point 
blank range in New Delhi on Janu-

ary 30, 1948 by Nathuram Vinayak 
Godse, a right-wing advocate of  
Hindu nationalism.

At the outset, Phadnis sought 
some time to file certain additional 
documents to buttress his plea that 
reopening of  investigation in the 
assassination case was required.

“What can we do now at this 
stage,” the bench asked the peti-
tioner, who said that after he filed 
the plea, he has received certain 
crucial documents relating to the 
case.

“Why should we reopen this 
now? We will give you as much 
time you want but you tell us why 
should we reopen a finding that 
has been affirmed,” the bench 
asked the petitioner. 

When the court asked the peti-
tioner about the law of limitation, 
Phadnis said he was aware of it.

He said that appeals filed by 
the convicts in the assassination 
case were dismissed in 1949 by the 
East Punjab High Court, following 
which the Privy Council had sent 
the matter back on the ground that 
the Supreme Court of  India will 
come into existence in January 
1950.

“The Supreme Court never 
adjudicated this matter,” Phadnis 
said.

When he said that another 
person might be involved in firing 
shots at Mahatma Gandhi, the 
bench said “we want to go by the 
law and not by political passion”.

“You say that there was some-
one else, a third person who killed 
him (Gandhi). Is that person alive 
today to face the trial,” the bench 
asked.

Responding to the query, Phad-
nis said that assassination of Ma-
hatma could have been carried out 
by an organised body.

However, the bench sought 
to know about the identity of the 
person and said “we cannot con-
vict an organisation. Do you know 
whether that person is alive?” 

Phadnis, however, said he did 
not know if  that person is alive but 
investigation should be ordered to 
ascertain the truth.

At the fag end of the hearing, 
the bench told the petitioner that 
it needed legal assistance in the 
case and asked Sharan, who was 
present in the court room, to assist 
it in the matter.

Sharan said he would assist the 
court and sought some time to go 
through the documents filed by the 
petitioner.

Phadnis has challenged the 
decision of  the Bombay High 
Court which on June 6, 2016 
had dismissed his PIL on two 
grounds -- firstly, that the findings 
of  fact have been recorded by the 
competent court and confirmed 
right up to the apex court, and 
secondly, the Kapur Commission 
has submitted its report and made 
the observations in 1969, while 
the present petition has been filed 
46 years later.

In the petition, Phadnis has 
also questioned the ‘three bullet 
theory’ relied upon by various 
courts of law to hold the conviction 
of accused -- Nathuram Godse and 
Narayan Apte, who were hanged 
to death on November 15, 1949, 
and Vinayak Damodar Savarkar 
who was given the benefit of doubt 
due to lack of evidence.

He has claimed that the Justice 
J L Kapur Commission of Inquiry 
set up in 1966 was not able to un-
earth the entire conspiracy that had 
led to the killing of Gandhi.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): The CBI 
today questioned Tejashwi Yadav, son 
of former railways minister Lalu Pras-
ad Yadav, in connection with alleged 
corruption in the award of contract to 
maintain two IRCTC hotels in 2006.

The 27-year old former deputy 
chief  minister of  Bihar has skipped 
three notices for questioning in the 
case before appearing today before the 
investigation team, the sources said.

They said Tejashwi arrived at the 
agency headquarters at the scheduled 
time of 11 am.

The agency had questioned Lalu 
Yadav for seven hours yesterday.

The case pertains to allegations 
that Yadav, as railway minister, hand-
ed over the maintenance of  two 
hotels run by the Indian Railway 
Catering and Tourism Corporation, 
a subsidiary of the Indian Railways, 
in Ranchi and Puri to Sujata Hotel, a 
company owned by Vinay and Vijay 
Kochhar, in return for a prime plot of  
three acres in Patna through a benami 
company.

The FIR alleged that the RJD 
leader abused his official position 
for extending undue favours to the 
Kochhars and acquired a piece of  
“high value premium land” through 
the benami firm Delight Marketing 
Company.

As a quid pro quo, he “dishonestly 
and fraudulently” awarded the con-
tract to them for the two hotels. 

After the tender was awarded to 
Sujata Hotel, the ownership of  De-
light Marketing also changed hands 
from Sarla Gupta to Rabri Devi and 
Tejashwi Yadav between 2010 and 
2014, according to the FIR.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): The 
government should support small 
and medium businesses and the in-
formal sector to create jobs instead 
of  unleashing taxmen on them, 
Congress Vice President Rahul 
Gandhi has said.

In a video released by the Con-
gress on Friday, Gandhi said the 
central issue is 30,000 youngsters 
coming to the job market every 
day and “us giving 450 of  them a 
job, thereby creating an army of  
the unemployed at the rate of  one 
million a month”.

He said that India is always ca-
pable of  solving problems it faces 

as long as it has focus, but this gov-
ernment “is lacking focus” and not 
accepting that there is a problem.

“They are talking about all 
sorts of  things like Swachh Bharat, 
Make in India, Stand Up India 
except for the job problem.

“India’s strength is small and 
medium scale businesses and the 
informal sector. You support these 
sectors, take medium and small 
businesses and convert them into 
large businesses and you will cre-
ate jobs,” Gandhi said.

However, he claimed the gov-
ernment has a completely different 
view. “The government is spending 

all its energies on big businesses, 
which is fine. You can support 
big businesses but don’t neglect 
these sectors.” Gandhi accused the 
government of  “attacking” the me-
dium and small businesses through 
steps like demonetisation and 
Goods and Services Tax (GST).

“Don’t impose inspector raj, 
don’t unleash the Income Tax 
department on these people. You 
will destroy their value,” he said, 
warning that if  the government 
fails to provide employment to 
the youth they will get angry and 
this will be “dangerous” for the 
country.

Mumbai, Oct. 6 (PTI): The Bom-
bay High Court today castigated 
“so-called activists” for approach-
ing it on the issue of  safety of  com-
muters only after the Elphinstone 
Road station stampede and asked 
why they woke up to the “serious 
and sensitive” issue only after the 
death of  so many people.

On September 29, a stampede 
on the stairwell of  a narrow foot 
over bridge (FOB) at the station 
left 23 dead and over 30 injured.

Soon after the mishap, four 
public interest litigations (PILs) 
were filed in the high court seek-
ing directions to the railways to 
take measures to ensure that such 
an incident is not repeated at any 
other railway station.

The HC today noted that only 

after so many people died that the 
activists realised and came up with 
petitions.

“The station concerned and 
bridge is in existence since 1867, 
according to the petitions. Till 
date...till 23 people died...till the 
incident everybody closed their 
eyes to the problem. Now after the 
incident, these so-called activists 
have woken up and come with 
PILs,” a division bench of  Chief  
Justice Manjula Chellur and Jus-
tice N M Jamdar said.

“The cause is serious. This is 
a serious problem but these peti-
tioners before us only want to self  
advertise. We are of  the opinion 
that the cause is serious and sensi-
tive and hence we will appoint a 
lawyer as amicus curiae to assist 

us in the matter,” Chief  Justice 
Chellur said.

The bench was hearing two 
PILs - one by Thane resident 
Vikrant Tawde seeking judicial 
inquiry into the stampede and 
another filed by Smita Mayank 
Dhruva, president of  Congress’s 
South Mumbai division, seeking 
railways to take measures for better 
crowd management.

“All these prayers the petition-
ers should have sought before the 
incident,” Justice Jamdar said.

The high court has posted the 
petitions for further hearing after 
four weeks. The court also directed 
Dhruva to file an affidavit stating 
what work she has done in the past 
towards the cause at the Elphin-
stone Road railway station. 

AP/PTI

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Donald Franciszek Tusk, President of the European Council and Jean-Claude Juncker, 
President of the European Commission before their mee ng at Hyderabad House, in New Delhi on Friday. 

unsuccessfully insisted on 
Purohit’s predecessor to or-
der a floor test.

However, subsequently 
one of  rebel MLAs had 
switched side to the Chief  
Minister-led faction while 
the other 18 had been dis-
qualified by the assembly 
Speaker under anti-defection 
law, which has been chal-
lenged in the Madras High 
Court.

In his brief  interaction 
with reporters, Purohit said 
his decisions will be guided 
by the Constitution as he 
has decided to “preserve and 
protect” it.

“I am going to whole-
hear tedly suppor t  the 
government as far as de-
velopment activities are 
concerned. I will use my 
influence in Delhi. I have my 
good friends in almost all the 
(central) ministries.”

He said there will be 
“total transparency” in the 
administration and extended 
his best wishes to “brothers 
and sisters” of the state.

Purohit has been in-
volved in social, political, 
educational and industrial 
fields in Vidharbha in Ma-
harashtra. He plunged into 
active politics in 1977 and 
entered the Maharashtra 
Assembly for the first time in 
1978 by winning the Nagpur 
East seat.

He is also credited with 
revival of  ‘The Hitavada’, 
an English daily founded 
by Gopal Krishna Gokhale, 
the mentor of  Mahatma 
Gandhi.

At the swearing-in, Sta-
lin was seen engaged in an 
argument with a govern-
ment official.

Later, talking to report-
ers the DMK leader alleged 
he was not allowed to greet 
Purohit as per protocol.

After the Chief Minister 
and his cabinet colleagues 
felicitated Purohit, the Gov-
ernment Whip greeted, Sta-
lin said contending this was 
against protocol.

“According to proto-

col, after the ministers, the 
Leader of  Opposition has 
to greet. But when I was 
proceeding, an official said I 
could not go there and that I 
should be doing so only after 
judges greeted the Gover-
nor,” he claimed.

Stalin said he was al-
lowed to greet the gover-
nor only after he stood his 
ground.

Asked if he will meet the 
new Governor to take up the 
prevailing political situation 
in the state, Stalin said he 
had issued a statement on re-
ported alleged irregularities 
in purchase of walkie-talkie 
for the police department 
and that he had sought the 
Governor’s intervention in 
the matter.

“If he sees the statement 
and based on his response to 
it and if required, I will meet 
him later,” he said.

Purohit, an experienced 
campaigner, has his task cut 
out as the DMK has already 
expressed confidence that 
he would act on its plea for 
a floor test.

Stalin, who had earlier 
welcomed Purohit’s ap-
pointment, had yesterday 
expressed confidence that 
the new Governor would 
“take appropriate action” on 
DMK’s plea for a floor test.

“We believe he will not 
function like the (previous) 
Governor in-charge (Rao),” 
he had said.

Rao had come under 
attack from the DMK for 
not ordering the floor test 
as sought by the opposition 
parties who made a beeline 
to the Raj Bhavan seeking 
the governor’s intervention.

The matter was taken 
to the high court where the 
state Advocate General had 
argued that the revolt against 
the Chief  Minister was an 
‘intra-party affair’ and the 
Governor could not inter-
fere.

The opposition had also 
knocked at the doors of  
President Ram Nath Kovind 
with a similar plea. 
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NEWS IN BRIEF
27 killed in Syria attacks
Damascus, Oct. 6 (IANS): At least 27 people were killed 
in a targeted bombing and a rocket attack in the Syrian 
city of Deir al-Zor, authorities said on Friday. The Syrian 
Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) said 14 people 
died in an alleged bombing by Russian aircraft targeting 
the Mahkan area, reports Efe news. According to the 
NGO, 13 people died when a rocket struck near a school 
in the al-Qusur neighbourhood. Both attacks took place 
on Thursday night. The attacks come as violent clashes 
continued on the outskirts of Deir al-Zor between Syrian 
government forces, its allies, and the Islamic State.

Man burns four children to death 
in Brazil
Rio De Janeiro, Oct. 6 (IANS): A man burned four 
children to death before setting himself  on fire on 
Thursday at a kindergarten in Brazil’s southeastern state 
of  Minas Gerais. Another 40 people were injured in 
the attack in the city of Janauba, Xinhua news agency 
reported. According to mayor and police, a security 
guard at the school doused the children in alcohol and 
then set them alight. The regional hospital of Janauba 
reported that 40 other people were brought in, 25 of  
them with burns and 15 in a state of shock. The latter 
have since been released. Among the patients remaining 
in hospital, 14 were children aged four and five, and the 
remainder are kindergarten staff. All of them present 
burns on over 20 per cent of their bodies. The attacker, 
aged 50, had worked as a night watchman at the school 
since 2008 and allegedly suffered from depression. 

Six killed in Japan apartment blaze
Tokyo, Oct. 6 (IANS): Six people, including five 
children, died in a blaze in an apartment building in 
Japan on Friday, a media report said. The fire engulfed 
a three-story building in Hitachi. It started at around 4.50 
a.m. and took almost an hour to be extinguished. The 
blaze was started by a 32-year-old man who surrendered 
himself  to the police. He claimed that he deliberately 
started the fire, Xinhua news agency reported. “I set fire 
to my house,” a police official quoted the man as saying. 
He, too, was injured in the blaze. “My wife and five 
children were in my house,” he told the police. Those 
killed in the blaze were a woman, four boys aged three 
to six, and an 11-year-old girl. The bodies were found in 
a room on the first floor of the apartment.

Over 50,000 firearms surrendered 
in Australia
Canberra, Oct. 6 (IANS): More than 50,000 firearms in 
Australia have been turned in since June when a national 
gun amnesty was declared, Prime Minister Malcolm 
Turnbull said on Friday. “This amnesty has taken off  
51,000 of those unregistered weapons off the streets,” 
Turnbull said in a statement. Australian Federal Police 
Commissioner Andrew Colvin praised the measure, 
saying “this is 50,000 less firearms that may find their way 
into criminal hands. This is 50,000 firearms that might be 
part of a tragic accident somewhere”, reports Efe news. 
The amnesty waived punishments for those who turned 
in illegally owned weapons. After the tragedy, which left 
35 people dead, the Australian government approved 
the National Firearms Agreement, regulating the use of  
firearms through a system of licenses which prohibits 
the sale of all automatic and semi-automatic weapons. 

Magnitude-6 quake hits Japan
Tokyo, Oct. 6 (IANS): An earthquake measuring 6 on 
the Richter scale jolted Japan’s Fukushima prefecture on 
Friday. According to the Japan Meteorological Agency 
(JMA), no tsunami warning has been issued as a result 
of the quake, reports Xinhua news agency. The quake’s 
epicentre was located at a latitude of 37.5 degrees north 
and a longitude of 144.0 degrees east, with a depth of 6 
km, according to the JMA. There were no reports of any 
damage or injuries.

AP/PTI

Rohingya women carry children and wait for food handouts at Thangkhali refugee camp in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 2017. More than half a million Rohingya have fled from Myanmar to Bangladesh in just over a month, 
the largest refugee crisis to hit Asia in decades.

May under fresh pressure to step down

PLA troops patrolling 
Dokalam to exercise 
sovereignty — China

Thousands attend funeral of former Iraqi PresidentSpanish PM calls on Catalan leader to ‘return to legality’

Tropical storm Nate kills 20 in Central America 

Rohingya crisis may ‘destabilise’ region — Bangladesh Foreign Secretary

London, Oct. 6 (PTI): Theresa 
May has come under fresh pres-
sure from within her own party 
to step down as British prime 
minister as it emerged today that 
a former Conservative party chair-
man is leading an attempted coup 
against her.

Grant Shapps, co-chair of Brit-
ain’s ruling Tory party between 
2012 and 2015, claims having the 
backing of nearly 30 party MPs in-
cluding former Cabinet ministers.

He plans to spend the week-
end taking that number up to the 
required 48 MPs to write to the 
chairman of  the Conservative 
party’s powerful 1922 Commit-
tee of  backbench MPs to trigger 
a leadership contest within the 
party.

“I think it’s time we actu-
ally tackle this issue of leadership 
and so do many colleagues. We 
wanted to present that to Theresa 
May privately. Now I’m afraid it’s 
being done a bit more publicly,” 
Shapps told the BBC.

May dismissed the brewing 
dissent as she told reporters that 

she had the “full support” of her 
Cabinet.

“Now, what the country needs 
is calm leadership, and that’s 
what I’m providing, with the full 
support of  my cabinet,” she said 
when asked about the efforts led 
by Shapps to gather sufficient sup-
port among Tory MPs to force a 
leadership contest.

While 61-year-old May’s own 
Cabinet has rallied around her, 
Shapps accused them of  trying 
to overlook a series of  blunders 
that made May’s leadership of the 
party and the country untenable.

Calls for the British PM’s res-
ignation have been growing ever 
since a doomed general election 
in June, which lost the Tories their 
overall majority in Parliament. 

Most recently, calls for There-
sa May to step down have been 
revived as a result of a disastrous 
speech at the annual Conservative 
party conference in Manchester.

Her key policy messages were 
all lost in a series of  mishaps 
including an interruption by a 
prankster, her own coughing fit 

and, to make matters worse, a 
faulty party message sign falling 
off  on stage letter by letter. 

“I think a growing number of  
my colleagues realise the solution 
isn’t to bury our heads in the sand 
and hope things will get better...
We have spoken to people from 
the Cabinet and ones who pri-
vately agree, I’m sure today pub-
licly they will say otherwise,” said 
Shapps during a series of  media 
statements on the issue.

He said the group of  MPs 
supporting him included members 
across policy divides and covered 
Brexiters and those who sup-
ported remaining in the European 
Union (EU).

But some party colleagues 
have jumped to May’s support 
and accused Shapps of stirring up 
trouble when an overwhelming 
majority” want her to carry on as 
Prime Minister.

“The truth is the overwhelm-
ing majority of Conservative MPs, 
the truth is the entirety of the cabi-
net, the truth is the overwhelm-
ing majority of  people, want the 

prime minister to concentrate 
on doing the job that 14 million 
people elected her to do earlier this 
year,” said UK environment secre-
tary Michael Gove, who had been 
one of the leadership contenders 
for the Conservatives alongside 
May when David Cameron ex-
ited 10, Downing Street after the 
Brexit vote last year.

Gove’s intervention came as 
UK home secretary Amber Rudd 
made a very public appeal in ‘The 
Daily Telegraph’ asking May to 
continue despite the “trio of mis-
haps” that blighted her conference 
speech.

“We, Theresa May s Govern-
ment, want to...set out a better 
path, one that actually leads to 
a prosperous, secure and united 
country. We can do that, and we 
will under her leadership. She 
should stay,” she wrote.

Charles Walker, the vice-
chairman of  the influential Tory 
backbench 1922 Committee, also 
came out strongly against the 
Shapps-led coup attempt.

He said: “No 10 must be de-

lighted that it’s Grant Shapps 
leading this alleged coup. Grant 
has many talents but one thing 
he doesn’t have is a following in 
the party, so really I think this is 
going to fizzle out to be perfectly 
honest.” 

May, meanwhile, is recover-
ing from her cold and cough that 
ruined her party speech at home in 
her Maidenhead constituency be-
fore spending the weekend at the 
Prime Minister’s country retreat 
in Chequers.

Speaking to reporters in Maid-
enhead, May insisted she planned 
to carry on with business as usual.

“What I think is necessary for 
the country now, what the country 
needs, is calm leadership. That’s 
exactly what I’m providing, and 
I’m providing that with the full 
support of my Cabinet,” she said. 

Next week, on Wednesday, the 
1922 Committee of  backbench 
Tory MPs will meet for the first 
time since the party conference for 
what could be a crucial moment 
for the party’s future and May’s 
own leadership.

Beijing, Oct. 6 (PTI): China 
today defended the presence 
of its troops in the Dokalam 
area, over a month after the 
standoff  with India ended, 
saying its soldiers are patrol-
ling the region, also claimed 
by Bhutan, to exercise Bei-
jing’s sovereignty.

“The Donglang (Dok-
lam) area has always be-
longed to China and has 
been under the effective ju-
risdiction of  China,” the 
Chinese Foreign Ministry 
told PTI here in response 
to questions about a report 
that the People’s Liberation 
Army (PLA) is beefing up 
troops in the area.

“There is no dispute. 
The Chinese border forces 
have been patrolling in the 
area of  Donglang, exercis-
ing their sovereign rights 
and safeguarding territorial 
sovereignty according to the 
historical boundary,” the 
ministry said in a written 
response.

The 73-day Dokalam 
standoff  which began on 
June 16 over PLA’s plans to 
build a road in area claimed 
by Bhutan, ended on August 
28 following mutual agree-
ment between India and 
China.

Recent reports in India 
said China has beefed up its 
troop strength in the area.

Yesterday, IAF chief  

Air Chief Marshal B S Dh-
anoa said Chinese troops 
were currently present in 
the Chumbi Valley, which 
is in the Dokalam Plateau, 
and added that a peaceful 
resolution of the issue would 
be in the interest of  both 
countries.

“The two sides are not 
in a physical face-off as we 
speak. However, their forces 
in Chumbi Valley are still 
deployed and I expect them 
to withdraw as their exercise 
in the area gets over,” Dh-
anoa said.

About Foreign Secretary 
S Jaishankar’s visit to Bhu-
tan, the first such visit after 
the Dokalam standoff, the 
Chinese Foreign Ministry 
said “although China and 
Bhutan have not yet estab-
lished diplomatic relations, 
the two countries have main-
tained traditional friendly 
relations”.

It said China has always 
respected Bhutan’s sover-
eignty and independence. 

“China hopes that other 
countries also respect Bhu-
tan’s sovereignty and in-
dependence and develop 
normal bilateral relations 
with Bhutan, at the same 
time also hopes it can help 
enhance the mutual trust 
between regional countries, 
safeguarding regional peace 
and stability,” it said.

Mosul (Iraq), Oct. 6 (IANS): Thousands of  
people on Friday bid farewell to former Iraqi 
President Jalal Talabani who died earlier this 
week.

Tatabani’s funeral in northern Iraq was 
attended by several high-level officials includ-
ing President Fuad Masum, President of Iraqi 
Kurdistan Masoud Barzani, Iranian Foreign 
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif  and Iraqi 
Interior Minister Qasim al-Araji, Efe news 
reported. Talabani, a veteran leader of  the 
Kurdish struggle for self-determination, was 
in coma when he died in a German hospital 
on Tuesday. 

His body was flown to the Kurdish city 
of Sulaimaniyah, his hometown, where a red 
carpet and a guard of honour awaited on the 
tarmac on Friday.

The death of  the 83-year-old came at a 
sensitive time in relations between Kurdish 
leaders and Baghdad. Last week, people liv-
ing in northern Iraq voted overwhelmingly 
in favour of independence for the Kurdistan 
Region in a referendum, despite outrage in 
Baghdad, Iran and Turkey.

Talabani had not been well enough to give 
his views on the referendum, but it had been 
only half-heartedly backed by his Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan party, BBC reported.

He had historically opposed full Kurdish 
independence, arguing for semi-autonomy 
within a democratic Iraq.  The flight carrying 
Talabani’s body was given special dispensation 
to land amid an Iraqi-government-imposed 
ban on international flights to the Kurdistan 
Region following the plebiscite. 

Madrid, Oct. 6 (IANS): Spanish 
Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy on 
Thursday called on Catalan leader 
Carles Puigdemont to return to 
“legality” as soon as possible in 
order to end the ongoing crisis in 
Catalonia.

“Is there a solution to this? Yes 
and the best solution is a rapid re-
turn to legality and the confirmation 
as soon as possible that there is not 
going to be a unilateral declaration 
of  independence (in the Catalan 
region), because that would avoid 
things getting worse,” Xinhua quot-
ed the Prime Minister as saying.

“I think that everyone shares 
the idea is that all of those people 

and leaders who have decided that 
to stand outside of the law return to 
legality,” he added.

Rajoy was speaking four days 
after the Catalan independence 
referendum, declared illegal by the 
Spanish Constitutional Court.

There was a general strike in 
Catalonia on October 3 with hun-
dreds of thousands of people pro-
testing, while there have also been 
wide-scale protests outside of hotels 
where police are being housed dur-
ing the crisis.

There has been no relaxation in 
the tension with a strong message 
from King Felipe VI of Spain accus-
ing Catalan authorities of breaking 

the Spanish Constitution and their 
Autonomous Status “in a repeated 
and systematic manner” and in 
showing “inadmissible disloyalty to 
the powers of the state.”

In return, Puigdemont on 
Wednesday spoke reproaching the 
King’s attitude, saying “in that way 
no,” but also saying he was open to 
dialogue.

Although Puigdemont has said 
he is open to dialogue, it is also true 
that the Catalan regional govern-
ment have been called to a session 
on Monday October 9 with the pos-
sibility of a unilateral declaration of  
independence on the agenda.

Allegedly 90 per cent of  the 

approximately 2.2 million Catalans 
who voted on Sunday (41 per cent 
of  the total number allowed to 
vote) casting their vote in favour of  
separating from Spain. The Spanish 
Constitutional Court on Thursday 
afternoon suspended this sitting 
of the Catalan assembly in which 
UDI (Unilateral Declaration of  
Independence ) will be discussed. 

This in turn presents the pos-
sibility of pro-independence parties 
sitting on their own, which could 
bring forward a central government 
decision to bring Article 155 of the 
Spanish Constitution into effect 
and suspend the autonomy of the 
region.

Washington, Oct. 6 (IANS): Tropical 
storm Nate has killed 20 people in the 
Central American nations of Nicara-
gua, Costa Rica and Honduras ahead 
of hitting the US mainland later this 
week, the National Hurricane Centre 
(NHC) said.

Six people have died in storm-
related accidents in Costa Rica, while 
another 11 were killed when it moved 
north and reached Nicaragua. Three 
persons died in Honduras, authorities 
said.

In Costa Rica, nearly 400,000 peo-
ple were without running water and 
thousands were sleeping in shelters. 

The Centre has forecast the storm 
to make landfall on Mexico’s Yucatan 
Peninsula on Friday with up to inches 
20 cm of rain, reports CNN.

An NHC advisory said warn-

ings were issued for portions of  the 
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama 
coastlines, with the storm expected to 
hit the region late Saturday or early 
Sunday as a Category 1 hurricane.

Nate’s forecast track had shifted 
slightly by late Thursday morning, 
putting New Orleans directly in the 
storm’s sights.

On Thursday evening, New Orle-
ans Mayor Mitch Landrieu declared 
a state of  emergency and advised 
residents to stay put throughout the 
weekend.

The forecast cone also covered a 
small sliver of the Florida Panhandle, 
where officials still reeling from Hur-
ricane Irma enacted emergency plans.

Additionally, offshore oil and gas 
operators have evacuated personnel 
from six of  the 737 manned oil and 

natural gas production platforms in 
the Gulf of Mexico, according to the 
Bureau of Safety and Environmental 
Enforcement.

Unlike drilling rigs, which usually 
move locations, production platforms 
stay in the same location during a 
project. One drilling rig was moved 
out of the storm’s predicted path as a 
precaution.

The region was already recover-
ing from several major hurricanes: 
Hurricane Harvey tore through Texas 
in August, and Hurricane Irma hit 
Florida in September. Another pow-
erful storm, Hurricane Maria, ripped 
through the Caribbean in late Sep-
tember. 

So far this year in the Atlantic, 
there have been six tropical storms and 
eight hurricanes.

Karachi, Oct. 6 (PTI): The 
death toll in the suicide at-
tack at a prominent Shia 
shrine in Pakistan’s restive 
Balochistan province has 
risen to 22, officials said 
today.

A suicide bomber deto-
nated his explosives vest 
when he was stopped by a 
police officer guarding the 
Dargah Fatehpur, according 
to Deputy Commissioner 
Asadullah Kakar.

The attack, claimed by 
the Islamic State group, 
took place when there was a 
heavy rush of devotees who 
had gathered at the shrine 
in the village of Jhal Masgi, 
located about 400 km from 

Quetta, the capital of Balu-
chistan province.

Devotees gather at the 
shrine of  the revered Sufi 
saint every Thursday to par-
ticipate in a sufi dance called 
‘dhamaal’ and prayers.

At least 22 people, in-
cluding three children, were 
killed and more than 30 
others injured in the bomb-
ing, Geo TV quoted a senior 
police official as saying.

Officials said the death 
toll rose after an under- treat-
ment victim succumbed to 
his injuries at the Chandka 
hospital in Larkana.

Investigations are under 
way and police have col-
lected evidence from the site 

of the blast, the official said.
He said the bravery of  

police officials and security 
guards at the entrance of  
the shrine ensured that the 
suicide bomber could not 
harm the people who had 
amassed inside.

The Islamic State terror 
group claimed responsibil-
ity for the attack in a brief  
statement carried by its 
propaganda ‘Amaq’ news 
agency.

This was also the second 
attack on the Pir Rakhel 
Shah shrine since 2005. In 
March, 2005, at least 35 
people were killed when a 
suicide bomber exploded 
himself at the shrine.

Balochistan Home Min-
ister Mir Sarfaraz Bugti said 
the shrine was holding its 
annual Urs and hundreds 
of devotees from all over the 
country had come to pay 
their respects.

Prime Minister Shahid 
Khaqan Abbasi condemned 
the attack and vowed that 
his government will act 
against militants with full 
might. 

Yesterday’s attack is the 
second major strike at a 
shrine in Balochistan where 
in November 2016, at least 
52 people were killed and 
102 injured in a blast at the 
shrine of  Shah Norani in 
Khuzdar district.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (PTI): The 
Rohingya crisis has the poten-
tial to “destabilise” the region 
though it is a humanitarian issue 
at present, Bangladesh today 
said, insisting that India is on the 
same page.

Bangladesh Foreign Secre-
tary Shahidul Haque, who met 
his Indian counterpart S Jais-
hankar and National Security 
Advisor Ajit Doval yesterday, 
said they discussed all aspects 
of  the issue, with the continu-
ing influx of Rohingya refugees 
from Mynamar figuring “promi-
nently”.

Terming the violence in Ra-
khine state as “ethnic cleans-
ing”, Haque said the interna-
tional community has been 
made aware of  how Myanmar 
was “snatching the rights” of the 
Rohingyas.

“It is not only people’s move-
ment but it is also a security issue, 
a border issue, which has the 
potential to destabilise the region, 
not just areas in Myanmar and 
Bangladesh,” he told reporters 
during a briefing at the Bangla-
desh High Commission here.

He asserted that Bangladesh’s 

position is clear that the problem 
has been created in Myanmar 
and the solution lies there. He 
said Dhaka wants the refugees to 
return “as soon as possible”.

Myanmar had recently pro-
posed to take back over half  a 
million Rohingyas from Bang-
ladesh and the two countries 
agreed to set up a working group 
to coordinate the repatriation of  
the minority Muslims.

Haque said a working group 
has been set up by Bangladesh 
and Myanmar to hammer out 
a solution after Dhaka handed 
over a written proposal suggest-
ing solutions.

“It’s a normal way of send-
ing people to their own country 
through a process. We proposed 
that we should also involve in-
ternational bodies in the process 
because the numbers are large,” 
he said.

Asked about India’s posi-
tion that the Rohingyas pose a 
security threat, Haque said there 
are possibilities of radicalisation 
wherever there is large scale 
movement of people, but Bang-
ladesh has been able to contain 
the situation so far.

“Not that it always becomes 
(a security threat), depends on 
how you manage it. So far the 

government of  Bangladesh has 
been able to contain that. It has 
not moved into a security area.

“The population continues 
to remain neutral. They all look 
forward to go back. It is the 

responsibility of the State not to 
allow it (radicalisation) to hap-
pen,” he said.

The Bangladesh foreign sec-
retary said there is a tendency to 
view such issues from the prism 
of radicalisation, but that obfus-
cates the fact that it is above all 
a humanitarian issue, involving 
women and children who “need 
support”.

He also refused to comment 
on India’s proposal to deport 
around 40,000 odd Rohingyas 
who are settled in camps across 
the country. “But I am sure at the 
end humanitarian issues will also 
get due consideration.” 

“India has been with Bang-
ladesh during difficult times 
like in 1971 or subsequently. 
They are our closest partner. We 
agreed this is a huge burden on 
Bangladesh and it has potential 
to destabilise the region. I think 
we were speaking in the same 
language,” he said.

On reports of mass graves of  
Hindus found in the violence-hit 
region, Haque said those who are 
committing the “ethnic cleans-
ing” are not really differentiating 
in terms of religion.

“This is part of ethnic cleans-
ing. Once there is ethnic cleans-
ing I do not think people who 
commit ethnic cleansing make 
separation between Muslims and 
Hindus. They want to clear the 
whole area to set up a free zone 
I am told. It is the government’s 
responsibility to protect all its 
citizens,” he said.

Around 5.15 lakh Rohingya 
have arrived in Bangladesh over 
the last five weeks after militant 
attacks on police check- posts in 
the Buddhist majority country 
sparked violent reprisals.

The latest influx of refugees 
began on August 25 when Myan-
mar’s military launched a crack-
down in the northern Rakhine 
state over alleged terrorist attacks 
on its police outposts.

There are now more than 
800,000 refugees living near 
Bangladesh’s border with My-
anmar. 

Rohingya, a Muslim minor-
ity, do not qualify for Myanmar 
citizenship even though many 
have lived there for generations 
while its army insists they are 
interlopers from across the border 
in Bangladesh.
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Big B urges people to remain alert while clicking selfies
Amid growing incidents of selfie-related deaths, Bollywood megastar Amitabh Bachchan 
today advised people to be cautious while clicking selfies. Bachchan was speaking here 
at the opening of Kalyan Jewellers’ first store in Madhya Pradesh. The actor, who is the 
brand ambassador of the jewellery company, was present along with his wife, actress-MP 
Jaya Bachchan. “Wherever we go, we normally click 10-12 photos, but still we say that 
one selfie is must...We will also take one with the people here,” Bachchan said when he 
was requested by the organisers to take a selfie from the dais with the crowd present at 
the function. Referring to the fans, who jostled with one another to catch a glimpse of  
the popular actor couple, the megastar said, “I always feel very happy after meeting you 
people and therefore, I feel that I should come here again and again.”  (PTI)

TICKET RATES
Silver Rs. 80
Gold Rs. 150

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

Hill Star is thrilled to announce 
its valued HillStarCinema 

fans that the hall is now live at 
BookMyShowIN You can now 

BUY tickets online! 

10 am: Chef (Hindi) 
12.30, 5.30 pm: Blade 
Runner (Eng) 2d/3d 8 pm: Judwaa 2 (Hindi)

India’s ‘Newton’ among 92 entries 

Dr. Luke is not a good person — Pink

Rahman’s new song captures 
impact of demonetisation

‘I have never done anything for the love of money’

Comic Con India 
signs licensing deal 
with Archie Comics

Clooney to get AFI Life 
Achievement AwardMiles to go: Anushka on her journey 

I
ndian film “Newton” is 
among a list of a record 
92 countries which have 
submitted films for consid-
eration in the Foreign Lan-

guage Film category for the 90th 
Academy Awards, the organisers 
have announced.

Haiti, Honduras, Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic, Mozam-
bique, Senegal and Syria are first-
time entrants, a statement on the 
official website of the Academy of  
Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences 
said.

“Newton”, a Hindi film set 
against the backdrop of elections 
in the world’s largest democracy, 
was last month chosen as India’s 
official entry for the Best Foreign 

Language Film at the Oscars 
2018.

Directed by Amit V. Masurkar 
and starring Rajkummar Rao, was 

chosen from among 26 titles from 
different languages by a 14-mem-
ber jury appointed by the Film 
Federation of India (FFI).

It will now compete with high-
profile contenders like Angelina 
Jolie’s “First They Killed My 
Father” from Cambodia, Michael 
Haneke’s “Happy End” from 
Austria, Sebastian Lelio’s “A Fan-
tastic Woman” from Chile, Robin 
Campillo’s “BPM (Beats Per 
Minute)” from France, Samuel 
Maoz’s “Foxtrot” from Israel, 
Joachim Trier’s “Thelma” from 
Norway, and Andrey Zvyagint-
sev’s “Loveless” from Russia. 

Nominations for the 90th 
Academy Awards will be an-
nounced on January 23, 2018. 

The awards ceremony will 
be held on March 4, 2018, at the 
Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles.

IANS

A 
R Rahman’s 
new single 
“The Flying 
Lotus” has re-
leased on Fri-

day and the Oscar-winning 
composer said through 
his single he wanted to 
show people’s “admiration 
and resentment” towards 
demonetisation.

Last year on November 
8, Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi announced the 
biggest-ever demonetisa-
tion exercise India has 
ever seen by suddenly 
withdrawing Rs 500 and 
Rs 1,000 notes from public 
use in a bid to clamp down 
on black money and fake 
currency menace.

“November 2016 was 

an interesting phase for 
India as the government 
announced demonetisa-
tion. As India continued to 
rise on the path to progress, 
what were its citizen’s feel-
ings? And what about the 
impact of demonetisation 

on ordinary folks? 
“With ‘The Flying 

Lotus’, I have tried to 
capture people’s unspoken 
admiration as also the loud 
resentment of an interest-
ing occurrence of historic 
proportions through the 
language of music,” Rah-
man said in a statement.

Conducted by Ricardo 
Averbach, “The Flying 
Lotus” is a 19-minute-long 
music piece in collabora-
tion with the Internation-
ally renowned Seattle 
Symphony.

“The Flying Lotus” is 
available Worldwide on 
physical and digital formats 
exclusively on Universal 
Music Group.

PTI

S
uperstar Shah Rukh Khan 
has said money has never 
been the prime motivator 
for him to take on a project 
- be it films or a business 

venture.
The 51-year-old actor, who is one 

of the highest-paid actors in Bol-
lywood, said he is the same lower 
middle class boy, who still believes 
he got more than what he desired.

“(Money) never did and it 
never will. I am well to do and 
God has been kind to me in every 
aspect of my life - professionally, 
economically and financially and 
more than that emotionally I have 
never ever done anything for the 
love of money.

“I say this from the point of  
view of a lower middle class boy, 
who has had much more than he 
had imagined or dreamt of in the 
wildest of dreams. People may 
think I am an entrepreneur, but I 
have never done anything for the 

liking or love of money. I do things 
because I love doing them,” Shah 
Rukh told reporters here at the launch 
press conference of his upcoming 
show “TEDTalks India - Nayi Soch”.

The actor said youngsters today 
must understand that money is the 

least important thing that should 
drive them towards their goals.

“I would say this to every young-
ster that if you desire to do something 
one of the things that we surely 
follow is money but (I think) it is the 
least important gaps that we try to fill 

in when we try to do something as 
work, job or love and hobby.” 

Shah Rukh said he is excited 
about the upcoming inspirational 
talk show and hopes people will 
connect with it as much as he 
does.

“I did TED Talks is perhaps 
the closest things to my heart I 
am not saying this because Uday 
Shankar and Gaurav are friends 
or Chris as they are good to me I 
say it genuinely. I hope people also 
love it as much as I do. It is impor-
tant for me that this gets loved by 
everyone,” he said.

The show will air on Star Plus 
channel soon.

PTI

C
omic Con India in collaboration with Archie 
Publications has commissioned special #1 
editions of popular Archie titles with exclu-
sive India covers.

Each pass holder to Comic Con India 
shows this year will receive the exclusive edition comic 
with a customized city cover. Hyderabad Comic Con 
will take place on October 14-15, Mumbai Comic Con 
on November 11-12, Bengaluru Comic Con December 
2-3 and Delhi Comic Con December 15-17. 

“One of the first comics I ever read was an Archie 
and millions of comic book fans in India have a similar 
story to share. Archie comics are considered as Indian 
as some of our local comics. Therefore, I am extremely 
excited to collaborate with Archie Publications to start 
this unique collaboration,” Jatin Varma, Founder, 
Comic Con India, said in a statement.

Jon Goldwater, Publisher/CEO of Archie Comics, 
said Archie and his friends are beloved worldwide, but 
“they’ve always been especially embraced in India. 
With that in mind, we’re honoured and excited to kick 
off this relationship with Comic Con India, which we 
hope to see continue for years to come”.

Comic Con India gives fans, exhibitors and 
partners a platform to celebrate their undying love and 
passion for comics and pop culture. They create events 
that cater to fans of not only comics, but also gaming, 
movies, television, merchandise, toys and more.

Comic Con India is part of the ReedPop family 
of events, which is dedicated to events like New York 
Comic Con, Oz Comic Con, Shanghai Comic Con 
and Star Wars Celebration. 

IANS

A
ctor-filmmak-
er George 
Clooney will 
be the 46th 
recipient of  

the AFI Life Achievement 
Award. The award, an-
nounced on Thursday, will 
be presented to Clooney on 
June 7, 2018 here, reports 
variety.com

“George Clooney is 
America’s leading man. 
Director, producer, writer, 
and actor - a modern-day 
screen icon who combines 
the glamour of a time gone 
by with a ferocious passion 
for ensuring art’s impact 
echoes beyond the screen,” 
said Howard Stringer, 
chairman of the American 

Film Institute Board of  
Trustees. 

“AFI is proud to 
present him with its 46th 
Life Achievement Award,” 
Stringer added.

Clooney has won a 
best actor Academy Award 
for his role in “Syrian” 
and a Best Picture Oscar 
as a producer on “Argo”. 
He has also received Best 
Actor Oscar nominations 
for “Michael Clayton”, 
“Up in the Air” and “The 
Descendants”; directing 
and screenplay nods for 
“Good Night, and Good 
Luck”; and a screenplay 
nomination for “The Ides 
of March”.

IANS

A
fter stepping into Bollywood 
in 2008 with superstar Shah 
Rukh Khan-starrer “Rab Ne 
Bana Di Jodi” to produc-
ing films and now owning 

a clothing line, actress Anushka Sharma 
has been on a roll. She says she has more 
ambitions to fulfil and hopes to develop her 
business ventures with a vengeance.

Anushka ventured into film produc-
tion in 2014 and earlier this month, she 
launched her clothing line Nush. 

“I feel happy with what I have achieved 
so far, but I have miles to go and more 
ambitions. I hope to develop my entrepre-
neurial ventures further,” Anushka told 
IANS over email from Mumbai, when 
asked about her career graph.

She says she wants to continue enter-
taining her fans.

“I want to continue work-
ing in roles and films that 
entertain, engage and are 
viewed in posterity as 
creatively qualitative. 
I haven’t achieved 
it all, there’s more 
to do in the years to 
come,” added the 
actress, who 
had her first 
modelling 

assignment for designer Wendell Rodricks 
in 2007. 

The “NH10” actress, 29, who has 
worked with Bollywood’s three Khans 
-- Shah Rukh, Salman and Aamir, says 
rather than looking back at her journey 
and contemplate, she prefers to use the 
learning to do better. 

“I prefer to take learnings and acquired 
understanding from my years in the film 
industry. Experience teaches you patience, 
consistency and persistence. I hope these 
will always define my work,” she said. 

What has been more daunting -- being 
an actress, producer or an entrepreneur?

“None of it is daunting, all of it is very 
enjoyable and exciting. I love doing all 
of it, and wish there was time to do even 
more,” she said. 

Anushka describes her clothing line 
Nush as “accessible high street 

fashion”. She says she wanted 
to create “everyday clothes for 
everyday events” and that it is 

“built around Indian needs 
and sensibilities”.

The line caters to all 
sizes from small to XXL. 

“It caters to women 
and girls from all age 

groups and also to all senses 
of styles,” she said. 

“We have been 
working on creating an 
apparel line for over a 

year’s time. Now that we 
are confident about the 

product and our distribu-
tion across India, we have 

decided to go ahead and launch 
it,” she said. 

On the film front, Anushka’s 
next is “Pari” and she says the role 
was challenging.

“Let’s just say the role chal-
lenged me and the film will hold up 
what we aim to do at Clean Slate 
Films -- tell solid, engaging stories 
on cinema,” she added. 

She will also be seen with actor 
Varun Dhawan in the upcoming 
film “Sui Dhaaga - Made in India”, 
touted as a story of self reliance 
aimed to connect with every 

Indian.
“It’s very early to talk 
about ‘Sui Dhaaga’, but 

I am excited about 
the film, and look for-
ward to shooting it.” 

To be directed by 
Sharat Katariya and 

written by Maneesh 
Sharma, the film will go on 
the floors from January next 
year. The film will hit the 
screens for Gandhi Jayanti 
2018.

IANS

S
inger Pink has opened up 
about her past experience 
of working with record 
producer Dr. Luke amid his 
ongoing legal battle with 

singer Kesha.
More than a decade after Pink 

collaborated with Dr. Luke, she has 
spoken out against him, alleging 
“he’s not a good person,” reports 
aceshowbiz.com. 

Pink has addressed Kesha’s al-
legations that Dr. Luke was sexually 
and verbally abusive toward her.

“I don’t know what 
happened,” Pink said of  
Kesha’s claims. “But I 
know that regardless 
of whether or not Dr. 
Luke did that, this 
is his karma and he 
earned it because he’s 
not a good person.” 

Pink collaborated 
with Dr. Luke, whose 
real name is Lukasz Gott-

wald, in 2006. He co-wrote 
and produced three songs 
on her fourth studio 
album -- “I’m Not 
Dead”. 

She now refuses 
to work with the 
44-year-old.

“I have told him 
that to his face,” she 
said, adding that the 
music mogul “doesn’t 
do good business, he’s 

not a kind person, he 
doesn’t do the right 

thing when given 
ample opportuni-
ties to do so, and 
I don’t really feel 
that bad for him”. 

Pink is not the 
only singer to speak 
up against Dr. Luke. 
Last month, 

Kelly Clarkson 
claimed she 

lost “millions” of dollars to 
avoid having a songwrit-
ing credit “near” the 

producer’s name. 
Kesha filed a 

lawsuit against Dr. 
Luke in 2014, claim-
ing that he drugged 
and sexually and 
verbally abused 
her. She dropped 
her sexual as-
sault lawsuit in 
August last year 

as she wanted to 
focus on releasing 
new music.

IANS
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Marin Cilic thrashed Ryan Harrison 6-2, 6-0 to enter the Japan Open tennis semi-finals.

Argen na’s Lionel Messi reacts at the end of their goalless 2018 World Cup qualifier match against Peru, 
in Buenos Aires, on October 5.

Spain’s Andres Iniesta a ends a news conference.
Guest of honour H. Khehovi Sumi and his wife with the winners of various categories a er the award 
ceremony on Thursday.

Khekaho Assumi with the winners on the first day of 5th Faith in Ac on Taekwondo Championship on 
Friday.

PTI
The JSCA Stadium ground covered due to rains on the eve of the 1st T20 match between India and Australia 
in Ranchi on Friday.

11

Argentina in peril as World 
Cup race goes to wire

Cilic powers into 
Japan Open semi-nals

Iniesta agrees “contract for life” with Barcelona

In-form India look to extend dominance over Oz in T20Is

All Sumi badminton championship concludes

5th Faith in Action Taekwondo 
Championship underway

BSF martyrs mini marathon

Australian pacer Hastings retires from Tests, ODIs

M o n t ev i d e o,  O c t .  6 
(AFP):  Lione l  Mess i 
and Argentina’s hopes of  
reaching the 2018 World 
Cup were left hanging in 
the balance on Thursday 
after another stalemate on 
a nail-biting day of  South 
American qualifying ac-
tion.

Argentina were held 
to a 0-0 draw in Buenos 
Aires by Peru, leaving the 
two-time world champi-
ons outside the automatic 
qualification places as they 
head into the final round 
of  fixtures next Tuesday.

It was another desper-
ately disappointing display 
by Argentina, who once 
again struggled to turn a 
wealth of  possession into 
goals.

Barcelona star Messi 
hit the post in the second 
half  but could only watch 
in frustration after serving 
up a stream of  chances 
for team-mates who failed 
to convert. The result left 
Argentina in sixth place 
in the standings. The first 
four teams qualify auto-
matically, with the fifth-
placed team advancing 
to a playoff  against New 
Zealand in November.

But  wi th  only  two 
points separating third-
placed Chile and seventh-
placed Paraguay, the final 
standings could change 
dramatically depending on 
results on Tuesday.

The margin for error 
for Argentina, however, 

Tokyo, Oct. 6 (Reuters): 
Top seed Marin Cil ic 
strolled into the Japan 
Open semi-finals with a 
dominant 6-2 6-0 victory 
over American Ryan Har-
rison on Friday.

The Croatian won 20 of  
21 points on his first serve 
and racked up 11 aces as he 
saw off  the world number 
52 in less an hour, and will 
meet unseeded Frenchman 
Adrian Mannarino in the 
last four in Tokyo.

Mannarino beat local 
hope Yuichi Sugita 6-2 6-4.

Four th seed David 
Goffin stayed on track for 
a final showdown with 
Cilic after beating Richard 
Gasquet 7-5 6-2 in his first 
meeting with the French-
man.

Goffin eliminated Cilic 
in the semi-finals in To-
kyo last year and has three 
wins in five previous meet-
ings with the world num-
ber five, including one in 
the Davis Cup, but faces 
a tricky semi-final against 
Argentine eighth seed Di-
ego Schwartzman.

A strong star t  was 
enough to see Schwartz-
man ease past Steve John-
son in straight sets.

The American, who 
pulled off  a big upset in the 
first round when he elimi-
nated second seed Dominic 
Thiem, struggled with his 
serve and surrendered the 
first set without winning 
a game.

He finally started to 
find some form in the sec-
ond set, but it was a case 
of  too little too late as he 
bowed out 6-0 7-5.

Ranchi, Oct. 6 (IANS): Af-
ter thrashing Australia 4-1 
in the five-match One-day 
International (ODI) series, 
a confident India will aim 
to extend their dominance 
over the Kangaroos in the 
three-match T20 Interna-
tional series starting here on 
Saturday.

With a staggering 9-4 
head-to-head record in fa-
vour of the hosts, and a 3-0 
clean sweep in their previ-
ous meeting in Australia 
in January last year, India 
definitely look a formidable 
unit going into Saturday’s 
encounter at the Jharkhand 
Cricket Association (JCA) 
International Stadium here.

India will also be bol-
stered by the return of  old 
war horses like Ashish 
Nehra, Dinesh Karthik and 
opener Shikhar Dhawan 
against a side with whom 
they have lost only once out 
of  the five series played so 
far. The rise of  all-rounder 
Hardik Pandya and the 
guile of  the wrist spin duo 
of Kuldeep Yadav and Yuz-
vendra Chahal have made 
life difficult for Australia in 

has narrowed after their 
latest setback, their third 
consecutive draw of  a fal-
tering qualification cam-
paign.

Argentina’s final quali-
fier is a challenging away 
trip to Ecuador in the thin 
air of  Quito. Argentina 
have a poor record in the 
Ecuadoran capital, losing 
two out of  three of  their 
last World Cup qualifi-
ers there and drawing the 
other. The Argentines’ last 
World Cup qualifying win 
in Quito came in 2001.

However a victory on 
Tuesday would guarantee 
Argentina at least fifth 
place in the standings, 

with Peru and Colombia 
guaranteed to drop points 
against each other in their 
final game.
Uruguay on brink, Co-
lombia crash
Brazil, who have already 
qualified in first place, 
were held to a 0-0 draw by 
eliminated Bolivia in La 
Paz earlier Thursday.

That left the focus on 
the teams jostling behind 
the five time champions 
for the three remaining 
automatic spots.

Uruguay, who are sec-
ond with 28 points from 17 
games, missed the chance 
to book their place in Rus-
sia after being frustrated 

0-0 away at Venezuela.
Uruguay’s Paris Saint-

Germain striker Edinson 
Cavani squandered a gold-
en chance to win the game 
but shot wide in the 83rd 
minute.

The Uruguayans are all 
but assured of  qualifica-
tion however, needing only 
a draw or a win against 
lowly Bolivia in Monte-
video next week to book 
their place. South Ameri-
can champions Chile, 
meanwhile, resurrected 
their qualification hopes 
with a thrilling 2-1 win 
over Ecuador in Santiago.

Striker Eduardo Vargas 
drilled in a low shot on 22 

minutes to put the 2015 & 
2016 Copa America cham-
pions 1-0 up.

B u t  A l e x  I b a r r a 
equalised in the 82nd min-
ute for Ecuador to silence 
the home crowd.

But with Chile’s fans 
still struggling to digest 
Ibarra’s strike, the hosts 
went back up the other end 
and Arsenal star rammed 
home a close-range finish 
after Arturo Vidal’s shot 
was only partially saved.

The win saw Chile 
climb from sixth to third 
in the standings. Chile 
will qualify automatically 
if  they are able to beat 
Brazil in their final game 
next week.

In Barranquilla, Co-
lombia threw away what 
looked to be a certain vic-
tory that would have put 
them within touching dis-
tance of  qualification as 
they crashed to a 2-1 defeat 
to Paraguay.

Radamel Falcao scored 
with a deft lob to put Co-
lombia 1-0 ahead in the 
79th minute. But the Co-
lombians inexplicably con-
tinued to press forward 
and were twice caught on 
the break by Paraguay.

Oscar Cardozo bun-
dled in the equaliser for 
Paraguay in  the  89th 
minute and then Tony 
Sanabria punished poor 
goalkeeping by David 
Ospina to poke in a second 
in injury time to clinch 
the win.

the one-day series.
The  re tur n  o f  the 

38-year-old Nehra will be 
a key factor for India as the 
left-arm pacer would add 
variety to the pace attack of  
Bhuvneshwar Kumar and 
Jasprit Bumrah.

Dhawan, who had opt-
ed out of  the five-match 
ODI series, is back after 
attending to his ill wife, 
while Lokesh Rahul’s inclu-
sion ahead of  an in-form 
Ajinkya Rahane will also 

add to the stiff  competition 
in the top order.

His return from a shoul-
der injury has not been up 
to the mark as he did not 
get a chance in the ODI 
series but Rahul has been 
retained for the T20I series 
and he would look to make 
it count.

Australia, on the other 
hand will aim to gain some 
confidence before heading 
back to play the Ashes series 
in a month’s time.

But their over depen-
dence on the duo of skipper 
Steve Smith and his deputy 
David Warner have proved 
fatal during the 50-over se-
ries. The tourists will hope 
for a better show from their 
middle order, including the 
likes of Glenn Maxwell and 
Travis Head, who failed to 
click as a unit during the 
ODIs.

Uncapped lef t -arm 
speedster Jason Behren-
dorff, along with wicket-

keeper-batsman Tim Paine, 
all-rounders Moises Hen-
riques and Dan Christian, 
are the new additions in 
Australia’s T20I squad.

Australia’s success in 
the series will also depend 
on their pace bowling de-
partment comprising of  
the likes of  Patrick Cum-
mins, Behrendorff, Kane 
Richardson and Nathan 
Coulter-Nile.
Squads: 
India: Virat Kohli (Cap-
tain), Rohit Sharma (vice-
captain), Shikhar Dhawan, 
KL Rahul, Manish Pan-
dey, Kedar Jadhav, Dinesh 
Karthik, MS Dhoni (wk), 
Hardik Pandya, Kuldeep 
Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal, 
Jasprit Bumrah, Bhuvnesh-
war Kumar, Ashish Nehra, 
Axar Patel.
Australia: Steve Smith 
(Captain), David War-
ner (vice-captain), Jason 
Behrendorff, Dan Chris-
tian, Nathan Coulter-Nile, 
Patrick Cummins, Aaron 
Finch, Travis Head, Moises 
Henriques, Glenn Maxwell, 
Tim Paine (WK), Kane 
Richardson, Adam Zampa.

Barcelona, Oct. 6 (Re-
uters): Barcelona captain 
Andres Iniesta has ended 
speculation he could leave 
the club where he has spent 
his entire career by an-
nouncing the agreement of  
a contract for life with the 
Liga side on Friday.

“Barcelona and Andres 
Iniesta have reached an 
agreement to renew his 
contract for life which will 

tie both parties together,” 
Barcelona said in a state-
ment.

Iniesta, 33, has been at 
Barcelona since he was 12 
years old, making his pro-
fessional debut in 2002. He 
is the club’s second all-time 
leading appearance maker 
behind Xavi Hernandez, 
playing 633 games and 
scoring 54 goals.

The Spain midfielder’s 

current contract was set 
to expire in June 2018 and 
he set alarm bells ringing 
at the club by declaring in 
an interview with Span-
ish newspaper El Pais in 
August that he could leave 
when his deal ran out.

He will give a news con-
ference at the club’s Nou 
Camp stadium later on 
Friday alongside president 
Josep Maria Bartomeu.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The 5th All Sumi Badmin-
ton Championship, hosted 
by Dimapur District Sumi 
Badminton Association 
(DDSBA), concluded on 
Thursday evening at the 
DDBA indoor badminton 
stadium. 

H. Khehovi Sumi, pro-
prietor, Renomme Coir & 
Kivifoam Industries, Na-
galand graced the closing 
ceremony as the guest of  
honour and gave away the 
prizes to the winners.

Speaking on the occa-
sion, Khehovi maintained 
that sports play an integral 
part in the transformation 
of  the society both eco-
nomically and socially. It 
helps in fostering and up-
holding brotherhood and 
peace, he added. 

Lauding the effort of  
Dimapur District Sumi 
Badminton Association for 
the successful conduct of  

Melbour ne,  Oct .  6 
(IANS): Australian pac-
er John Hastings on Fri-
day announced his re-
tirement from Tests and 
One-Day Internationals 
(ODIs), Cricket Austra-
lia has confirmed.

The 31-year -o ld , 

who played one Test 
for Australia will now 
solely concentrate on 
Twenty20 Internation-
als (T20Is). 

“Trying to get back 
a f t e r  four  shoulder 
reconstructions, four 
major ankle operations 

and a major knee op-
eration has just worn 
me down,” the Victorian 
told cricket.com.au.

“The body is just giv-
ing up and every time I 
try to load back to get 
back to four-day cricket 
or one-day cricket, it 

seems as if  something 
else goes. It was a tough 
decision, one that wasn’t 
made lightly, but I’ve 
decided to give the two 
longer formats away and 
focus on T20,” Hastings 
added. 

In 2016 Hastings 

was the world’s leading 
ODI pacer after pick-
ing up 29 wickets in 
15 matches, the equal 
second-most dismiss-
als alongside South Af-
rica’s Imran Tahir and 
behind teammate Adam 
Zampa.

the competition, Khehovi 
said there are lots of  talent-
ed youngsters who could 
excel in higher level of  
competition if  proper guid-
ance and support is given to 
them. He therefore urged 
the association to strive to 
mould the youngsters.

Generally speaking on 
the abilities of  every indi-

vidual, he said God has 
blessed each and every-
one with different abili-
ties which one must make 
proper use of  it for better-
ment of  mankind.

He also encouraged 
upon the people to have far 
sighted vision in choosing a 
leader who would sincerely 
lead the people even at dif-

ficult times. 
Winners of the competi-
tion are as follows:

Men’s
Winner - H. Hinoka Sema 

and Aron Chophy
Runner up - V. Hito Swu 

and Kitoka Chishi
Mixed Doubles

Winners - Hito Swu and 
Angelika Swu

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The 111 Bn and 93 Bn Bor-
der Security Force, Naga-
land is organising the BSF 
Martyrs Mini Marathon 
(12 Kms) on October 22 at 
Satakha, Zunheboto in hon-
our of brave soldiers of BSF 
who attained Martyrdom 
while making the supreme 

sacrificing to maintain the 
unity, integrity and sover-
eignty of the nation. Entry 
level will be in Open male, 
below 16 years (male) and 
open female.

Interested candidates 
can fill up the free entry 
forms available at 93 Bn 
BSF Chedema, Kohima 

and 111 Bn BSF Satakha, 
Zunheboto.

Trophy and cash prizes 
will be given to the win-
ners and runners-up in all 
the categories and all the 
participants will be given 
a momento. The last date 
of  registration is Sunday, 
October 15.

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The 5th Faith in Action 
Taekwondo Championship 
got underway on Friday 
at Dimapur Government 
College with Khekaho As-
sumi, Parliamentary Sec-
retary, Youth Resources 
and Sports and Music Task 
Force, Government of  Na-
galand as the chief  guest. 

Assumi in his speech 
asserted that Taekwondo 
helps the players to keep 
them fit and also away from 

drugs, alcohol and other 
bad habits on the day when 
the training starts. He also 
showed some moves of  
self-defence techniques to 
the players as he himself  is 
a Black Belt.

He also lauded the hard 
work of  Faith in Action 
Taekwondo Academy and 
their achievements in In-
ternational level and as-
sured to give Rs. 3 lakhs 
to the Faith in Action Tae-
kwondo Academy as grant 

in aid by the end of  this 
month and Rs. 50,000 to 
the organisers as a token of  
appreciation. 

More than 200 Play-
ers from different Schools 
and Academies are taking 
part in the two day mega 
Taekwondo Championship 
at Dimapur Government 
College Auditorium. 

A special Taekwondo 
Demonstration was also 
presented by the Faith in 
Action Team.

Runner-up - Hinoka Sema 
and Toli A.

35+
Winners - Hutoka Assumi 

and Kavito Chophy
Runner-up - Ghukiho 

Naga and Khekato 
Awomi

40+
Winner - Ahoto Zhimo 

and Kuhoje Achumi 
Runner-up - Yekhuvi 

Achumi and H. Khekiye 
Yeptho

45+
Winner - Ahoto Zhimo 

and Ghukiho Naga
Runner-up - Yekhuvi 

Achumi and Kihoto Kiba
50+ 

Winner - Kihoto Kiba and 
Yekhuvi Achumi

Runner-up - Atoshe Swu 
& David Achumi

55+
Winner - Lhokishe and 

Shiluho Chophi
Runner-up - V. Hotoi Aye 

and Niheto Achumi.



The Nagaland sepaktakraw junior team for the 21st junior na onal 
sepaktakraw championship from October 9 to 13, 2017 at Mandi 
(Himachal Pradesh).
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Wins for YA Marepkong and Rongpang Reju
Khyouchi FC, Manipur; Tangkhul Students’ Union and Billy Graham FC enter pre-quarters

NSF Martyrs’ Memorial Trophy 

U-17 World Cup: India lose to US in campaign opener

A Nigerian to play for Lamphel 
FC at NSF Martyrs' Trophy

Players of Believers Church and Rongkimi Presbyterian Church Youth Fellowship and officials before the 
match on Friday.

EM Images

A match in progress at the ongoing MDFA trophy in Mokokchung on Friday.
EM Images

Players of Tangkhul Students’ Union (Blue) and Renegades FC in ac on at Kohima local ground on Oct. 6.
EM Images

USA  players celebrate a er scoring the second goal against India  during their U-17 FIFA World cup 
match in New Delhi on Friday.

PTI

Dimapur, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
YA Marepkong ward and 
Rongpang Reju registered 
wins in their respective 
matches at the ongoing 
MDFA Trophy 2017 on Fri-
day. YA Marepkong won 
5-1 against Intermingle.

The first goal of  the 
match was scored by Opan-
glemzung of Intermingle in 
the first 10 minutes of  the 
game.

An equaliser and a con-
secutive goal for Marep 
were scored by Ilanger and 
Mezebui in the 36th and 
37th minute. Keyiceleung 
of  Marepkong scored the 
third goal in the first min-
ute of the second half. YA 
Marepkong were no match 

for the young Interminlge-
players.

Two more goals were 
scored by Marepkong in the 
62nd and in the additional 
minute of  the second half  
of  the game by Mezebui 
and Keycelung making YA 
Marepkong the winner of  
the first match. Rongpang 
Reju registered their first 
win of  the tournament 
against

Soccer Club 3-0. Teme-
jenmeren fetched a hat-trick 
for Rongpang Reju in the 
11th, 38th and 40th minutes 
and sealed victory for the 
team. Opangkokba of Soc-
cer club was given a yellow 
card in the 68th minute of  
the game. With two yellow 

cards in hand, Opangkong-
ba wil miss the next match 
with YA Marepkong. The 
third match between NU 
Lumami and Telongjem FC 
ended in a draw with both 
the teams failing to score 
any goal till the last minute. 
Telongjem FC made several 
attempts but they couldn’t 
penetrate through

the defense line of  the 
Lumami team. NU Lu-
mami, the underdogs, also 
made equal attempts but 
failed to get the ball through 
the net.
Saturday’s matches

11:00 a.m onwards
SSS Yellow vs Dominion club
Grand Elite’s vs Zonipang SA
Alempang YA vs Arikotong

Our Correspondent
Kohima, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
Former champions Tang-
khul Students’ Union ad-
vanced to the pre-quarters 
of  the 18th NSF Martyrs 
Memorial Trophy follow-
ing their victory against 
Renegades FC 3-0 here at 
Kohima local ground.

The former champions 
eased into the round of  
last 16 with a convincing 
win against a struggling 
Renegades FC who could 
barely put up a fight during 
the 70-minutes play.

TSU lifted the NSF 
Trophy in the third edi-
tion in 2002, and they are 
back at Khuochiezie as 
one of  the title contenders 
even this year. Renegades 

were left helpless against 
a team who dominated in 
all fronts throughout the 
match, thanks to the goal-
keeper of  Renegades who 
brilliantly saved couple of  
attempts. Centre forward of  
TSU Thomyo L. Shimray 
opened the account of  the 
visiting team in the 17th 
minute and placed them in 
the driving seat before the 
interval.

Heading into the sec-
ond half, TSU doubled 
the lead when Rinchanso 
Khongreiwo delivered a 
superb long range shot that 
got passed the keeper, while 
Themvoi Jaja placed TSU 
in a comfortable position 
when he netted the third 
goal in the 52nd minute.

Playing the third match 
of  the day, Billy Graham 
FC also registered their 
entry into the pre-quarters 
with their victory against 
Kings FC, Chüziema 2-0.

Rahul Kamei scored a 
controversial goal to give 
Billy Graham the lead in 
the 26th minute, while Ko-
rnan scored for Billy Gra-
ham in the 58th minute 
to take home his team to 
victory.

Rahul Kamei and Al-
ban Kamei were both cau-
tioned with yellow cards 
during the match, for which 
Billy Graham will have a 
concern if  their team pro-
gresses further in the tour-
nament.

Earlier  in the f irst 
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Wins for Believers Church and KAPC at Diphu

Inzamam's nephew 
gets Pakistan call-up

D
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match, Khyouchi FC, Ma-
nipur blanked Kirha Youth 
Society, Viswema 4-0 to 
enter the pre-quarters.

Khyouch i  FC was 
placed in a comfortable 
position with 2-0 advantage 
before the interval through 
the goals of  Sülounü and 
Reuben. The hope of Kirha 
Youth Society to stay in the 
game was all over when 

Zhaipu tripled the lead for 
the visiting team during the 
second half, while Sülounü 
went on to score his second 
goal of the match in the fi-
nal minute of the stipulated 
time and ended the match 
4-0.

Khyouchi FC, Mani-
pur will next play against 
Billy Graham FC in the 
pre-quarterfinal on Oct. 12.

New Delhi, Oct. 6 (IANS): 
India's campaign at the 
FIFA Under-17 World Cup 
got off  to a poor start as 
they suffered a 0-3 defeat 
to the United States in a 
Group A match here on 
Friday.

Josh Sargent (30th min-
ute) put the US in the lead 
by converting a penalty in 
the first half.

Chris Durkin (51st) and 
Andrew Carleton (84th) 
rounded off  the tally after 
the break.

The Indians gave a 
good account of themselves 
in the first half although the 
visitors dominated from 
start to finish and should 
have scored within the first 
10 minutes.

India's star winger 
Komal Thatal was superb 
down the left, repeatedly 
troubling the American 
defenders with his dribbling 
skills.

India's other winger 
Ninthoiganba Meetei also 
played well with his speedy 
runs down the right. Abhijit 
Sarkar also did well in the 
midfield.

Indian goalkeeper 
Dheeraj Moirangthem was 
in superb form, coming up 

A Nigerian nationality 
Francis Okechukwu is par-
ticipating at the ongoing 
NSF Martyrs Memorial 
Trophy representing Lam-
phel FC, Manipur. 

He will be playing for 
Lamphel FC in their match 
against High School Taxi 
Drivers XI on October 7 
during the second match at 
12.30 PM.

26-year old Okechuk-
wu, who plays as a centre 
forward/striker, presently 
plays for Peerless Sports 
Club, Kolkata.

He had also represent-
ed football clubs in India 
viz Southern Samity FC, 
Kolkata, Dynamo Club, 
I. Railway FC, United 
Sports Club, Kolkata, Tez-
pur United FC, Sunrise 
Athletic Club, Tuff  Laxmi 
Prasad Sports Club, Goa, 
Hindustan Eagles, Chen-
nai, Ramhlun North FC, 
Aizawl and Arrows FC, 

Chennai.
In his country, he had 

also played for OKWU 
United FC and Perfect 
United FC.
Saturday’s matches
Nagabazar FC vs Biekrazou 

at 11 a.m
High School Taxi Drivers XI 
vs Lamphel FC, Manipur at 

12.30 p.m
Khriekesa FC vs Chedema 

Vill Youth Org at 2 p.m

with several superb saves to 
reduce the margin of defeat.

The hosts played a de-
fensive, counter-attacking 
style with Aniket Jadhav as 
the lone striker. The Indian 
boys however, suffered from 
a lack of  co-ordination in 
the final third which re-
sulted in a lot of mispasses 
and made the job easier for 
the US defenders.

The Indian defence 
came under pressure right 
at the start when India goal-

keeper Dheeraj Moirangth-
em produced a superb save 
to deny American striker 
Josh Sargent from close 
range. Dheeraj was called 
upon to make another save 
in the 15th minute when an 
attempted clearance saw the 
ball bounce off  US winger 
Ayo Akinola and almost 
sneak in at the near post.

The US defence came 
under pressure in the 25th 
minute when India striker 
Aniket Jhadav dribbled into 

the rival penalty area and 
ultimately earned a corner.

The Americans took 
the lead when the referee 
inexplicably awarded a pen-
alty after Indian defender 
Jitendra Singh tugged at 
the jersey of Sargent inside 
the penalty box. Sargent 
stepped forward to send the 
ball into the net as Dheeraj 
dived the other way.

The Americans almost 
doubled their lead shortly 
after half-time when Akino-

Karachi, Oct. 6 (PTI): 
Pakistan's chief  selector 
Inzamam- ul-Haq has 
picked his nephew, Imam-
ul-Haq, in the 15-member 
one-day squad for the up-
coming series against Sri 
Lanka in the UAE.

The squad announced 
on Friday by the Pakistan 
Cricket Board has only one 
change from the squad that 
won the Champions Tro-
phy in England in June with 
the senior batsman, Azhar 
Ali dropped to make way 
for Imam.

"Azhar has been rested 
for the series to regain full 
fitness," a board statement 
said.

Before the Test series 
against the Lankans, Azhar 
had struggled with a knee 

problem but was picked in 
the final line up after being 
treated with injections.

The 21-year old Imam, 
a left-hand batsman, has 
played in just 31 First-Class 
matches and 24 List A 
games before being picked 
in the national squad.

Inzamam said Imam 
had been picked because of  
his consistent performances 
in domestic cricket and to 
give chance to a youngster 
in home conditions.

The selectors have also 
recalled experienced bats-
men, Ahmed Shehzad and 
Muhammad Hafeez for the 
five-match series.

Imam, a top-order 
batsman, has appeared for 
the Pakistan under-19 and 
emerging squad.

Our Correspondent
Diphu, Oct. 6 (EMN): 
The pre-quarter final match 
in Pool-D of  the 1st In-
ter Churches Knock-out 
Football Tournament was 
played between Rongkimi 
Presbyterian Church Youth 
Fellowship (RPCYF) and 
Believer Church (BC) at 
Christian English High 
School playground here on 
Friday.

It was a one sided match 
as team Believers Church 
scored three goals in the 
first half  where Rongkimi 

Youth Fellowship could not 
manage a single goal in the 
first half. Rongkimi Youth 
Felloweship tried to score 
several times but failed to 
reach the back of  the net. 
Believers Church scored 
two more goals to make it 
5-0 and a place in the the 
quarter final.

In the second quar-
ter final match of  Pool-C 
Karbi Anglong Presbyte-
rian Church (KAPC) beat 
Diphu Presbyterian Church 
(DPC) 1-0. It was a high 
voltage match as both the 

teams could not score in 
the first half. The second 
half  saw Karbi Anglong 
Presbyterian Church player 
open the account and thus 
beat Diphu Presbyterian 
Church with a margin of  
1-0. Karbi Anglong Presby-
terian Church (KAPC) thus 
entered semi final and will 
play against Evangelical 
Baptist Church Convention 
(EBCC).

The tournament is or-
ganised by Diphu Baptist 
Church Youth Ministry 
(DBCYM).

la dribbled into the penalty 
area and picked out Sargent 
inside the six-yard box.

Dheeraj however, dis-
played excellent reflexes to 
deny Sargent's close range 
attempt with a diving save.

The hosts however 
could not rejoice for long 
as a short while later, the 
Indian defence failed to 
clear a high ball inside the 
box and Durkin punished 
them with an impeccable 
finish. The second goal 
seemed to affect the morale 
of the hosts as their defence 
started to make mistakes.

India got a good chance 
in the 56th minute when a 
through ball from Sarkar 
found Thatal whose at-
tempt went over the bar.

India's best chance of  
the match came in the 84th 
minute when Anwar Ali's 
shot from outside the pen-
alty box beat American 
goalkeeper Justin Garces 
but hit the underside of the 
crossbar.

But the third goal for 
the US came off  the sub-
sequent counter-attack as 
Carleton latched on to a 
long ball out of the Ameri-
can defence and rounded 
past Dheeraj to find the net.


